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CHAPTER I

nrnoDUCTION
'.l'he Problem
Although the professional literature of educational administration is
replete with studies of the principalship, little information of a substantive
nature has been said about the assistant principalship.

Most of the informs-

tion about the assistant principalship is comparatively recent (see biblio•
graphy on page 178) and most is provided through periodicals and other
dissertation studies.
Students of educational administration have pointed out that the high
school principalship is the oldest administrative position in American education, antedating both the superintendency and the elementary school principalship.1

However, the first reference to what is now known as an assistant

principal occurred in Boston around 1857, where the tenu ''head assistant" came
into being.

By 1900, Jacobson tells us that principals picked their adminis•

trative assistants. 2
The position of the assistant principal seems to have developed by no
direct plan but rather as the name implies, to assist the principal.

Even the

lPaul B. Jacobson, et al., 'l'he Effective School Principal (Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1954), p. 491.
2Ibid., p. 495.
1

2

title of the position varies, the most commonly used title is assistant
principal, but other titles in use include vice principal, administrative
assistant, dean and assistant to the principal. 3 Since there was little
agreement about the position, very little was written about the responsibilitiES
of the assistant principal.

Gillespie tells us that "the assistant principal

evolved without a sense of direction or adequate philosophy".

Some authorities

view the assistant principalship as a training ground for the principalship,
others view it as a career position and still others see it as a combination
of both of these roles depending on the person and his ambition as well as the
particular school situation.4
The vice principalship (assistant principalship) has been in widespread
existence not more than two decades, Novak tells

us.s

however there has been

little clarification of the duties, responsibilities, status and leadership
role in secondary education.
and

en~ollment),

The increasing size of secondary schools (plant

increasing trend for further consolidation of high schools,

increasing program of curriculum offerings and uae of new forms of technology
in education all spell changing roles for educational administrators. 6

3.irloyd L. Coppedge, "New Im.age of the Assistant Principal," Clearinghouse, XI.II, No. 5 (1968), p. 283.
4T. Marcus Gillespie, "Assistant Principal: Status, Duties and Responsibilities," 'l'he Bulletin of the Ka tional Association of Secondary School
Princil?!ls, XLV, No. 269, (1961), pp. 59-68.
5senjamin J. Novak, "Examining the Role of the Vice Principal," America1
School Board Journal, CXLVI (May, 1963), p. 15.
6Richard H. Barr and Betty J. Foster, Statistics of Public Elementary
and Secondarx Dax Schools (Washington, D. C.: u. s. Government Printing
Office, 1969), pp. 2-5.

3

Robert Thurman in a recent article of Educational Leadership, has indicated
that the principal's role should even be changed, including title, to
concentrate on learning and instruction.7
With more administrative duties and responsibilities resulting because
of the changes in modern secondary education, this dissertation was undertaken
to analyze the role and function of the secondary school assistant principal·
ship and to up-date and add to information currently available on this topic.
Specifically, this study attempts to:

1.

analyze the educational position of the assistant principal
in large public secondary schools with student enrollments of
1000 or more pupils in the states of Maryland and Virginia.

2.

ascertain selection practices and the rationale (where
available) for appointing/nominating assistant principals in
large secondary schools.

3.

compare the stated selection practices of school systems with
the assistant principals' recoa:mendations or opinions of such
practices.

4. compare a listing of the major responsibilities of assistant
principals as reported by them, with what these same practitioners as well as others in school administration conceive
them to be.

S.

develop a job description of the assistant principalship for
the large secondary school setting.

71.obe1·t s. l'hurman, "The Principal Must Be Replaced," Educational
Leadershi , XXVI, No. 8 (1969), • 781.

4

6.

ascertain the degree to which assistant principals share in
the professional leadership role of large secondary schools.

In order to attain the above objectives, the foci of the study were the
large public secondary schools in the states of Maryland and Virginia, having
enrollments of 1000 pupils and above.

Only senior high schools, four year,

five year and in some cases six year high schools were included.

No deliberate

attempt was made to separate data for the two states nor to include junior
high schools except when an integral part of a junior-senior high school
combination.
Planning for the Study
Any study of this type involves a great deal of research and correspondence plus considerable follow up as well as reliance on the professional
attitudes and good intentions of those with whom the writer is con:municating.
The first task was to identify the problem.

The second task was to

determine from what sources information was to be obtained in order to gain
insight into the problem.

National and state professional, educational and

governmental organizations as well as local school and educational sources had
to be identified.

Research had to be initiated into the professional litera-

ture using such standard references as the Education Index; lnczclopedia of
Educational lesearch; Methods of IU!searcb; IU!search Studies in Education, A
Subject Index of Doctoral Dissertations, Reports, and Field

Studie~;

and

ptssertation Abstracts: Abstracts of Dissertations and Monographs in
Microfilm.
The third task was to narrow the focus of the study to determine the

5

purpose of the study, methocl of obtaining data and settings from which such
data might be gotten.

The latter part involved obtaining state educationnl

directories and enlisting participation of school officials.
The fourth and final step in the planning process included:
a.

investigating sources of support ·- economic, professional
and clerical -- to permit the study's successful init:l.ation
and conclusion, and to lend prestige to the undertaking.

b.

beginning to formulate data collection devices and to analyze
the professional literature.

c.

developing a thesis outline.
Sources of Infonaation and Procedures

As indicated in the previous section -- national, state and local -·
professional, educational and governmental organizations were contacted to
gather information.

Some of these were:

American Association of School

Administrators; Baltimore Teachers Union; Maryland and Virginia Education
Association; Maryland State Department of Education; Maryland State Teachers
Association; Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools;
Nationai Association of Secondary School Principals; National Education Association; Secondary School Principals in Maryland (81) and Virginia (112);
Secondary School Assistant Principals in Maryland and Virginia (319); Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools; Superintendents -- City, County and
Division -- in Maryland (16) and Virginia (49), having secondary schools in
their districts with 1000 or more pupils; University Microfilms, University of
Michigan; United States Office of Education, Education Resources Information

6

Center (ERIC); and the Virginia State Board of Education.

Additionally, the

professional literature was analyzed and synthesized using the Educational
Index as the basic guide.

Most of the useable references were periodicals,

with very little emphasis on the assistant principalship in longer works on
educational administration.
With the assistance of such references compiled and/or authored by (1)
Good and Scates,8 (2) Monroe,9 and (3) Harris and Liba, 10 an Assistant Princip!l Questionnaire was developed (Appendix A), composed of three parts with
forty-four questions.

The next data gathering device was the development of

an Interview Formll composed of a responsibility check list (Appendix B) and
thirty interview questions (Appendix C).
1'he last data gatherinz device was a form letter (Appendix D), to be

completed by Superintendents, in order to obtain evidence of written policies
concerning the assistant principalship in the Maryland and Virginia city or
county districts having public secondary schools with enrollments of 1000 or
more students.
The Thesis Outline required by Loyola University of Chicago was submitted and accepted.

'lben the Washington Internships in Education Program, a

8earter V. Good and Douglas E. Scates, Methods of Research (New York:
Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc., 1954), pp. 604·645.
9walter s. Monroe, Encf,lopedia of Educational Research (l.ev. ed.; New
York: Macmillan and Co., 19.50 , pp. 948-950, and pp. 1126-1131.
lOChester W. Harris and Marie R. Liba, Encyclof':dia of Educational
aesearch (3rd ed.; New York: Macmillan and Co., 1960~ pp. 1447-1451.
llwalter Van Dyke Bingham, Bruce Victor Moore, and John W. Gustad, !!2!,
to Interview (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1959), pp. 64-69.

7

Ford Foundation sponsored program to develop educational leadership, agreed to
permit me to use its name and Washington, D. C. based facilities to mail the
necessary letters of explanation and questionnaires to school principals and
in turn assistant principals (the primary respondents in this study).
Data Collection and Follow·ue

gues tionna &re
Using the directorz of Sg90L on'ICJALS in the State of Maryland
13
1968/69 12 and Viraipia Educational Direetorx. School Year 1968·69,
193
secondary schools -· 81 in Maryland ano 112 in Virginia •• were identified as
being eligible to participate in the study by virtue of having 1000 students
or more and being senior high, four year, five year or six year public high
schools (Appendix E).

For these

two

states the 193 selected schools were an

all inclusive list of this type school.
On

January 10, 1969 initial letters (Appendix F) were sent to the prin•

cipals of the 193 schools with an attached Partici}?!tion Form (Appendix G).
Later, on January 20, a follow-up letter was sent to non-responding principals
(Appendix H).

Based on the willingness of the principal to participate and

his completion and return of the Participation

lorm, listing the names of his

~ryland, State Department of Education, directorv of SCHOOL OFFICIALS
in the State of Maryland. 1968169 (Baltimore, Md.: Maryland Sta.te Department of
Education, 1968), pp. 78·87.
1

13virginia, State Department of Education, Virginia Educational Dir·

ectory. School Year 1968-69 (Richmond, Va.: Virginia State Department of
Education, 1968), pp. 48-115.

8

ass is taut principals and directors of guidance, 14 the Assistant Principal
guestionnair! was mailed to those administrators, whose names were listed on
the forlll.

'l'bis questionnaire was sent to all the assistant principals and dir•
ectors of guidance on January 29, 1969 with a cover letter of explanation
(Appendix I).

1.'he deadline set for the return of the Assistant Prigcipal

guestionnaire was March 1 1 1969.

An unedited Sum:narx of the Assista9t Priq..

cipal guestionnaire (Appendix J) wss compiled and mailed to the 133 participat
ing secondary schools on November 3, 1969 as a fulfillment of an earlier
promise.
Interviews
Besides providing the assistant principals' names the larticipation

!:2!'!!1,

completed and returned by the secondary school principals, provided

information in item #3 about the possibility of personal school interviews
with the assistant principals in each school.

Fifty school interviews were

arranged beginning March 4, 1969 and continuing until completion on October
30, 1969.

To be economical of interview time for the school, assistant prin•

cipals and the interviewer, group interviews were held with assistant prin•
cipals and directors of guidance in each of the fifty selected schools
(Appendix B).

As Van Dalen indicated in 1966,

Varied viewpoints are obtained when qualified individuale
with common or divergent backgrounds are brought together
to explore a problem or to evaluate the merits of a

l4'l'he states of Maryland and Virginia have no publically available directories listing names of assistant principals and directors of guidance.
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proposition, Participants may not only present a wide
range of information but also may help one another recall,
verify or rectify items of information,15
The interview consisted of t'Wo aspects. (l) the explanation of the
responsibility check list (Appendix B) with the eight responsibility areas of
secondary school educational administration; 17-40 duties under each area; and
the four possible answer choices for each duty listed within each area and (2)
the actual interview where the interviewer asked the thirty remaining questions
on the Interview Form (Appendix C).

The check list, one aspect of the school

interview, was not completed in the interviewer's presence but was to be completed later and returned to the interviewer expressing a composite view of
the assistant principalship as determined by all assistant principals/directors
of guidance in each school.

Thus the group interview procedure and the com-

posite check list tended to give a school opinion of the assistant principalshi1
for each school interviewed.
Survey of Superintendents
School superintendents in the states of Maryland and Virginia were
surveyed on February 20, 1969 and followed up on March 4, 1969 to determine
whether there were written policies concerning the assistant principalship in
their respective counties and cities.

The form letter had a return portion

and asked that copies of any written materials on said subject be submitted
with the returnable portion of the form letter.
In the state of Maryland there are twenty-three county school systems

15Deobolcl B. Van Dalen, Understanding Educational Research (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1966), pp. 306-307.
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ancl

~me (!it}' systc:m

(Baltimore); the state of Virginia has ninety-six county

systems plus thirty-five city systems.

Only those county and city school

superintendents in Ma:t:yla!ld ancl Virginia who had senior high, £out· year, five
year

01·

six year public secon<lary schools with 1000 or more pupils in their

school district were surveyed.

In Maryland this included fifteen county

districts and one city district; in Virgi.'.lia there were twenty-nine county
districts and twenty city districts (Appendix E).
Data Collection Besults
guestionnaire Results
In Maryland and Virginia there
to be included in this study

-~

a~e

193 public secondary schools eligible

81 in Maryland and 112 in Virginia.

Of this

nurJber 143 or 74 per cent said they would participate in th€ study, based on
the completion and rctu1T. of the ParticiJ?!tion Form. by the school principal.

With the names of the assistant principals and

directo~s

of guidance supplied

on the above Particieation Forms, 319 Assi,tant PrinciJ!!l Questionnaires were
mailed to these professionals in the 143 participating schools.
Of the 319 questionnaires mailed, 249 or 78.05 per cent were returned,
109 from Maryland assistant principals and 140 from Virginia assistant prin•
cipals.16

The responses indicated that 133 of 143 schools or 93 per cent that

said they would participate actually S!2, participate in the study.
The percentage return for this questionnaire is comparable to returns
from a large number of survey investigations as reported by Carter V. Good.

He

16The term assistant principal as used here and in subsequent references
means assistant orincinal or other eauivalent oosition or title.
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found that returns on 170 master's theses at Indiana State Teachers College
was 72 per cent; 204 doctoral dissertations at Teachers College, Columbia
University was 71 per cent; and 59 research studies reported in the Journal of
Educational Research was 81 per cent.17
Interview Results
Those schools in Maryland and Virginia which were selected for school
interviews are designated by an asterisk in Appendix E.

There were twenty-

eight schools selected in Maryland and twenty•two in Virginia, for a total of
fifty school group interviews.

The fifty interviews were held between March 4,

1969 and October 30, 1969 with 132 assistant principals interviewed.
Since the return of the responsibility check list, Appendix B, was not
subject to the same controls as the interview questions on the Jnterview Fonn,
these results were dependent upon the willingness of the assistant principals
to mail these to me after the school interview was complete.

Of the 50 check

lists distributed, 45 or 90 per cent have been returned,
Survey of Superintendents' Results
The total number of superintendents polled was 65• 16 in Maryland and
49 in Virginia.

Responses resulted from 59 offices or a 90.7 per cent return.

Of the 59 responses, 45 or 76.2 per cent had no policy on the assistant prin•
cipalship and sent no materials; 13 offices or 22.0 per cent had a policy and
sent materials; and l or 1.6 per cent had a policy but sent no materials.

17earter V. Good, Introduction to Educational Research (New York:
Appleton-Century-Croft, Inc., 1963), p. 283.

In
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this particular survey one reminder was sent as a follow·up to the original
letter in order to elicit the noted response.
Limitations of the Study
Results of this study though typical of large high schools in the states
of Maryland and Virginia may or may not be typical for the nation as a whole
or for other public secondary schools in these states, (e.g.) the junior high
level or smaller senior, four year, five year or six year secondary schools.
Additionally, questionnaire or interview bias may creep into the data
collection techniques so as to somewhat influence the results.

Further,

interview information involves a great deal of subjective interpretation and
as a result may be liable to error in formulating any conclusions or
recommendations.
Given the above caveats, this study as reported in the following
Chapters has attempted to analyze, in as fair and objective a manner as possible, the assistant principalship in the states of Maryland and Virginia
using public secondary schools, with student enrollments of 1000 and above.

CHAPTER 11

BEVIEW <JI THE LITERATURE
General Information About the Assistant frincipalshi2
The literature of educational administration, limited as it is in scope
and depth on the topic of the assistant principalship, offers a sometimes con•
fused and often contradictory picture of the development, status and function
of the position of assistant principal.

Many internal and external. social and

educational influences, have caused any analysis of this administrative role,
because of its rapidly changing character. to be a function of the specific
time of analysis as well as the level and setting being analyzed.
Some of this difficulty may be caused by the lack of substantive effort
of serious authors of administration to define the assistant principal's job
and synthesize what is known and practiced into a coherent picture applicable
at least in a general way to any secondary school setting.

The efforts of this

Chapter and Chapter III, where the secondary school assistant principalship in
Maryland and Virginia is intensively studied, will be directed towards arriving
at a current ptcture of the assistant principalship by putting together a
microcosmic view of practice in two states with a broader view furnished by
the professional literature.
Most authorities do agree on one point -- that to effectively shoulder
the administrative responsibilities of a large secondary school requires the
13

14
efforts of more than one professional. 1 They also agree that the assistant
principalship is needed, is a highly complex position and is£!!!. professional
position which shares with the principal in the secondary school administrative
responsibility ·- especially because of current school size, advanced technology and emphasis on new and varied instructional groupings. 2

As indicated in Chapter I, the develop1.nent of the assistant principalship has a very recent and unplanned history, its evolution has therefore been
without a cense of direction or philosophy. 3 As the schools grew, the problems
grew and more assistants were needed and added to help the principal.
Given these initial basic agreements there appears to be a proliferation
of opinions about almost every other aspect of the assistant principalship.

What follows therefore will be an attempt to bring consensus to the available
1i te ra tu re.

Variance in Title
Authorities contributing information about the assistant principalship
are even confused about the proper title to use in speaking of the administrative position just below that of the principal.

There is district and state

variance as well as variance caused by size of school or school system plus
author preference of one job title over another.

In 1958 Jarrett in his survey

of 23 large school systems found that although four different titles were used•

lGeorge A. Weiss, "The Duties of the Secondary School Vice Principals,"

The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondarv School Princinals,
XXXVII, No. 198, (1953), p. 117.
2alen F. Ova rd, Administration of the Chamdng Seconda rv School (New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1966), pp. 64·65 and p. 497.

-

3<;111espie, ''Assistant Principal: Status, Duties and Besponsibilities, 11

"'"
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the title of assistant principal was most common.4 Alcorn also in 1958, found
that the title of assistant principal, L;ough disliked by those professionals
polled, was the most prevalent one used in Pennsylvania.5

Yet, Bauer in a

study of Los Angeles schools, 6 Long in New York State 7 and Pfeffer in the state

of New Jersey8 found Vice PrincipJl as the most cotm10n title.
Other titles in use include associate principal, department head,
adviser, counselor, dean of boys and dean of girls.

Still, in 90 per cent of

the school systems in the country the most common title is assistant principal.
Coppedge in 1968 further substantiated this finding. lo
Number of Assistant Principals Per School
Another difficulty occurs in the assignment of assistant
secondary schools.

How many should be assigned and for what reasons?

the assignment be based on student enrollment?
vise?

prin~ipals

educational program?

to

Should

number of teachers to super•

needs of the community?

The literature reveals that the most prevalent way that assistant

principals are assigned is determined by student enrollment, see Table 1.
4atchard W. Jarrett, ''The Activities of the Assistant Principal in Sec•
ondary Schools" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Southern
California, 1958), p. 299.
5Matth.::w W. Alcorn, "The Professional Status and Work of the Senior High
School Assistant Principal in Pennsylvania" (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
University of Pittsburgh, 1958), as found in Dissertation Abstracts, XVIII,
No. 6 (1958), p. 2037.
6a. E. Bauer, ''What is a Vice Principal in the Los Angeles City Schools? 1
California tournal of Secondarz Education, XXXlI, (November, 1957), p. 408.
7charles M. Long. "Duties of Secondary School Vice Principals," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar School Prinei ls• XLI,
February, 1957), p. 37.
8Ectward I. Pfeffer, uA Study of the Vice Principalship in New Jersey, 11
(unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Rutgers University, 1954), p. 150.
9Gilles ie ·~ssistant Prine! 1 " • 60.

lOcoppedge, "New Image of the Assistant Principal," p. 283.
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TABLE 1
ENROLLMENT/ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL OR ADMINISTRATOR
Author
Boyles 11
Boardman12
Howeul3
Pfeffer 14
Jarrettl5
Bappaport16
Douglass17
Andersonl8
Corballyl9

Ovard20
Holland21

Year

Region or Study

1942
1946
1952
1954
1958
1962
1963
1963
1965
1966
1968

U. S. Cities
Wisconsin
Richmond, Calif.
New Jersey
U. S. Cities
(opinion)
(text)
No. Central Assn.
(text)
(opinion)
(opinion)

Batio
1/5508
1/600

1/4008
l/9528 (Part time
1/550-700
1/800
1/750
1/500
1/750
1/500-700
1/500

A.P.)

Bl)enotes administrator/pupil ratio
llaobert E. Boyles, ''What is a Satisfactory Pupil-Administrator Load?"
The Bulletin of the National Associatios of Secondarx School Principals, XXVI,
No. 103 (1942), p. 109.
12cbarles W. Boardman, John M. Gran, and Agnes I. Holt, "The Duties and
Responsibilities of the Assistant Principal in the Secondary School," The
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondarv School Princinals, xilf,"
(March, 1946), p. 3
13c. V. Howell, ''Administrative Organization in the Secondary Schools of
Richmond." Califom&a ,Zo:grnal of Secondary Education (March, 1952), p. 165,
cited by Louis G. Brandes. "The Position of the Subordinate Administrator in
the Secondary School," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondarv
School PrinciJ?!lS, XL (May, 1956), pp. 46·52.
14pfeffer, "A Study of the Vice Principalship in New Jersey," p. 157.
15Jarrett, "'l'be Activities of the Assistant Principal in Secondary
Schools," p. 237.
l6uenry Rappaport, "The Assistant Principal," Overview (July, 1962L p. L4.
17Harl R. Douglass, Modern Administration of Secondary Schools (Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1963), p. 28.
lSJ:.ester W. Anderson and Lauren A. Van Dyke, Secondal;'Y School Administration (Boston: Boughton Mifflin Company. 1963), p. 11.
l9John E. Corbally, Jr., T. J. Jenson, and W. Frederick Staub, Educaq:&tgl. Administration: 'l'be Secondary School (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1965)' p. 322.
200vard, Administration of the Chanaina Secondary School, p. 196.
2laertram H. Bolland, "The Principal and Bis Administrative Team," !!:!2,
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar~ School PrinciJ!!lS, Lll, No •
.,,.a, \l.,oo}, p. ~o.
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Still, there is a basic problem even within this type of assignment, as there
are differences in terminology between "pupils per administrator" and "pupils
per assistant principal".

'J.'he former usually includes principals plus assist-

ant principals and conceivably might include anyone who shares in the administrative load of the school, regardless of position or status.
Another problem could be the continuing argument of the appropriate
number of students per assistant principal or administrator.

Table 1 also

attempts to shed some light on this difficulty.
One can readily see that many authors have arrived at viewpoints on the
number of pupils per assistant principal or administrator.

From Boyles in

1942 to Holland in 1968, a variety of figures have been named.

'J.'he range

presented in Table 1, varies from 400 to 950 with a common focus somewhere in
the vicinity of 1/600-650.

Other plans on assistant principal assignment exist, one of these
includes the plan espoused by Jacobson where he advises using resource consultants under the principal on the order of 4-5 consultants/40 teachers.22
He sees these professionals as being different from department heads or assist
ant principals, perhaps what some systems might call "instructional assistant
principals" or supervisors.
Certainly the number of assistant principals cannot wholly be decided
by number of students or number of teachers in each school.

'J.'he school budget

and the district's ability to pay, the community being served, the educational
program offered, and the size of school plus physical plant will all be

22Jacobson, 'J.'he Effective School Principal, p. 30.
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considerations.

However, most sources seem to agree student enrollment is a

good starting point.

Profile of Assistant Principals

In attempting to determine what functions assistant principals perform,
how they perform these functions, and their viewpoints about these functions,
it becomes relevant to find out who the assistant principals are.

What are

their personal and professional characteristics, as well as career motivations
as seen by writers of educational administration?
Personal Characteristics
In three state studies of the assistant pr1nc1palshipt Pennsylvania, 23
New Jersey24 and New York, 25 the authors found the age of assistant principals
studied to be 49 years, 49 years and 45 years old.

On a national basis, Bolde

in a study of 11 cities in the United States with 500,000 to 1,000,000 popula-

tion further substantiated this data with the finding of 51 years as a median
age. 26 'l'hese same authors found that assistant principals are primarily men,
a range of 75-87 per cent representation, of whom between 78-85 per cent are
married.

23Alcorn, ''The Professional Status," p. 2036.
24rfeffer, "A Study of the Vice Principalship," p. 151.
25Charles M. Long, ''The Duties of the Secondary School Vice Principal
in New York State," (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Buffalo,
1957)' p. 230.

26uoward F. Bolden, 11The Status of the High School Assistant Principal
in Selected Cities in the United States, 11 (unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,
University of Pittsburgh, 1956), p. 142.
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Such studies show a decided shift in emphasis from earlier studies.
Vnn Emnn ln a 1926 study of Ohio schools concluded that the majority of high

school assistant principals were women. 27

Evelyn Martin was aware of this

shift away from women in administration when she noted that advancement for
women to administrative posts at the secondary level didn't parallel similar
advances in business and industry or compare with earlier studies.

Her 1958

study of women in educational administration within 19 states• verified her
observations and further showed that women administrators were:

(1) primarily

single - 61 per cent, (2) advanced in age. and (3) achieved assistant prin•

cipal status only after long years in the classroom.28

'l'he trend away from

women administrators appears to be maintained, as Chapter III of this dis•
sertation appears to substantiate.

Certainly the rise of job status, salary

and benefits combined with carry•over concepts of traditional sex roles may

have been influential factors contributing to the increased numbers of men in
«due.a tiona 1 admi.nis tra tion.

Professtonal Characteristics
Bolden in his large city study discovered that 92 per cent of the
officers studied had Master's degrees and majored mostly in educational admin•
istration; more than 80 per cent bad secondary school teaching experience; 50
per cent were fonner social studies teachers; the most prevalent previous

27charles a. Van Eman, ''The Function of the Assistant High School Prin•
cipal and other Administrative Executives," Educational Research Bulletin of
Ohio, State Untversit::t (March, 1926), pp. 148-150.

28Evelyn B. Martin, "A Profile of Women as Secondary School Vice Prin•
cipals," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondar School Prin•
ci ls, XI.II, No. 236, (1958 , p. 83.
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non-teachinJ post was that of guidance counsel.or; 74 per cent had previous
.::cminictr£:Livc

28 with

~

e:~peric:ncc;

the mcc:1ian nw:rib!Z;: of ye:n:s in educational work wia;

median number cf 5.4 years in their present position; only 4.1 per

cent teach classes as

par~

of their duties; and 67 per cent utilize their

summers for rest and vacation travel.29
Other authors corrabora te various parts of this eomprehensive work of

Alcorn says that assistant principals have been in educational work

Bolden.

for 20 years with 90 per cent holding Master's degrees but 39 per cent teach
part time. 30

Pfeffer :tndicates that the

11

avei·age" assistant principal

possesses a Master's degree; has taught for 17 years; bas a total of 26 years
educational experience; and was categorized as either teaching vice principal

(primarily women) or supervising vice priuc:ipal (primarily men). 31

Long

further verifies this data by concluding that 84 per cent of vice principals

had Master's degrees; 82 per cent belonged to at least one professional
organization; tba median number of years teeching experience was 19 years.
with all having at least two years experience; and the median number of years
administrative experience was approximately 9 years. 32

Career Motivation

Much discussion abounds within the available literature as to the

29Bolden, ''The Status of the High School Assistant Principal in
Selected Cities in the United States," pp. 142·150.
30Alcorn, "The Professional Status," p. 2037.
3lpfeffer, "A Study of the Vice Principalship," pp. 149·151.
32Long, ''The Duties of the Secondary School Vice Principal in New York

State "

• 226-231.
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motivation of assistant principals serving in the position just below that of
principal.

How is the position viewed?

Is it a career position, complete

with the necessary mixture of such ingredients as sufficient salary, prestige,
challenge and self-satisfaction? A more complete picture of this aspect will
unfold later on in this Chapter when duties are reviewed and also in succeed•
ing Chapters of this text.

Suffice for now that the literature is ununiform

about this topic, as it is about many other aspects of the assistant principal
ship.

'l'he points of view range from. the assistant principalship as a training

ground for the principalship to the assistant principalship as a definite
career position.
'l'he prevailing view of this position seems to be that it is a training
ground for the principalship or other educational positions.

Austin feels tha

the assistant principal must be provided with opportunities for growth,33
Laughery says the purpose of the assistant principalship is in-service trainin
for the principalship;34 Tout, Teaney and Maggio, as three principals, also
agree to this point of view.35
Yet, Coppedge in 1968 wrote ambivalently about the position saying that
if the position is a training ground, the assistant principal should be

33David B. Austin, Will French, and J. Dan Hull, American High School
Administration: Policy and Practice (Bew York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1962) t p. 164.

34wayne W. Laughery, 't.Expedience or Vision in the Assignment of Assistand Principals Duties?" 'l'he Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
School Princieals, XI.III (September, 1959), p. 112.
35John R. Tout. Lane B. Teaney, and Samuel Maggio, ''How Should a Principal and Vice Principal Divide Their Work," Instructor, LXXVII, No. 2
(October, 1967), p. 37.
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performing all duties, otherwise the position should become more specialized. 36
Glen Ovard iu Administration of the Changing Secondary School points out that
the professional definition of this role must include all assistant principals,
not just those aspiring to be principal.37

Further Shelton implies that those

duties a vice principal currently performs may even interfere with training to
be a principal and suggests, as other authorities have advocated, the organi•
zational adoption of school•within•school plans as better training grounds.38
It seems apparent that the career motivation of assistant princip<·ls,
as indicated by a variety of sources, is as complex as the individuals

involved.

Age, sex, ambition, school setting and opportunity may all be

additional factors to be studied to form a better picture of this facet of the
assistant principal's profile.
Qualtfications, Recruitment apd Selection
Inadequate treatment or emphasis to this important area has been given
by writers. practitioners or students of educational administration.

Fisher

in 1926 pointed out that few colleges offered training in the assistant prin•
cipalship, or even the principalship, but reconmended a period of training for
three years.39

Cohler in 1949 suggested using the school faculty to help

.36coppedge, ''New Image , " p. 287.
370vard, Administration, p. 64.
38t.andon Shelton, "The Vice Principals Duties in a School Within a
School," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Prin..
cipals, XI.VIII, No. 293, p. 28.
39Jesse B. Fisher, "Inquiry Into the Training of Assistant Principals,"
Journal of Educational Method V June 1926
• 433.

select the assistant principal.

'lbe faculty helped identify a series of

fourteen qualities desirable in assistant principals which were:

(l) liaison

aptitude (principal to faculty), (2) guidance ability (pupils and teachers),

(3) fairness, (4) organization, (5) health, (6) discipline experience, (7)
cultured personality, (8) sense of responsibility, (9) variety of experience,

(10) integrated personality, (11) decisiveness, (12) interest in welfare of
school and pupils, (13) explicit philosophy of education, and (14) insight.40
Less idealistically Weiss in 1953 suggested that all vice principels
have at least Bachelor's degrees and preferred Master's degree; teaching
experience because of pupil welfare and teacher supervision duties; training
in guidance and counseling; and definitely prescribed administrative training
and formal education. 41

Barratt has indicated five qualifications:

(1) educa-

tion. equivalent to principal; (2) age, comparatively young and show growth
potential; (3) attitude, professional competence and good personal qualities;
(4) philosophy, in agreement with principal and other administrative personnel;

principal should be able to select so personalities also agree; and (S) salary,
more than teachers.42 Bauer, in his study of Los Angeles Schools in 1957,
found that applicants had to be permanent teachers in Los Angeles for 5 years;
possess a Master's degree and secondary education credential; were evaluated ••
credentials, written examination and oral; and an eligibility list was

~Uton J. Cobler, ''1.'he Faculty Helps Select the Assistant Principal,"
American School Board Journal, CXVIll (February, 1949), p. 34.
4

4lweiss, "'lbe Duties," p. 117.
42Thomas K. Barratt, 0 Assistant Principals•" American School Board
fourital (April, 1955), p. 56.

established from which appointments were made. 4J
Dissertation studies by Pfeffer44 in New Jersey and Shaw45 in Maryland
show that in the former case the New Jersey State Board of Education prescribed
st<mdards for the~ vice principalship and that a limited principal 's certificate

is required for a supervising vice principal.

In the latter study• done in

1964, there was little or no uniformity in eligibility requirements for the
position of assistant principal; few written policies about eligibility
requirements; and much variance in selection and assignment among schools>
with the decision on selection usually being a cooperative effort of the
superintendent and the principal.
Assistant PrinciJ!!l&bip. Status and pyties
Perhaps the single most widely reported and analyzed area of the
assistant principalship, as found in the literature of educational administra•
tion, has been the status, duties and/or responsibilities of the assistant
principal.

Descriptions, surveys and recommendations in this area have been

undertaken and formulated going as far back as the 1920's.

No attempt will be

made in this Chapter to comprehensively cite and digest all of these.

Bather,

trends will be noted and significant studies, exemplary of these trends, will
be brought together to give an updated view of what is typical practice.

One

common feature of the variety of "laundry list" approaches which describe

43Bauer, "What is a Vice Principal in the Los Angeles City Schools,"

p. 409.
44pfeffer, "A Study of the Vice Principalship, 11 p. 153.
45Darryl w. Shaw, "'l'he Relative Roles of the Principal and Assistant
Principal in the S.:conclary Schools of Maryland," (unpublished Doctoral Dis2
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those duties an assistant principal performs, :i.s that the studies seemingly
cause the investigators to establish an attitude or philosophy about the

ncsistant principals role or status in the secondary school.
paid clerk?

Is he an accountant or business manager?

Is he a transportation expert?
he an educational professional?

Is he an ove4-

Is he a ''hatchet" man?

Is he a plant manager or social chainuan?

Is

Is he a labor union mediator or human re la-

tions expert?

All of this comes to mind when investigators study this important
professional position.

Neither this writer nor those represented in the

literature present answers to all these questions.

The answer may be at best

pat·tial or a residue of feeling caused by a job in process of change.
Status
Some factors seem evident as a prelude to a discussion of duties.

l.

The population size of a school district does not seem to be
a determining factor in the status, responsibility and duties

of vice principals.46
2.

The duties and responsibilities of the assistant principal are
often the result of expediency rather than educational planning.47

3.

The high school assistant principalship is growing in professional stature.48

46pfeffer, "A Sturly of the Vice Principalship," p. 151.
47 shaw, '"J.'he Relative Roles," p. 233.
48Bolden, "The Status of the High School Assistant Principal> 11 p. 171.
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4.

1.'he assistant principal is next in authority to the principal. 49

5.

1.'here is no evidence of clear cut lines of authority or
responsibility for the assistant principal.so

6.

1.'he principal usually assigns vice principals' dutiee.5 1

Duties and Responsibilities
Some of the duty descriptions are generalized.

These define the job of

assistant as •• acting in absentia for the principal or assisting the principal
or such duties as are determined by the principal.
required with these.

No further effort is

However, other more complete descriptions have been

formulated or are used which more precisely lay out the duties and responsibilities of the assistant principalship.
Weiss5 2 surveyed the Middle Atlantic States and in 1953 reported that
most of the vice principals' duties were shared with someone else, usually the
principal and that most of these duties were in the area of administration and
school management plus pupil welfare and related conferences with pupils,
teachers and parents.
responsibility.
A.

Specifically Weiss saw the duties divided according to

Be listed these as:

Duties performed personally
1.

parent conferences regarding pupil discipline

49Alconi, ''The Professional Status," p. 2037.
50Jarrett, ''The Activities of the Assistant Principal," p. 350.
51Lee Hurley, "The Vice Principal: Educational Leader or Hatchet Man?"
'l'lae Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School Principals, IL,
(January, 1965), p. 12.

B.

2.

running school in absence of principal

3.

representing school at comnunity functions for principal

Shared Duties
l.

developing school philosophy

2.

developing school standards

3.

conducting teacher meetings

4.

preparing administrative bulletins

S.

organization of curricula

6.

setting and supervising instructional experiments

7.

counseling with pupils

8.

parent conferences regarding pupil adjustment

9.

inspection of building and grounds

Besides the above, there were 23 other shared duties which Weiss
enumerated but which were of lesser importance.
Also in 1953, Edmondson, l.oemer and Bacon had a book published5 3 which
was one of the earliest texts treating any aspect of the assistant principal•
ship.

These authors saw the duties and responsibilities of assistant prin•

cipals or assistants to principals as the following:
1.

manage athletics (if not done by physical education)

2.

manage finances of student activities

3.

direct the general programs of student activities

4.

assume leadership in program of curriculum development

53J. B. Edmondson, Joseph Roemer, and Francis L. Bacon, The Administration of the Modern Secondary School (4th ed.; New York: The Macmillan Company,
i953), pp. 94-95.
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5.

solve local research problems

6.

administer the measurement and testing program

7.

plan home room program

8.

direct the assembly program

9.

supervise the program of educational and vocational guidance

10.

act as dean of boys or girls

11.

visit homes

12.

check attendance and punctuality

13.

supervise collection of records for registrar's office

14.

administer public relations program

15.

provide for professional improvement of staff

16.

take care of maladjustment and problem cases

17.

supervise health educa;ion and activities

18.

supervise charitable services

19.

manage interscholastic and local prize contests

20.

make and adjust the daily schedule

21.

supervise lockers or cloakrooms

22.

handle traffic problems, safety education, corridors,
streets and assemblies

23.

manage the cafeteria

24.

inspect the buildings and grounds

25.

manage free textbooks, school store or school bank

The above duties seem to classify themselves into (1) business and
administrative, and (2) pupil welfare as the primary emphases.
Pfeffer in 1955 classified the important vice principal duties into

29

four major categories: 54
1.

2.

3.

4.

Supervision
a.

observe teaching, confer with teachers and follow-up

b.

supervise pupil conduct in outside rooms

c.

plan, preside over and evaluate outcomes of faculty meetings

d.

plan, administer and interpret tests

Pupil Personnel

a.

parent conferences

b.

pupil conferences • grades

c.

conferences with school personnel about pupils

d.

pupil problems - academic or social

e.

discipline and attendance

Public Relations
a.

community, civic and patriotic activities

b.

PTA (participate)

c.

guide and plan PTA activities

Organization and Administration
a.

managing school personnel • coordination, morale and
teacher

b.

probl~ms

scheduling • teacher and pupil schedules, adjustments,
programming and parent conferences

c.

administering special services and activities • student

54Edward I. Pfeffer, ''Duties of Vice Principals in New Jersey," Ih£_
~ulletin of the National Association of Secondary School PrinciP!ls, XXXIX,
(May, 1955), pp. 57·67.
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activities and support activities
d.

managing the school plant - maintenance and personnel

e.

administering business and office duties - books, finance,
supplies and clerical staff

f.

miscellaneous administrative duties - policy, rules and
regulation enforcement and development

g.

beginning and closing school year

Most of the above duties were the major responsibility or shared by 75
per cent of the vice principals studied.
Jarrett55 in 1958, in his comparison of Los Angeles. California with
the twenty-three largest cities in the United States found that most large

-

cities had no job description for the assistant principal and that the duties
most frequently assigned to assist<»nt principals in all of the cities were:
of Educational Program

1.

Administrat~.on

2.

Pupil Personnel Services

3.

Administration of Co•curricular Program

4.

School Management

5.

Community Relations

6.

Professional und In•service Training

Similarly Laughery56 in 1959 saw the following duty areas as being
important for assistant principals:

1.

Pupil Personnel Services

55Jarrett, "The Activities of The Assistant Principal 1 11 p. 299.
5 6Laughery, "Expedience or

Vis~, 11 pp. 112-114.
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2.

Certified and Non-certified Personnel Services (professional and support staff)

3.

Curriculum

4.

Plant Management

5.

Community Be la tions

6.

General Administration or Educational Leadership

Harl Douglass in 1963 in Modern Administration of Secondary Schools57
took a more philosophical viewpoint.

He

saw the major duty as acting for the

principal and in addition the assistant principal should be given respon•
sibility for a particular field of work (e.g.) leadership for curriculum.
school programs or discipline.

Additionally Douglass views the assistant as

functioning in one of two ways:
1.

As a lieutenant of the principal with certain defined
areas of responsibility and authority; or

2.

An aide who assists the principal and serves to relieve
him of routine duties.

Novak58 in 1963 saw the duties of the assistant principal arranged in
two hierarchical levels ·- major and other.
1.

'l'he major duties are:

Instruction • supervision of teaching, books, equipment;
in•service; curriculum innovation.

2.

Staff Relations - recruit, rate, assign teachers; substitute
and student teachers; visit classes; teacher adjustment.

57Douglass, Modern Administration, pp. 27-33.
58Novak, "Examining the 1.ole of the Vice Principal," pp. 15-16 and
pp. 19-20.

3.

Guidance and Pupil Behavior • admission, transfer, guidance
and counseling of students; discipline and attendance;
graduation; policies and regulations.

4. Organization and Scheduling - school calendar and schedule;
hall and grounds supervision; drills and special events.

S, Activities Program • assemblies; supervise student
activities.
6.

Plant and Equipment .. maintenance; relations with support
staff; school safety; outside use of facilities; fund
raising and some budget responsibility.

7.

Community Belationships - conmunity affairs; publicity;
public relations in corcmunity.

8.

Research and leporting • writing letters and preparing
reports; follow-up studies.

Other duties as reported by Novak include setrVing as interpreter for
principal of school needs and expediter and arbitrator within school and for
principal.
Coppedge59 in 1968 surveyed 263 assistant principals from schools in
12 states of the North Central Association, with 1000 pupils or above and

found that of 85 duties performed personally or shared by more than 50 per
cent of the respondents the top five were:
l.

administering school in absence of principal

2.

representing school at professional meetings

59coppedge, "New Image , 11 pp. 283·287.
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3.

parent conferences on pupil adjustment

4.

representing school at conmunity functions

5.

parent conferences regarding pupil discipline

Further, Coppedge found that the major responsibility areas were:
pupil welfare, and administrative and school management.

He reasoned that

clerical and discipline responsibilities, formerly the lot of the assistant
principal, were being replaced with more significant administrative and
supe i.-visory duties.
Need for Job Description
Some

authors have suggested that the duties assigned to an assistant

principal have been traditionally those the principal felt least qualified to
handle or preferred not to handle.
attendance. 60

Usually these were stude,nt discipline and

'l'his type of assignment based on the principal's skill or choic

precludes job description formation since every principal is different and
every school or setting will necessitate a different aet of dynamics.

Yet

Flothow has indicated that there is a need for a systems approach to education
because of the variety of people and organizations involved.

He suggests that

a job description might be best developed by the individuals (assistant principals?) themselves when he says -It is a heartening fact, however, that when a person is given
help in viewing his job analytically, usually for the first time,
he discovers much more in the job and much more in himself than
he had suspected. Perhaps this is one of the most significant but
frequently overlooked benefits of the systems approach to education. 61
600vard, Administration, p. 297.
6laudolph C. Flothow, "Systems Analysis and Sc,be<?~-~~~~·-~~ Bduca'
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Morphet, Johns and R.eller; 62 Tout. Teancy and Maggio; 63 Austin, French
64
65
and Hull;
Brandes;
and Holland 66 have all stressed the importance of providing, mutually or directly, a job description which carefully delineates the
assistant principal 's duties and responsibilities.

If form follows function,

when the job is defined satisfactorily, then it will become existent.

1'he

assistant principalship will then not be a part of somelhing else and career
motivation questions will become no more relevant for the assistant principal•
ship than for any other professional education position.
Salary, Benefits and Working Conditions
Some of the more dramatic changes affecting the assistant principalship
have occurred within the scope of salary, benefits and working conditions.

'l'he

changes will be noted in succeeding paragraphs of this section.
The rise of negotiating bodies and collective bargaining# increased cos
of living with comnensurate salary advances; higher professional standards; an
public recognition of the need and value for top flight educators and educatio ,
have probably contributed to these changes for all public school professional
employees, including assistant principals.

62Edgar L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns, and Tbeodre L. Reller, Educational
Orsanization apd Ad!qinistratioea Concepts, £ractices and tsspes (Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 95.
63Tout, Teaney, and Maggio, "Bow Should a Principal and Vice Principal
Divide 'l'heir Work," p. 37.
64Austin, French, and Hull, American High School Administration, pp.
179-180.
65 touis G. Brandes, "The Position of the Subordinate Administrator in
the Secondary School, 11 The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, XL, No. 220, (1956), p. 52.
66
65.

Salary and

B~nef its

Because of the nature and importance of public school administration,
Brandes suggested that there should be a recommendation of the amount of money
budgeted for administrative purposes. 67

A little later, 1958, Jarrett in his

comprehensive study of the assistant principalship in large school systems
concluded that neither advanced graduate work nor size of school seemed to have
any effect on the classification or salary of the assistant principal. 68
Table 2 records the annual salaries for secondary school assistant
principals, 1952-1968.

There are significant increases in this period as

indicated by the various state and national surveys.
TABLE 2
ANNUAL SALARIES FOR H.

Year
1952
1955
1958

1962
1968

Salary
$5.777
6,966
6,416
9,960
12,711
12.818

(Avg.)
(Mdn.)
(Mdn.)
(Avg Max)

~d~J

s.

ASSlSTAIT nDClPALS, 1952 • 1968

Level

n. s.
H. S.
Sr. n.s.
Sr. B.S.
Sr. a.s.

Population
New Jersey
tJ. S. Cities
Pennsylvania
United States
United States

Authority
Pfe££er69
Bolden70
Alcorn71
NBA lesearch72
NEA B.esearch73

67Jrandes, "The Position," p. 52.
681U.chard W. Jarrett, "Activities of the Assistant Principal in Second•
ary Schools," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School
PrinCiJ?:!ls, XI.II, (September, 1958), p. 32
69pfeffer, ''A Study of the Vice Principalship," p. 151.
70Bolden, "The Status of the High School Assistant Principal, 11 p. 150.
71Alcorn, "The Professional Status," p. 2037.
72Archibald B. Shaw, ed., '"l'he Assistant Principal," Overview, III (Jul,
1962), p. 14, cites Nation.al Education Association Research Division, Salarz
Schedule Maximum for School Administrators, 1961-62, (Washington, D. C.:
Nation.al Education Association, 1962).
7 3Nation.al Education Association Research Division. 24th Biennial Salar
9
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Some authors have recommended various percentages, scales or indices
for determining assistant principal salaries.

The practice seems equitable in

school systems or individual schools, especially if the salary of the position
is to keep pace with possible cost of living increases or negotiated teachers
pay increases.

Ovard7 4 reports that the National Association of Secondary

School Principals in 1957 recommended a percentage differential between 30-65
per cent for assistant principals over the maximum salary for teachers.
Anderson and Van Dyke 75 recommended that maximum salaries of secondary school
assistant principals be expressed in a percentage ratio over the maximum
salary of teachers who possessed a Master's degree.

lf this latter category

was given a percentage value of 1.00, then the senior high school assistant
principal serving high schools with 1000 students and above, should have
salaries with percentage values from. 1.45 (ten month employment) to 1.65
(twelve month employment).
In the many sources of information reviewed there was a complete lack
of reference to "benefits" for the assistant principal.

Sequential steps on a

salary scale for assistant principal seem non-existent and this writer assumes
this lack of information implies that the assistant principal derives the same
benefits accruing to teachers, dependent on whatever local situations provide
these teachers.
Working Conditions
Earlier dissertations by Pfeffer in 1954, Bolden in 1956 and Alcorn in

740vard, Administration, p. 65.
75Anderson and Van Dyke, Secondarv School Administration, p. 20.
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1958, indicate that ten month employment was the standard contract year.

How-

ever, recent studies of the assistant principalship indicate that there is a
trend toward twelve month employment of these professionals.7 6
Boulton77 in 1931 found that the senior high school assistant principal
in California worked a 45 hour week on his duties as an administrator plus
taught an average of four periods a week.

In addition he found that the

assistant principal's duties per day were allotted the following amounts of
time:

(1) administrative duties - 2.25 hours; (2) supervisory duties• 2.75

hours; (3) counseling duties - 1.75 hours; (4) clerical • 2.00 hours; and (5)
community services • 0.25 hours.

Weiss78 in 1953 found the following duty•

time breakdown for an average 52 hour week:
l.

administration and school management • 15.2 hours/week
for 29.3 per cent of time.

2.

pupil welfare and related conferences • 10.7 hours/week
for 20. 7 per cent of time.

3.

supervision and classroom visitation• 7.4 hours/week
for 14.3 per cent of time.

4.

routine office or clerical work• 6.7 hours/week for

12.9 per cent of time.
5.

professional and community activities - 6.2 hours/week

761>. W. Shaw, ''The Relative Roles," p. 237.

77 Christopher B. Boulton, ''An Analytical Study of the Duties of Boys
Vice Principals in Secondary Schools of California," The Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary School PrinciJ?Bls, XV, No. 34, (1931), pp. 11·1 •
78wetss, "'l'he Duties," p. 116.

for 12.0 per cent of time.
6.

miscellaneous • 5.6 hours/week for 10.8 per cent of

tin~.

Bolden79 in 1958 found that the median per cent of the assistant principal 'a weekly time is spent as follows:

(1) pupil welfare - 37.7 per cent;

(2) administration and school management - 26.9 per cent; (3) supervision 13.7 per cent; (4) routine office and clerical work • 10.6 per cent; (5) school
coo:mwnity activities • 4.6 per cent; (6) miscellaneous duties and responsibili•
ties - 3.4 per cent; and (7) substitute teachers service - 3.1 per cent.

Other working conditions such as environment, physical or professioual;
access to equipment or supplies; and supportive services, were not a part of
any data available in this literature survey.
Oeinions of Assistant PrinciJ>!ls on Their Position
The opinions offered by assistant principals. as expressed in the
literature, relate principally to their duties.

It will be pointed out in

Chapter III that assistant principals, as represented in the states of Mary·
land and Virginia, have a range of opinions about many other aspects of the
assistant principalship.
Upon solicitation of opinions of instructional vice principals in nine
secondary schools in Richmond, California, AndesBO found that the rank order
of responses for important instructio!}!l duties was the followingt

79Bolden, "The Status of the High School Assistant Principal," p. 159.
80John D. Andes, ''The Role and Function of the Instructional Vice Prin•
cipal in the Secondary School" (unpublished J>octoral Dissertation, University
of California, 1957), p. 77.

l.

supervises classroom instruction

2.

works with department chairmen on curriculum problems

3.

develops the master program

4.

orders books and other instructional materials

5.

participates in district-wide activities

6.

orients new teachers and substitute teachers

7.

supervises the in-service education program

8.

confers with the p1"incipal on personnel matters

.Alcorn81 found that the assistant pr:f.n1::ipals approved the allocation

1.:0

them of those duties which are directly related to the program of instruction,

the overall management of the school, and the educational welfare of the pupil.

They did not approve of being assigned clerical duties.
Bolden82 expands on this somewhat when he reports attitudes of high
school assistant principals toward their duties and their classification of
same within appropriate or inappropriate categories:

1.

Appropriate Duties
a.

administration and school management • overall direction of

school; health and guidance; administration of personnel.
b.

supervisory • professional and pupil personnel; instruction
and guidance.

c.

pupil welfare ... pupil control; discipline; teacher•pupil
problems.

81Alcorn, ''The Professional Status," p. 2037.

8211oward F. Bolden, "Attitudes of High School Assistant Principals
Toward Their Duties and Responsibilities•" The Bulletin of the National Asso•
c·a o of Secondar School Princi ls XL November 1956
• 20·25.
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d.

clericnl - duties contributing to control, attendance and
educational programs of pupils.

e.

school/community - public relations duties.

f.

substitute teachers - orientation, supervision and
assignment.

2.

Inappropriate Dutic:s
a.

manage~ial

duties - plant and business.

b.

organizing and conducting assem!>lics and police duty.

c.

routine clerical.

d.

vocational placement conferences in comnunity.

e.

daily employment and administration of substitute
teacher service plus related clerical work.

'lhe emphasis in the literature, as expressed by assistant principals
nbout their duties, appears to be upon greater professional and responsible
involvement in the significant educational undertakings of the secondary schoo
and releese from the managerial, routine and clerical responsibilities which

might better be perfouaed by other specialized personnel.
Leadershie
The leadership role of modern secondary schools is an important one.
For many, the idea of thE leader has changed from a highly centralized, auto•
cratic or paternalistic notion to the idea of shared leadership and in some
cases situational leadership.

In part, these new concepts have developed from

the recognition thi:lt "two heads are better than onen and the important develop

ments derived from studies of group work and sensitivity training.

'lhese
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changes as well as the overwhelming administrative load inherent

in the very con:mon, consolidated, large high school could necessitate leadership re .. distribution within secondary school administration.

Ideas About the iffi2ortance and Functions of Leadership
Morphet. Johns and Reller have indicated that the effectiveness of an

organization is enhanced by having a single executive head.

Further they

state that "although an organization may have a number of leaders, one of
these leaders must serve as the coordinating head of the group". 83 Harl

Douglass, in a more traditional sense, has said "while considerable responsibility and authority 111USt be given to assistant principals, it must always be
recognized that the principal is primarily responsible for questions of policy
and decisions in critical situations". 84 MacKenzie, Corey and Associates in a

Denver Leadership Study have said that the functions of an effective leader
are eight:

1.

cooperation with others in the identification of mutually
acceptable goals.

2.

stimulating individual and cooperative decision, action and
evaluation.

3.

developing a favorable climate for individual and group
effort.

4.

guiding individuals and groups toward greater self direction
and c001pe te nee •

83Morphet, Johns, and Beller, Educational Organization and Adm.inistra~,

pp. 94-95.

84nouglass, Modern Administration, p. 28.
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5.

helping individuals and groups maintain perspective regarding immediate and long range activities.

6.

providing individuals and groups with needed guidance and
resources at appropriate times.

7.

coordinating the efforts of others.

8.

carrying out effectively any responsibilities for actions
that have been accepted.85

Leadership in Secondary School Administration
The purpose of leadership in the schools relates to effective adminis·
tration.

Gulick and

U~ick

developed a suitable, and often cited structure,

giving the major elements embodied within public administration. Theysaid that
administration was a composite of:
1.

Planning • outline of objectives and methodology to
accomplish these.

2.

Organizing - establishment of formal structure of authority
through which work is done.

3.

Staffing • recruitment. training and morale of personnel.

4.

Directing - decision making, giving orders or instruction.

5.

Coordinating - interrelating various parts of work.

6.

Reporting - keeping superiors and subordinates infonned
through records, research and inspection.

85Gordon N. MacKenziet Stephen M. Corey, and Associates, Instructional
Leadershi2 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1954), p. 47.

7.

Budgeting•

fiscal planning, accounting and contro1. 86

With the above basic notion of public administration, the American
Association of School Administrators in 1955 further defined the functions of
administration as:
1.

to plan ways and means of achieving the purposes of the
enterprise.

2.

to allocate resources, personnel and responsibility.

3.

to stimulate or motivate such activity on the part of
staff members as will make the maximum contributions to
the purposes of the enterprise.

4.

to coordinate the activities of various persons or units
so that maximum effect is achieved.

5.

to evaluate the effectiveness of programs and operations
with reference both to the attainment of objectives and
the growth of staff members. 87

The Assistant Principal and Leadership
According to the literature where does the assistant principal fit
within the leadership role of the secondary schools?

In the next paragraph

several references are made to his function in this regard.

In the succeeding

8 6i.uther Gulick and L. Urwick, ed., Notes on the Theory of Organization
Papers on the Science of Administration (New York: Institute of Public Adminis·
tration, 1937), p. 13.
87American Association of School Administrators, Staff Relations
(Washington, D. c.: AASA, 1955), p. 10, as cited by Percy E. Burrup, Modern
High School Administration (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1962), p. 37.

Chapter, Chapter III, some effort will be made to expand on the information
provided here.

Samuel Gilburt, as reported by Clearinghouse in 1957 said ''The assistant's leadership, in short, cons is ts of his getting teachers and pupils to

assume leadership". 88 Further on, he indicates that the assistant principal
serves as a consultant, not a discoverer of weakness and that his basic tool
is persuasion and not coercion.

He emphasiz£s that the assistant principal is

the "middle" man since he is closer to the teachers than the principal.

Michaels in 1965 adds to this when he says that the assistant principal
has three general roles:

l.

Implementor• of principals' directives and decisions.

2.

Decision maker - in the area of hie principal-delegated
jurisdiction.

3.

Suggest~r - to the principal.89

Chapter II has attempted to provide a current review of the literature.

The major professional works contributing to fonn this writer's notion of the
assistant principalship were collected, compiled and analyzed.

'1'he next

chapter will be devoted to practice as it exists in two eastern states, Maryland and Virginia.

The major data were obtained through questionnaire, inter•

view, survey and general correspondence.

88 samuel G. Gilburt, ''On Being an Assistant Principal, n The Clearing...

house, XXXI: (March, 1957), p. 423.
89Melvin L. Michaels s ''lb.e Role of the Assistant Principal," The Bulle•

tin of the National Association of Secondar School Princi
(January, 1965 ' pp. s-11.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL ASSISTANT
PBINClPALSHif DA TA - • MAl\lLAND

AND VIBGINU
General Informat&on About Schools and Studi
Background
Besides a great deal of individualized correspondence, three methods
were used to gather data;
letter survey.

(1) questionnaire, (2) interview, and (3) form

A full discussion of the plans, procedures and results of

these techniques is found in Chapter I.

However, to comprehend fully the

meaning of the findings in Chapter III. a supplementary explanation about the
focus of these three techniques is needed.
'l.'he guestionnaire was designed for individualized responses.

Its goal

was to obtain a data base of varied personal responses and opinions in order
to arrive at collective generalizations.
The interview, composed of two major parts •• responsibility check list

and oral interview questions -- was designed to obtain a school response.
Thus in each part of the interview, the goal was to obtain a composite school
view for the assistant principalship from two vantage points:

(a) a collectiv

compilation of responsibilities or duties, and (b) a collective school respons
to oral .interview questions with provision for divergent opinions.
'Ihe ,!,S;-rm. letter su1-ved!: of school superintendents served t.1le purpose of
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determining the existence of broad based school district policy on the assistant principalship.

Chapter I described in detail these three data collection techniques as
well as the school responses obtained using each technique.

In suumary, the

results were:
l.

Questionnaire (individual) - 133 high schools represented with
249 assistant principals responding.

2.

Interview Form (school)

a.

responsibility check list • 45 high schools represented.

b.

interviews - 50 high schools with 132 assistant principals
participating.

3.

Form Letter Survey (district) - 59 school districts represented.

These techniques thus offer three perspectives from which the results
reported in the subsequent sections of this Chapter were obtained,
~~~lkhool~ta

In the states of Maryland and Virginia, there are 155 separate school
districts or systems.
(Baltimore).

Maryland has 23 county systems and l city system

Virginia has 96 county syetems and 35 city systems.

Within the

above figures there were 65 school systems, Maryland (16) and Virginia (49),
having secondary schools in their districts with 1000 or more pupils.
The 65 school systems supported a total of 143 senior high, four year,
five year or in some instances six year high schools with 1000 students or
above.

For the purposes of this study, there were 319 assistant principals in

these 143 schools or an average of 2.2 assistant principals per school.
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Area Served
Responding assistant principals primarily classified the areas their
high school served as city schools, 29.31 per cent, and suburban, 33.06 per
cent, for a total city and suburban combination of 62. 39 per cent.

An addi-

tional 10.52 per cent indicated that their schools served city or suburb in
combination with other type areas.

The setting for the majority of large Mary-

land and Virginia high schools seems to be in cities and/or their suburbs.
Kind of School
Considering the questionnaire results, the secondary schools studied in
Maryland and Virginia u.-e overwhelmingly:

(1) coeducational and (2) comprehen•

sive with a majority of them being (3) senior high schools.
ment for these schools was 1682 pupils.

The mean enroll·

The explanation of items (1), (2) and

(3) are provided in the lists below.
l.

School Population • 133 school responses
a.
b.
c.

2.

Type of School - 133 school responses
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Co-educational - 129 schools or 97 per cent
Boys Only - 3 schools or 2.25 per cent
Girls Only • l school or 0.75 per cent

Comprehensive - 123 schools or 92.48 per cent
College Prep • 7 schools or 5.26 per cent
Vocational • 1 school or 0.75 per cent
Other - 2 schools or 1.50 per cent

Level of School • 133 school responses
a.
b.
c.
d.

Senior High - 54 or 40.6 per cent
Four Year High - 45 or 33.83 per cent
five Year High .. 29 or 21.8 per ~·nt
Junior/Senior High - 5 or J per cent

Table 3 is a frequency di.Stribution of student enrollments, as of
September 1968, for the level and size schools studied.

Although the total

8

number of schools of this type in Maryland and Virginia is 143, there were
only 133 schools participating in this assistant principalship study, 126 of
whom chose to supply answers to this question.
TABLE 3

or

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOH

SECONDARY SCBQ(I,

ENROLLMENTS ·- MAIM.AND AND VIIGINIAa

Enrollment
Intervals

f

d

fd

2775 - 2899
2650 - 2774

1

+9

l

2525 - 2649

2

+a
+7

9
8

2400 ... 2524

6

+6

2275
2150
2025
1900
1775
1650
1525
1400

6
6

+5
+4
+3
+2

...
...
•
..
..
•
•
...

2399
2274
2149
2024

9
11

14
36
30
24
27

22

+l

1649
1524

7
15
8

12

... 2

1275 - 1399

14

... 3

1150 - 1274
1025 .. 1149
900 .. 1024

10

15

.. 4
.5

3

-6

1899
1774

N • 126
Bange 955 • 2850;

7
0

0

·l

·6
-24

·42
.40
.. 75

-18

sum fd • ·30
Mean• 1682

8

1ncludes senior, four year, five year and junior/senior
secondary schools with 1000 or more students as of September 1968
•• 126 of 143 schools reporting.
Upon inspection of Table 3, the mean enrollment is shown to be 1682
students per school with a range of enrollments in the 126 schools from a low
of 955 students to a high of 2850 students.
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Nurtiber of Assistant Principals/School
Data concerning the policies and actual numbers of assistant principals
assigned to each school is somewhat inconclusive.

Aside from opinions, express•d

in a later section of this Chapter, the only somewhat factual data about
number of assistant principals/school was supplied through questions 7-8 of the
oral school interview.

No data on this particular subject was received from

school superintendents.
Based on the 50 school interviews, 37 schools reported that there was a

policy detennining the number of assistant principals assigned per school; 7
schools reported there was no policy; 4 schools were indefinite about a policy;
and 2 schools did not know if there was such a policy.
'l"he majority (28) of those schools reporting a policy on number of
assistant principals assigned to a school, indicated student enrollment was

the basis.

Nine schools indicated that their type school. by county policy

and independent of any other factors. were assigned 2 assistant principals per
school.

Y:or those schools indicating assignment of assistant principals
student enrollment, several techniques were employed:

by

(1) assistant principal/

fixed student enrollment; and (2) decreasing sliding scales (e.g.) up to 1700 •
2; 1700 to 2000 • 3; 2000 to 2500 • 4; 2500 and up • 5.

Cognizant of both

practices enumerated above, the range of assistant principals assignment per
student enrollment, as reported by the 37 schools with policies. varies from a
low of 1/500 to a high of 1/850 with an approximate average of 1/605.
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Profile of Assisttint Principal in Maurland and

Vir~inia

Data contributing to a profile of the assistant principal in Maryland
and Virginia was gathered from the two primary sources
interview questions.

questionnaire and

In general, interview results in 50 schools indicate

that ci1e assistant principal, or equivalent title, is the administrative posi•
tion just below that of principal and that there is no administrative intermediary between the principal and this position.

In addition, all 132 inter•

viewees in the SO schools said they were employed in their position full time,
that is no teaching duties with their administrative positions.

Furthermore,

129 of 133 assistant principals interviewed, did not keep logs or diaries of
time spent per week, month or year on their various duties •• volunteering that
there was not enough time to perform such a task, except for special, shortrange evaluation purposes.
Variance in Iitle
Job titles used by those individuals occupying the secondary school
administrative position just below that of the principal are shown in the lists
that follow.

'!be questionnaire list is based on 248 respondents, the inter-

view list is based on 132 interviewees.
l.

Job Titles Used - Questionnaire
a.

assistant principal - 163 or 65.46 per cent
(1) general - 153
(2) A. P. for instruction • 6
(3) A. P. anti administrative assistant - l
(4) A. P. for administration and supervision - l
(5) A. P. for curriculum • l
(6) A. P. for scheduling and discipline • l

b.

Vice principal • 45 or 18.07 per cent
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c.

administrative assistant - 21 or 8.43 per cent

d.

dean of students - 8 or 3.21 per cent

e.

director of guidance - 4 or l.6 per cent

f.

associate principal - 2 or 0.8 per cent

g.

special assistant - 2 or 0.8 per cent

h.

mini-principal - 2 or 0.8 per cent

1.

director of athletics - l or 0.4 per cent

j.

dean of girls and coordinator of guidance - 1 or 0.4
perc~t

2.

Job Titles Used - Interview
a.

assistant principal • 72 or 54.54 per cent
(l) general - 45
(2) A. P. for instruction • 17
(3) A. P. for administration • 9
(4) A. P. for 8th grade • 1

b.

vice principal - 29 or 21.97 per cent

c.

director of guidance • 12 or 9.l per cent

d.

chairman of guidance - 9 or 6.81 per cent

e.

associate principal • 3 or 2.27 per cent

f.

dean (school within a school) • 3 or 2.27 per cent

g.

administrative assistant • J or 2.27 per cent

h.

special assistant - l or 0.75 per cent

From inspection of the above lists, the most prevalent title used by
those occupying the position just below that of principal is the title of
assistant principal.
Personal Characteristics
Questionnaire data from respondents indicates that 214 of 249 or 86 per

52
cent of the assistant principals are men.

In terms of marital status, 215 or

86.34 per cent are married; 25 or 10.04 per cent are single; 5 or 2 per cent
are divorced; and 4 or 1.6 per cent are widowed.
Table 4 gives a frequency distribution of age categories for the
assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia.

TABLE 4
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 01 ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS
AGES -· MARYLAND AND VIIGINU8

AGE IN YEARS
Intervals

f

d

fd

65 .. over

0
10
16

+5

0

+4

40

+3

48

60 - 64

55 .. 59
50
45
40
35
30

...
..
..
..

54
49
44
39
34
29
25 20 .. 24

24

+2

48

29

+l

29

46

0
-1

0
.. 55

·2
.. 3
... 4

-100
·51

55
50

17
l

.. 4

sum fd • -45

Mean • 41.09
8

Includes 248 of 249 assistant principals responding from
secondary schools studied.
Table 4 reveals that the average age for the 248 assistant principals
responding was 41 years.
Professional Characteristics
Formal academic training and professional experience were assessed in
this study of Maryland and Virginia Assistant principals.

'l'he academic
follows:
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a.

Below Bachelor's degree - 0

b.

Bachelor's degree - 14 or 5.62 per cent

c.

Master's degree • 55 or 22.08 per cent

d.

Master's degree plus 1·15 hours additional graduate work -

83 or 33.33 per cent
e.

Master's degree plus 16 or more hours additional graduate
work - 81 or 32.53 per cent

£.

Two or more Master's degrees • 4 or 1.6 per cent

g.

Doctor's degree • 1 or 0.4 per cent

h.

Other (mainly Bachelor's degrees plus varying numbers of
graduate hours) .. 11 or 4.41 per cent

The list above indicates that 224 or 89.94 per cent of the responding
assistant principals had at least a Master's degree with considerable evidence
of graduate work beyond this point for 66.86 per cent of the entire number.
All 249 respondents indicated that they had teaching experience prior
to entering administrative work.

In some instances individual respondents

indicated rich and varied experience at different levels and in different
subjects.

Taking into consideration this duplication on the part of these

professionals, the following list of subject disciplines was represented:
1.

Social Studies • 83 respondents

2.

Science - 66 respondents

3.

Math • 60 respondents

4.

Language Arts - 41 respondents

5.

Physical Education - 36 respondents

6.

Business • 15 respondents
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respond~nts

7.

Industrial Arts - 14

8.

Foreign Language - 12 respondents

9.

Elementary (4-6) • 11 respondents

10.

Technical • 6 respondents

11.

Counseling - 6 respondents

12.

Fine Arts • 5 respondents

13.

College - 3 respondents

14.

Special Education - l respondent

15.

Elementary (K-3) - 1 respondent

16.

Home Economies - l respondent

17.

Library• 1 respondent

The most common positions held by assistant principals immediately
prior to their present position were as follows:

1.

Teachers • 72 or 28.91 per cent

2.

Department Head - 45 or 18.07 per cent

3.

Assistant Principal in another school - 34 or 13.65 per cent

4.

Counaelor - 30 or 12.04 per cent

S.

Principal • 12 or 4.81 per cent

6.

Director of Guidance • 7 or 2.81 per cent

7.

Other• 49 or 19.67 per cent representing 36 different positions.

The most common position for 181 or 73 per cent of the respondents,
immediately prior to their present position, was that of teacher, department
head, assistant principal in another school and counselor, respectively.
More than two-thirds, 68.26 per cent or 170 assistant principals had
between 0·4 years experience in educational administration prior to their
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present position; 18.47 per. cent or 46 assistant principals had 5·9 years
prior experience; and 13 per cent or 33 had 10 or more years prior experience.
For those assistant princ:i.pals who indicated they had prior educational admin•
istrative experience (1.66 or 66. 77 per cent), the following nineteen different
categories were most commonly mentioned:
1.

Department Head .. 45 respondents

2.

Assistant Principal - 41 respondents

3.

Principal - 30 respondents

4.

Director (various types) - 27 respondents

5.

Administrative Assistant - 24 respondents

6.

Vice Principal .. 21 respondents

7.

Coordinator (various types) - 14 respondents

8.

Supervisor (various types) • 12 respondents

9.

Counselor • 8 respondents

10.

Special Assistant • 7 respondents

11.

Dean (various types) • 6 respondents

12.

Teecher-in•Chargc - 4 respondents

13.

Administrative Intern • 4 respondents

14.

Attendance Officer - 3 respondents

15.

Unit Head • 3 respondents

16.

ESEA Evaluator - 2 respondents

17.

Coach - 2 respondents

18.

Committee

19.

Other - 10 respondents and 10 titles

Chai~-man

- 2 respondents

The above data indicates that two-thirds of the presently employed

Maryland and Virginia assistant principals did have previous educational administrative experience -- 265 positions being listed.

Within tl1ia two-thirds or

66.77 per cent having previous educational administrative experience, 73 or 29.
per cent had more than one previous administrative position.

The most signifi·

cantly represented previous experiences were, in order: department head, assist
an~

principal, principal, director, administrative assistant, vice principal,

coordinator and supervisor.
In their current high school, 153 or 61.44 per cent of the assistant
principals have served in their present position 0·3 years. with an additional
60 or 24.09 per cent having served 4-7 years in their present high school.
With a view toward total number of years educational experience, teaching and
administrative. Table 5 shows a frequency distribution and gives the

centr~l

tendencies (mean, median and mode) of such experience for those assistant
principals currently employed in secondary schools of Maryland and Virginia.
TABLE 5

J'UQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE
MAR'2LAND AND VIIGDUA ASSISTANT PUNClP.ALS

Years Experience

f

43..45

2

40-42

6
4

37-39
34-36
31-33

cf
248

+10

20

246

-fo9

240
236

+8

54
32

230

+6

fd

d

28-30

5

228

25-27
22-24
19·21
16-18
13-15
10-12
7- 9

14
18

223

:+4

42
12
25
56

209

+3
+2

54
60

+1

31

6
2

30

31
38

44
29
17

4- 6
1- 3

2

+7

+5

191
161
130
92

0

0

48

-1
-2

-44
-58

19

.. 3
..4

-51
.. 3

2

Sum f d • 225

Mean= 16.72;

Median • 15.02;

Mode • 11

The data presented in T<.ible 5 indicate that the mean, median and mode
years of total edur.a tional experience, roun'1ed off, are 17 years, 15 years
and 11 years respectively.
Career Motivation of Maryland and Virginia Assistant Principals
In order to obtain different perspectives of the same question, the
questionnaire and the interview offered the assistant principals opportunities
to express themselves on the career value of the assistant principalship.

Of

the 247 assistant principals responding on the questionnaire, 178 or 72.06 per
cent view their current position as transitional to other educational administrative work; 52 or 21.05 per cent said they were assistant principals who did
not desire to be principal; and 17 or 6.88 per cent gave other responses.
The interview offered an opportunity to validate the above because of
the direct contact.

Of 132 interviewees, 100 or 75.75 per cent said the assis •

ant principalship was !!2! a career position; 27 or 20.47 per cent said it was
a career position; and 5 or 3.78 per cent said it depended on the individual.
Those who said their positions were career positions tended to fall
into three categories:

(1) older

a~sistant

principals, (2) women, and (3)

guidance directors, with a different view of their role.

The primary reason

-

given by the majority of assistant principals as to why their position was not
a career position was that the assistant principalship was a training ground
for the principalship or other educational positions.
position was not a career position are as follows •
.. too much frustration and detail
- not enough contact with students
- not as satisfying as classroom

Other reasons why this
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Some of the more interesting reasons offered as to why the assistant
principalship was a career position are as follows.
- little opportunity to be promoted within district
- women are not appointed to administrative positions
- career is ending
• salary and responsibility are enough in present position
- variety in current work
- uncertain
- don't want responsibility of principal
• good middle ground, close to kids and can affect change
• content with present position
• enjoy current status in school
Qualifications, Recruitment and Selection
l,ractices in Maryland and Virginia
Officially the states of Maryland and Virginia do not recognize the
positicn of the assistant principalship as a professional position.

In neithe

a state department nor a district sense is there a certificate offered for thi
practicing educational administrator.

However, as of September 1, 1972, the

state of Maryland will offer assistant principals a principal 's certificate,
if

th1:y meet state requiremeni:s for principal .2!. the state will offer a cer•

tificate as assistant principal/vice principal to those who do not meet the
principals requirement but who qualify for the Maryland Advanced Professional.
Certificate .1
'nte Advanced Professional Certificate (APC) is obtained upon recoi:n-mendation of the superintendent and is issued for ten years to a te~cher who
(1) has completed 3 years teaching in Maryland on a Standard Professional Certificate, and (2) possesses a Master's degree or equivalent (30 graduate hours •

In practice, guidance directors need counselors' certificates both in
Maryland and Virginia; other assistant principals need teaching certificates
and in the case of Maryland local districts usually require the Advanced
Professional Certificate.
Locally, in both states, only 13 districts or 22.0 per cent of the 65
school districts having large secondary schools had a written policy on the
assistant principalship.

Ordinarily most policies indicated preference for

persons within the school district.

The typical selection and recruitment

procedure was as follows:
l.

positions advertised • verbal or bulletin

2.

person applies - written application form. 1 letter or phone call

3.

credentials evaluation - on file, or submitted

4.

formal evaluation - interview or oral exam; written exam
(frequently standardized National Teachers Exam - general and
administrative/supervisory parts); both written and oral

S.

eligibility determined - appointment to a publicized or
unpublicized list; verbal appointment

6.

school board confhmation ... toge thet' with ox: after superintendent's
recommends tion

7.

appointment - filling a vacancy

Other variants on this basic plan include pre-service training programs
and qualifying examinations to determine eligibility; personal and professional
references (especially for applicants outside of ·School system); and direct
appointments, without application, based on principal's or superintendent's
recommends tion.

In the thirteen districts responding, the typical eligibility requiremcnts for appointment to the position of assistant principal were (1) Master's
degree or the equivalent of a Master's degree (30 hours) or sufficient evidence
of progress towards a Master's degree: (2) graduate courses in educational
administration especially those stressing supervision, administration, curriculum and guidance; (3) teaching experience, varying from -- some to 5 years -with an average of approximately 3 years, and typically there were provisions
that the teaching should be performed within the state and at the secondary
level; and (4) other requirenients, a catch-all category including such things
as leadership and personality characteristics, work habits, physical and emotional health, satisfactory professional ratings and recommendations, and
ability to work with children and adults.

Duties and ies2onsibi\ities of Assistant
P~tnci22ls in }ia~yland and Virginia
Several relevant questions surface when a discussion is undertaken of
the duties and responsibilities of the Maryland and Virginia assistant princi•
pals:

1.

What local policies exist that stipulate duties or respon•
sibilities for the assistant principal?

2.

How does the assistant principal know what duties or respon•
sibilities he is to perform?

3.

What are the major duties or responsibilities performed by
assistant principals?
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Local Policies
As indicated in the previous discussion on Qualifications, Recruitment
and Selection there were only 13 districts out of 65 in Maryland and Virginia
that had written policies on the assistant principalship.
duties went from the very general to the specific.

The enumerated

ln seven schools, the

conman thread was the responsibility of acting as administrator of the school
in the principal's absence and assisting the principal in the educational
administxation of the school.
general description.

Six school districts do not go beyond this

In the other school districts the areas and duties that

are most frequently mentioned are:
1.

General Administration and School Management .. 9 duties
a. ordering, distribution of supplies and equipment - 4 districts
b. business and finance (payrolls, funds and drives) • 4 districts
c. plant maintenance and management • 3 districts
d. bus transportation - 3 districts
e. policy formation, handbooks - 3 districts
£. locks, lockers and keys - 2 districts
g. interpreting board rules • l district
h. central office reports • 1 district
i. faculty and studen.t parking - 1 district

2.

Pupil Welfare - S duties
a. pupil accounting and attendance - 6 districts
b. discipline and pupil behavior • S districts
c. health and safety - 4 districts
d. pupil personnel services - 3 districts
e. pupil adjustment • 1 district

3.

Curriculum and Instruction - 5 duties
a. instructional program • 4 districts
b. instructional equipment and supplies - 3 districts
c. scheduling • 2 districts
d. summer school - l district
e. classroom visitation - l district

4.

Staff - 5 duties
a. in-service training ~ 2 districts
b. supervision of support and professional personnel • l district
c. teacher accounting - l district
d. substitute teachers • 1 district

b2

e.

professional meetings • l district

5.

School Activities - 5 duties
a. extra curricular student activities - 2 districts
b. school calendar - 2 districts
c. chaperone - l district
d. contests and assemblies • 1 district
e. building use - l district

6.

Community Relations • 3 duties
a. school-community public relations • 1 district
b. school visitors - l district
c. reports to parents • 1 district

ln several of the six categories mentioned above, administration. super•
vision and coordination of the specific duty was inherent in the listing of
the duty.
Besides the district policies, 26 or 52 per cent of the 50 schools
interviewed had local school statements which particularized their specific
duties within each school.
Knowle~se

of Duties

During the school interviews, an effort was made to determine how the
assistant principal knows what his own duties and responsibilities are, as
well as to determine how the principal knows what these duties should be.
These questions became especially applicable due to the dearth of policy
statements about such duties at both the state and district levels.

The assistant principal in Maryland or Virginia knows what his duties
or responsibilities are through the following ways:
1.

principal assigns duties • 21 assistant principal responses

2.

mutual decision of principal and all assistant principals - 15
assistant principal responses

3.

school handbook - 13 assistant principal responses
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4.

principal confers with assistant principal - 7 assistant
principal responses

5.

practice in job • 3 assistant principal responses

6.

central office guifielines - 3 assistant principal responses

7.

inherited from previous assistant principal• l assistant
principal response

According to the assistant principals interviewed» the major sources of
knowledgt for the principal concerning the assistant principal's duties are
the following:

l.

personal experience ano training - 41 assistant principal responses

2.

county policy - 9 assistant principal responses

3.

assessment of needs of school • 3 assistant principal responses

4.

coamnon sense - l assistant principal response

5.

personal philosophy and desires of principal • 1 assistant
principal response

In both of the above lists, several responses were consensus, several
assistant principals gave multiple answers and other responses were

individuall~

stated.
Major Duties and Responsibilities of Maryland
and Virginia As&istant Principals
To determine the major responsibilities of assistant principals in
Maryland and Virginia a responsibility check list (Appendix B) was distributed
at each of 50 school interviews.

Some time after the interviewt the check

lists were to be completed by the assistant principals, giving a composite
view of the assistant principalship for each school, and mailed to the
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intet'"Viewer; 45 or 90 per cent of these check lists were completed and
returned.

The assistant principals duties were divided into eight areas:
Area I

• Discipline

Area II

- Teacher Personnel

Area lII - Pupil Personnel
Area IV
Area

v

.. Curriculum
- Public Relations

Area Vl

- Guidance and Counseling

Area VII

... Building Maintenance and Plant Management

Area Vlll - Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous
In each area, four possible choices were given •• responsibility; not
responsibility; should be but is not responsibility; and is the responsibility
but should not be.

Only one answer could be given for each of the duties

listed under each area.

Based on this check list and using 75 per cent

selection or higher as a guide in detennining the more important duties or
responsibilities of the assistant principals, results were as follows:
Area I • Discipline

Thirty-two possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 20 of these

or 62.5 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order of choice, based on percentage of schools selecting,
were:

- Parent conferences - 100 per cent
- Maintaining and keeping discipline records - 100 per cent
-

Helping~

teachers discipline classes - 97.8 per cent

• Enforcing school regulations - 95.6 per cent

- Helping teachers discipline classes - 95.6 per cent
- Investigating forgeries of absence notes, passes, tardies
and early dismissals - 95.6 per cent
- Adjusting teacher-student conflicts - 95.6 per cent
• Reporting criminal violations to police • 95.6 per cent
-

SuspendL~g

pupils - 93.3 per cent

- Conduct of students on school grounds - 93.3 per cent
- Stopping fights and riots - 93.3 per cent
- Enforcing proper assembly and social event behavior - 93.3
per cent
- Checking thefts - 91.1 per cent
- Notifying parents of expulsions, exclusions and suspensions 91. l per cent

• Assigning extra duty or detention periods to student violators 88. 9 per cent

- Preventing rumbles, race riots and mass disturbances - 88.9
per cent
- Enforcing proper boy-girl behavior - 86.7 per cent
- Enforcing proper dress and grooming • 82.2 per cent
.. Remedial counseling of discipline cases • 80 per cent

- Internal or external vandalism of school area - 75.7 per cent
Other duties (7) in the Area of Discipline, chosen by 50-75 per cent of
the schools were:
- Patrolling corridors
- Lunchroom and playground supervision

- Formulating school regulations
- Preventing consumption of eatables in other than lunchroom
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- Investigating changed grades in course books or report cards
- Chaperoning all major curricular events
- Arranging parent-teacher conferences
Area 11 • Teacher Personnel
Thirty-eight possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 4 of these

or 10.2 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order of choice were:

- Adjusting teacher-pupil conflicts - 95.6 per cent
- Assigning duty periods to teachers - 80 per cent
- Deporting total enrollment to higher authorities - 80 per cent
- Encouraging experimentation and professional development of
teachers - 77.8 per cent
Other duties (14) in the Ana of Teacher Personnel chosen by 50-75 per
cent of the schools were:
•
-

•
-

Assigning teachers to classrooms
Adjusting class program conflicts
Equalizing class load
Balancing honors, regular and remedial classes among teachers
Assigning lunch and preparation periods to teachers
Deporting individual class enrollments to higher authorities
Obtaining substitute teachers for classes
Evaluating teacher performance
Being the 11sounding board" for teacher grievances and
complaints
Transmitter and implementer of administrative plans, policies
and procedures with teachers
Preparing bulletins and teacher handbooks
Supervision of practice teachers
Providing for large and ~llllll group class instruction, team
teaching schedules, etc.

Area Ill - PuRil fersonnel
'l'hirty-four possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 5 of these

or 14.7 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order of choice were:
- Supervision of attendance procedures such as cuts, tardies,
early dismissals, absences • 91.1 per cent
- Daily, weekly and monthly attendance reports to higher
authorities - 88.9 per cent
- Reporting to higher authorities census and attendance
statistics - 82.2 per cent
- Providing a bell schedule for normal and special circumstances 80 per cent

•Preparing a school calendar and a master schedule - 77.8
per cent
Other duties (19) in the Area of Pupil Personnel choaen by 50-75 per
cent of the schools were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
-

Assigning pupils to classes
Balancing pupil enrollments in each class
Planning rooms, space, and necessary academic periods/day
Arranging honors, regular and remedial classes with appropriate
caliber students
Making available each semester an appropriate selection of
courses
Taking into consideration individual differences in programming
students
Adjusting class program conflicts
Providing for changes in enrollments
Providing for changes in physical plant
Scheduling each pupil for five clock hours/day
Issuing periodic bulletins or revisions on program changes
Reporting to higher authorities on status of programming
Keeping up•to•date records and folders of students
Planning and organizing COlllllencement exercises
Supervising staff personnel such as attendance officer, teachernurse, school psychologist, special therapist and librarian
Assigning students to study halls and providing for study hall
physical facilities
Providing for maintaining an attendance office
Taking a periodic census of present and projected school
enrollments
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- Preparing the total school program for data processing
Area IV • Curriculum
Twenty-six possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 2 of these

or 7.6 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order of choice were:
- Improving instruction through classroom observation - 80
per cent
- Keeping up to date on modern curriculum trends - 77.8 per cent
Other duties (8) in_ the Area of Curriculum chosen by 50-75 per cent of
the schools were:
•
•
•
•
-

Ordering consumable supplies
Formulating, updating and revising school policies
Conducting privatE teacher critique sessions
Supervising department chairmen in implementing proper
curriculum
Integrating course work between subject areas or fields
Providing a school calendar of events
Providing time for teacher inter-visitation and intra-visitation
Supervising and regulating the maintenance and proper use of
school bulletin boards

Area V • Public Relations
Twenty-nine possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 14 of these

or 48.2 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order of choice were:
- Handling the public and visitors cheerfully, objectively and
promptly• 97.8 per cent
- Listening to students' school complaints and grievances •
97.8 per cent
- Performing citizenship responsibilities • 95.6 per cent

l

- Maintaining active membership in PTA and parent club
activities - 95.6 per cent
- Knowing the community·- people, economics, businesses,
boundaries, religious aspects, civic organizations and
educational resources • 93.3 per cent
- Listening to comm.unity complaints and suggestions • 91.1 per
cent
- Establishing and maintaining lines of communication with
teachers • 88.9 per cent
- Keeping students informed of school policies, programs and
activities • 86.7 per cent
• Representing principal at public events • 84.4 per cent
- Consulting students about school procedures and program
offerings • 84.4 per cent
- Being available to the community as a source person in school

affairs - 82.2 per cent
- Establishing and maintaining lines of corrmunication with
superiors • 82.2 per cent
- Supervising extra-curricular activities • 77.8 per cent
- Scheduling school activities open to the public• 77.8 per cent
Other duties (4) in the Area of Public Relations chosen by 50-75 per
cent of the schools were:
-

Making school facilities available to comnunity
Speaking at conmunity engagements and events
Maintaining school grounds
Giving direction to and helping plan PTA and parent club
activities
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Area VI - Guidance and

Couns~lins

Forty possible duties uere listed.

The schools chose 2 of these or 5

per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen duties in

rank order of choice were:
- Adjusting teacher-pupil conflicts - 84.4 per cent
- Counseling students - 80 per cent
Other duties (7) in the Area of Guidance and Counseling chosen by 50-75
per cent of the schools were:
• Supervising counselors and clerical staff
- Arranging parent-teacher and teacher~st~~ent conferences
- Serving as liaison with other staff personnel such as
psychologist. t•acher-nurse, speech therapist, etc.
- Handling aspects of data processing related to students
- Keeping students, teachers, parents and administrators aware
of guidance services
- Orienting teachers tc guidance services
- Supervising the referrals of pupils and making recommendations
to their parents for outside agency help
Area

ID •

»uilding Ma1ntf;nance and Plagt JWnasement

Seventeen possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 10 of these

or 58.8 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen

duties in rank order were:
• Investigating property damage, thefts and damage to school
property - 95.6 per cent
- Reporting deficiencies of physical facilities and maintenance
to school engineer • 93. 3 per cent
- Reporting property damage, thefts and damage to proper civil
and school authorities - 93. 3 per cent
•Supervising the playground and halls - 86.7 per cent

- Inspecting physical facilities for maintenance - 84.4 per cent
- Establishing and enforcing cafeteria code of behavior - 84.4
per cent
- Supervising custodial and maintenance crews • 80 per cent
• Ordering replacements for worn out or damaged classroom or
building materials and structures • 80 per cent
- Inspecting building physical facilities - 80 per cent
- Supervising the inventory control of all educational and
school equipment - 75.6 per cent
Other duties (3) in the Area of Building Maintenance and Plant Management chosen by S0-75 per cent of the schools were:
- Supervising cafeteria or lunch room practices regarding
health regulations
- Supervising of supply distribution
- Supervising of school busses and bus schedules
Area VIII - Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous
Thirty possible duties were listed.

The schools chose 12 of these or

40 per cent as assistant principalship responsibilities.

The chosen duties in

rank order were:
- Attending extra curricular events and school athletic events 93.3 per cent
- Keeping faculty and students aware of safety precautions
regarding health, fire hazards and accidents - 93.3 per cent
• Reporting of safety drills and accidents to higher authorities •
91.1 per cent
- Setting up safety drill procedure - 88.9 per cent

- Providing for and supervising school internal safety procedures
for hall guards, designated entrances and exits, protection
from non•achool personnel, etc. - 88.9 per cent
- Organizing seating arrangement and school schedule for
assemblies - 84.4 per cent
• Planning safety drills - 84.4 per cent
- Supervising and allocating of pupil locks and lockers - 84.4
per cent
- Assisting principal in preparation and allocation of school
budget - 82.2 per cent
- Determining intra-school traffic regulations • 80 per cent
- Establishing safety regulat:l.otts • 77 .8 per cent
- Overseeing school reports related to instruction, pupils,
teachers and facilities - 75.6 per cent
Other duties (7) in the Area of Extra-Curricular and Miscellaneous
chosen

by

50·75 per cent of the schools were:
- Overseeing school clubs and supervising student councils
- Planning school assemblies
- Establishing policies and procedures regarding athletic events
and other extra-curricular activities
- Formulating a school philosophy and establishing a schedule
regarding ext~·curricular activities
• Supervising clerical staff
- Preparing school reports related to instruction, pupils,
teachers and physical facilities
- Supervising of special events or isolated projects

In all of the eight responsibility areas, Choice C - should be the
responsibility of the assistant principal, was understandably not frequently
selected.

Yet the following duties were selected three or more times as duties

that should be within his responsibility:
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- Periodic evaluation of curriculum - 8 schools
- Patrolling corridors - 4 schools
- Expellinh or excluding students - 4 schools
- Providing

articulatioi.~

conferences between elementary, high

school and college levels - 4 schools
- Consulting coc:munity about school program - 3 schools
- H:lndling aspects of data processing related to pupils - 3 schools
- Formulating school regulations - 3 schools
When given the opportunity to indicate which of the duties were their
t:esponsibilities but should not be, Choice D, the responses were as follows:
- Lunchroom and playground supervision - 12 schools
- Patrolling corridors - 7 schools
- Chaperoning all major curricular events

w

1 schools

- Internal or external vandalism of school area • 6 schools
.. Preventing consumption of ea tables in other than lunchroom -

6 schools

- Attempting to remedy student violations outside school hours 4 schools
- Arranging parent-teacher conferences - 4 schools
-

Ope~ing

and closing school building • 3 schools

- Supervising cafeteria personnel and lunch programs .. 3 schools
- Keeping up to date records and folders of students regarding
attendance - 3 schools
- Provide for and supervise safe conduct of students to and from
school - 3 schools

/4

- Stopping fights and riots - 3 schools
- Remedial counseling of discipline cases - 3 schools
• EnforcinJ proper dress and grooming • 3 schools
- Enforcing proper boy-Jirl behavior - 3 schools

- Providing private facilities for faculty leisure and work
preparation - 3 schools
It is interesting to note the ambivalence of assistant priucipals when
comparing Choice C and Choice D responses.

On the one hand "patrolling cor-

ridors" should be the responsibility of the assistant principal and on the
Jther hand it should not be their responsibility.

In eummary of this section on major duties :tnd responsibilities of

Maryland and Virginia assistant principals, the number of duties, using a

standard of 75 per cent or higher, with their representation and percentages
for each area are as follows:
Arca I

- Discipline (20 of 32 for 62.5 per cent)

Area II

- Teacher Personnel (4 of 38 for 10.2 per cent)

Area III

- Pupil Personnel (5 of 34 for 14. 7 per cent)

Area IV

- Curriculum (2 of 26 for 7.6 per cent)

Area V

- Public Relations (14 of 29 for 48.2 per cent)

Area VI

- Guidance and Counseling (2 of 40 for 5 per cent)

Area VII

• Building Maintenance and Plant Management (10 of 17
for 58.8 per cent)

Area VIII • Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous (12 of 30 for
40 per cent)

-
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Salary, Benefits and Workinfa Conditions
in Maryland and Virginia
Salaries and bJnefits for assistant principals, either directly or

through the avenue of the teacher, have increased in recent years.

In Chapter

11, Table 2, the increases in salary were outlined over the period 1952-1968
using varied populations and citin3 relevant studies.
The purpose of the findings in this section of Chapter III is to determine how and to what extent the assistant principals of Maryland and Virginia
have participated in these increases.
Teacher Organizations or Unions

In the school interviews, assistant principals were asked about the role
of teacher organizations or unions in improving working conditions, salary or

fringe benefits for the assistant principal.

In terms of a school response, 40

schools or 80 per cent said they were helped through their local teachers
organization; 4 schools or 8 per cent (large city) were helped through the
teachers union; 3 schools or 6 per cent were helped through their local admin•
istrative group; and 3 schools or 6 per cent were helped by the combined
efforts of their local teachers and administrative organizations.
It :is interesting tJ note that when these same professionals were furthe

queried as to how they were helped, 41 or 82 per cent of the schools indicated
they were helped indirectly through the teacher; 6 or 12 per cent said they
were helped directlx as assistant principals; and 3 schools or 6 per cent said
no group was helpful.
Additionally, the major benefits obtained by the organizations or unions
ancl accruing to the assistant principals, either directly or indirectly, were
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said to be the following:
a.

salary • 47 schools

b.

hospitalization - 34 schools

c.

sick leave - 27 schools

d.

personal leave • 19 schools

e.

life insurance - 14 schools

f.

sabbatical leave • 7 schools

g.

retirement benefits - 5 schools

h.

credit union - 4 schools

i.

twelve month year - 2 schools

j.

grievance procedures - l school

k.

annual leave • l school

l.

working conditions • l school

m.

blood bank - 1 school

Before reporting the specifics about assistant principals' salaries in
Maryland and Virginia, several major premises need to be established:

(1)

length of contract. and (2) other contributing factors.
Length of Contract
All assistant principals responded to the question about the span of
time over which their basic salary was paid.

Table 6 shows the results from

the questionnaire data.

The predominant time span over which the assistant principals basic

salary was paid was 12 months work for 12 months pay.

TABLE 6
LENG'.l'H OF CONTRACT FOll A. P. a SALARY PURPOSES

Mon tbs /Year

No. of A.P. 's

Per Cent

12
11
10

171

68. 67

31
15

12.44

9

1

6.02
0.4

31

12.44

9 , 10, 11 prorated over 12

N • 249
2 A.

P. equals assistant principals in this study.

Other Contributing Factors
In assessing other contributing factors to the official local policies
determining assistant principals' salary. the fifty school interviews were
most helpful.

The specific salary that an assistant principal received was

usually the sum of the following factors:
l.

Determining assistant principals suitable level on local
teachers salary scale considering academic degree earned and
years experience • 48 schools or 96 per cent so indicated.

2.

Length of assistant principals contract in months - 48 schools

or 96 per cent so indicated.
3.

Responsibility index or differential for assistant principal 48 schools or 96 per cent so indicated.

The questionnaire added to the above data.

When asked to check the

order of importance of 9 choices on how salary was determined, the choices
most frequently selected (l-9) plus their individual ranking as 1st, 2nd and
ls are shown in Table 7 below:
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TABLE 7
MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING A. P. a SALARY

Factor

Tchg. Experience
Adm. Experience
Fixed Contract
Negotiations w/
Board
School Enrollment

Chosen
1-9

1st Choice

2nd Choice

3rd Choice

121 A. P. 's
106 A.P. 's

84A.P.'s
44 A.P. 's
71 A.P. 's

48 A.P. 's
38 A.P. 's
14 A. P. 's

13 A.P. 's
20A.P.'s

80 A.P. 's
50 A.P. 's

22 A.P. 's
7 A.P. 's

22 A.P. 's
12 A.P. 's

19 A.P. 's
13 A.P. 's

155 A.P. 's

8 A.P. 's

aA. P. equals assistant principals in this study.
Besides the choices listed in Table 7 above, an "Other" category of
choice was provided as one of the nine possible selections.

The most frequent

"Other' answers given as determinants of salary were differential and educational back&round.

Increases in salary were primarily received through automatic advancement on sequential steps of a salary scale to a fixed maximum -· 171 or 61 per
cent of the questionnaire respondents and 46 or 92 per cent of the school

interviewees so indicated.

Some assistant principals indicated that other

salary increases were gotten by progressing on an administrative scale while
still others indicated that total experience, evaluation of job performance
and negotiations (group or individual) were additional contributing factors.
Questionnaire Survey of Salaries
The assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia were asked to indicate
their gross salary as a part of the questionnaire.

Of the 249 possible

respondents to the specific question, 241 or 96. 7 per cent responded, the

results are shown in Table 8.

J':J

TABLE 8
FREQUENCY DIS'l'RIIlUTION OF GROSS SALARY FOR ASSISTANT
PRINCIPALS IN MARYLAND AND VIRGINIA

Salary Intervals

f

cf

d

fd

$18,000
17 ,000
16,000
15,000
14,000
13,000
12,000

8

241
233
220
196
175
141
125

+6

48

+5

65

+4

96
63
68
16

..
...
..
-

18,999
17 ,999
16,999
15,999
14,999
13,999
12,999
11,000 - 11,999
10,000 - 10,999
9,000 .. 9,999
8,000 - 8~999
7 ,000 - 7,999
6,000 - 6,999
Range $6,750 • $18,720;

13
24
21
34
16
30
36
25
21

95
59

34
13
4

9

3
1

l

N • 241

Mean • $13.123.56;

Median • $12,849.50;

+3
+2
+l

0

0
-1

-36

-so

-2
-3

-63
-36
-15

-4
-5
-6

.. 6

Sum fd • 150

Mode • $11,499. 50

The statistics reported in Table 8 show that the mean, median and mode
salaries for the entire Maryland and Virginia assistant principal group studied
were (rounded off) $13,124; $12,850; and $11,500 respectively.

No

considera-

tion was given to length of school year in this statistic, although previous

sections of this Chapter

hav~

indicated that the predominant length of employ-

ment (69 per cent) is twelve months.

Working Cond!tions
Only one aspect of the working conditions prevalent in Maryland and
Virginia was revealed by the study.
in a given fixed period.

The one aspect was number of hours worked

Considering 234 respondents or 93.9 per cent of 249

uossible. the breakdown of number of hours spent on various duties in a two

BCl

week. period was as follows:
a.

profrnsicm.nl mcct:l.ngc (ne.tional and stlltt: organizations, in-

scrvicc training: school
b.

01:

faculty meetings) - 5.41 hours

Clerical work (filing, typing, note taking, routine arrangE-

ments) • 10.62 hours
c.

Administrative work (planning, ordering, budgeting, directing,
staffing, coordinating, reporting 1 organizing) - 31.97 hours

d.

Community or public relations (visitations, speeches, phone
calls, home-school newsletters, civic club meetings, PTA) 7.0 hours

e.

Conferences (pupil, teacher, parent, department heads,
adminis tra ti ve) • 29. 05 hours

In a given two week period the total composite average number of hours

for these five categories was 84.05 hours or approximately 42 hours per week,
with m.ajor emphases on (l) administrative work, (2) conferences, and (3)
clerical work.
The data derived f=om the school interviews corresponds with the above.
Based on 50 school interviews the official work week for Maryland and Virginia
assistant principals, as determined by policy or practice, averaged 39.46 hours

with

ti

range of 35 hours to 44 hours.

Supplemental and beyond the official

work week, assistant principals spent an average of an additional 9.97 hours
per week on school business-· home preparation, school events, etc., with a
range of 5 hours to 25 hours extra per week.

Combining the hours worked in

the official work week with the extra hours worked produces a total
work week for assistant principals of 49.43 hours.

avera~e
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2,pinions of Marxland and Virginia Assistant
Princi22ls about the Assistant
Principalship
Assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia have a wide variety of
opinions about every aspect of the assistant principalship.

Some of these

opinions are different from established policies and others are quite similar
to these policies.

Because these opinions can serve to strengthen and improve

the professional status of the assistant principalship in educational adminis·
tration, this study of assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia sought
many such opinions.
The opinions sought and received were categorized in five ways.
1.

Opinions about Qualifications and Appointment

2.

Opinions about Assignment

3.

Opinions about Salary

4.

Opinions about Duties

5.

Opinions about the "Assistant Principalship"

Opinions about Q\!alifications and A2pointment
In terms of selection procedures, opinions about whether an examination
should be given to assess the general academic and administrative competence
level of an assistant principal applicant, yielded mixed results.
respondents queried 134 or 54 per cent did

~

Of 247

think prospective candidates

should be given an examination, whereas 113 or 45.75 per cent favored such a
procedure.

Approximately two-thirds (67.25 per cent) of these affirmative

respondents felt that the examination should be both a written and an oral;
approximately one-quarter (24.77 per cent) of these original 113 said the exam
shouln hP oral: 7.08 ner cent said the exam shouad be written; and one
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respondent was indifferent about the manner of assessment.
Assistant principals were also asked their opinion about qualifications
for the assistant principal's position.
ing experience.

One qualification offered Yas teach-

For minimum number of years teaching experience they were

offered five possible choices.

The

choices and the distribution of the 249

assistant principals responses are noted below:
a.

None • 2 or 0.83 per cent

b.

1-2 years .. 13 or 5. 22 per cent

c.

3-4 years - 93 or 37. 34 per cent

d.

5-6 years .. 113 or 45.38 per cent

e.

7-8 years - 14 or 5.62 per cent

f.

9 years and above - 14 or 5.62 per cent

The preferred choice was 5-6 years minimum teaching experience, with 83
per cent of the total found in the two groupings covering the 3-6 year range.
Beyond teaching experience, the most important additional qualifications
thought to be important by assistant principals when given a range of eight
other possibilities were:
a.

past administrative experience - chosen 1st, 2nd or 3rd
by 188 assistant principals

b.

graduate work in educational administration - chosen lst,
2nd or 3rd by 170 assistant principals

c.

desire to be a principal - chosen 1st, 2nd or 3rd by 123
assistant principals

formal academic background was also thought to be an important qualifi·
cation for the assistant principalship.

Of the 249 respondents polled, 174 or

70 per cent said that the minimum educational background for aspiring assistant
principals was a Master's degree.
Beyond those listed above, the most frequent "other" qualifications were
personal abilities, ability to work with people, human relations ability and
leadership.
Additional Opinions About Appointment
Assistant principals polled in this study varied with age, experience
and length of appointment.

Some of them were unclear about the details of the

procedures used in appointing them or the current policies, yet the consensus
of their opinions approximates local district policy and practices reported in
other sections of this chapter.
The assistant principals (137) felt that the appointment of a first
assistant principal or additional.ones beyond a first assistant principal,
depended primarily on the assistant principal-student ratio for the school.
addition, respondents were given the opportunity to check as many additional
factors (ten choices plus an "other" category) as they thought were used in
detennining their appointment to assistant principal.

The rank and number

checking each choice is provided below:
(1) principals recommendation • 211
(2) academic background - 182
(3) teaching experience • 179
(4) school superintendent's recanmendation - 127
(5) past administrative experience • 97
(6) Board of Education recommendation - 90
(7) Assistant Superintendent's recommendation - 70

In
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(8) oral examination • 56
(9) written examination - 56
(10) school community's recommendation - 7
(11) other (21 different reasons) - 37

-

oeinions About Assignment
Assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia were offered six alter•

-

natives, and asked to determine which of these would be the best method for
assigning an additional assistant principal to a high school.

'lbe choices and

the responses given for each choice, are listed below:
(a) number of pupils per assistant • 39
(b) number of teachers per assistant - 7
(c) school worlt load per assistant .. 56

(d) school duties outside of school hours - 0
(e) combination of above • 142, the most frequent combination
being abed, all of these, chosen by 53 assistant principals
(f) other (3 different selections) • 5
From the above, it appears that assistant principals feel a combination
of factors should be weighed in determining the assignment of an additional
assistant principal to a high school, as no single factor was an overwhelming
choice.
Goin8 beyond the general question that sought the opinions of assistant
principals about the one best method for assigning an additional assistant
principal to a high school, several suppositions were posed to the question•
naire respondents.
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In the first ci:::se, assuming assignment by number of pupils per assistant, assistsnt principals were asked to determine what would be the most
sppropria t12 nuiuber 02' pupils so assigned.

Tuble 9 shows the results of this

poll of assistant principals.
TABLE 9

ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS OPINIONS -- A. P.
ASSIGNMENT PER ENROLLMENT
No. of Students

f

cf

d

fd

1300 - 1499

1

245

+4

4

1100 - 1299

8

21~

+3

24

900 - 1099

16

236

32

700 -

899

40

40

500 -

699

122

0

0

300 ..

499

58

220
180
58

+2
+l
... 1

·58

N • 245
Mean • 633.78•

Sum fd • 42

Median • 605. 24

The median and mean number of pupils that should be assigned per assist
ant principal as suggested by the assistant principals polled, is shown in
Table 9.

T'nis number is 605 students/assistant principal and 634 students/

assistant principal respectively.

tn the second supposition, assuming assignment of assistant principals
per number of teachers, the assistant principal respondents were again asked
to determine a suitable number.

Table 10 shows the results of this poll.
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TABLE 10
ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS OPINIONS -- A. P.
ASSIGHMENT PER 'l'IACHER

No. of Teachers

f

cf

d

fd

70 - 79

3

244

+4

12

60 - 69
50 - 59

3
7

241
238

+3
+2

9
14

29

231

+l

29

202
128

0

0

-1

10 - 19

74
107
15

21

-2

-107
.. 30

9

6

6

-3

-18

40 - 49
30 .. 39
20 - 29

0 -

N • 244

Mean • 30. 78;

Median • 27 .38;

Sum fd • -91
Mode • 24.5

Table 10 shows the mode, median, and mean number of teachers that
should be assigned per assistant principal as suggested by assistant principals
polled.

These are 24 te\8.Chers/aaeistant principal, 27 te•chers/assistant

principal and 31 teachers/assistant principal respectively.
The last supposition dealt with assignment of assistant principals by
work load.

The assistant principals were asked to determine how this might

be accomplished.
a.

The following list indicates their responses:

Time

analyses of necessary daily work - 43 responses or

17. 76 per cent

b.

Number of hours worked, beyond school hours, required for a
pre-determined time period - 8 responses or 3.3 per cent
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c.

Services and requirements of school c0111nunity • 7 responses

or 2.89 per cent
d.

Plans and programs of school administration - 76 responses

or 31.40 per cent
e.

Needs of school children served - 54 responses or 22.31
per cent

f.

Other (18 selections) • 54 responses or 22.31 per cent

The list above seems to indicate that multiple factors should be con•
sidered when assigning assistant principals• work load with emphasis on the
plans and program of the school administration, needs of children served and
analysis of daily work load.

OJ?inions About Sala!X
When assistant principals were asked their opinions about their salary
in relation to the salaries of other professional staff, 246 of 249 respond·
ents (93.79 per cent) thought they should be paid more than teachers; 247 of
249 respondents (99.19 per cent) thought they should be paid more than departme11t heads; and 215 of 242 respondents (88.84 per cent) said that an assistant

principal should be paid more than an administrative assistant.
Additionally, assistant principals were asked to rank from 1·12,
various bases for dete:rm:ining their salary (l•high; 12-low).
only the top six choices were recorded for each basis.

Arbitrarily,

Table 11 slvJws a grid

of these choices in rank order and arranged by times chosen 1. 2, 3, 4, S,
an(l 6.
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TABL:E: 11

A. P. OPINIONS ON BEST S,.!\LARY DETERMINERS
Salary Basis

_,

..../,

5

6

@

29

20L•

34

62)

23
22

13

34

27
,..,--· ,
(41'

17

188

l

2

".)

Total

load per asst.
no. of pupils/asst.
previous adm. exp. (any type)

@
36

40

16

20

23

@!

173

no. of full time tchrs./asst.
previous teaching experience
academ:ic background

14

38

(4j)

25

33

24

165

30

41

30
18

165

22

12
29

28

16
no. of duties outside sch. hrs. 2
2
size of physical plant
21
sch. or Bd. of Ed. policy
prof. org. requirements
3
other (11 different reasons)
18
tchrs. union requirements
0

23
35

151

13

16

26

_g;
65'

6

11
11

30

18
10

31
21
24
15
4
1
2

adm.

....

7
l

/--,

4

1

0

0

1

12
4
0
1

7
1
2

//

113

91
76

23
21
6

Table 11 points out the rank order of assistant principal opinions on
best salary determiners.

Circled responses in each choice column indicate the

particular reason or salary basis most frequently chosen for that particular
rank (e.g.) the salary basis, "no. of pupils/asst.", had the most second rank
or column 2 selections.
Opinions About Duties
Assistant principals expressed a variety of viewpoints about their
duties.

'lbese 1C1!1nged from opinions about significant and time consuming

duties to possible changes in duties and functions that might lie ahead for
the assistant principal in a large high school.

\

\
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Significant Duties
Those duties foa t ass is ;;ani.: princi}als thought were most sis1ni.ficant,
based on 50 school interviews are listed below.
assistant princi?als

~ere

The responses given by

categorized and ranked from highest to lowest.

'llte

top choices wer;;:
1.

pupil adjustment (discipline) - 40 assistant principals

2.

student conferences

3.

classroom supervision and assistance to teachers - 28 assistant

~

all kinds - 39 assistant principals

pr.inc ipa ls
'•·

parent conferences - all kinds - 27 assistant principals

5.

pupU. attendance (accounting and violations) - 24 assistant
princip:als

6.

teacher adjustment - 19 assistant principals

7.

individual counseling - 18 assistant principals

8.

teacher conferences (all kinds) - 18 assistant principals

9.

coordinating responsibility area - 17 assistant principals

10.

student activities - clubs, athletics, etc. - 17 assistant
principals

11.

master schedule • 15 assistant principals

12.

teacher evaluation • 13 assistant principals

13.

equipment and facilities for classroom and school • 12
assistant principals

14.

organization of school program • 11 assistant principals

15.

plant management • 10 assistant principals

There were 20 other significant duties listed but all of these were

Time Consuming Duties
Thirty-one kinda or .act.:ivilies wel.'t: voluntt:e4t:<l ty assistant pr:;.ncipals
as being time ccnsumir..;.

are categorized and

~anked

Thc~c

nc tivi tics, de tcmined from school inte:!:Views,

from highest to lowest in the list provided below.

1.

student discipline • 35 assistant principals

2.

attendance, accounting and violations - 25 assistant principals

3.

parent conferences - 25 assistant principals

4.

student conferences • 23 assistant principals

5.

administrative clerical and paper work - 17 assistant
principals

6.

teacher adjustment - 16 assistant principals

7.

i.:cache:i:: couft:J.·ences - 13 asi:;istaut p;::i.nc:l.pals

8.

classroom visitation - 13 assistant principals

9.

student activities (curricular and

el~tra)

- 10 assistant

prinr.:ipals
There were 22 other activities listed as time consuming but these were
r;u3gcsted by fewer than 10 assistant prind.pals.
Service to Principal and H:i.gh School
Assistant principals were asked to suggest those ways which they could
best serve their principal and their high school.

In rank order, with number

of assistant principals volunteering the best ways, these were:
1.

carrying out principal's program - 28 assistant principals

2.

performing job well - 21 assistant principals
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3.

advising principal for school improvement - 21 assistant
principals

4.

freedom to act and help formulate school program - 19 assistant
principals

5.

serving as liaison for principal - 19 assistant principals

6.

loyalty to principal • 16 assistant principals

7.

eliminate principal's routine - 14 assistant principals

Six other ways were also suggested with fewer than ten assistant prin·
cipals indicating them as a reason.
Job Description for Assistant Principal
Assistant principals, in the school interview, were asked if the assistant principalship could be defined as a job description.
principals said yes; twenty-three said no.

'lbirty-nine assistant

Depending on the particular school

some responses were consensus answers, and other responses were individual.
The primary reasons supporting each of these two positions are listed below
in rank order.
Those who replied in the affirmative offered the following as possible
ways it could be done:
1.

defined by broad categories • 19

2.

defined as extension of principals job • 10

3.

definitive study of schools operation - 5

4.

needs re·definition to provide more professional appeal • 2

5.

depends on community served • 1

6.

legal responsibility must be changed before re•def ining - 1

7.

separate routine from needs of teachers and kids • 1

9

-

The reasons given why the assistant principalship could not be defined
were:

1.

job is extension of principalship • 10

2.

depends on principal • 8

3.

varies with school • 3

4.

depends on community • 2

Duty Assignment for Assistant Principals
Assistant principals were asked to rank (best to worst) a list of
possible ways that their duties could be assigned.

Seven choices existed

l1ith the possibility to combine answers (choice "E") and write in

answers (choice ''1 11) .

11

other"

The two most freguently selected choices, based on an

arbitrary decision to include only ranks 1, 2, and 3 selections, were:
Discretion of principal, (214 s.elections) and defined in individual school
regglation,s (192 selections).

Significantly though. the least chosen answer

was .... discretion of Board of Education (31 selections).
Changes in Duties and Functions
When the assistant principals were asked their opinions about what
changes lay ahead for the assistant principal in a large high school, the
major changes in duties and functions which they cited were as follows:

l.

more specialization of duties - 26 assistant principals

2.

more duties for assistant principal • larger schools, larger
enrollments, and more complex problems • 14 assistant principals

3.

emphasis on professional education role • 13 assistant prin•

-
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4.

more generalization of duties - 7 assistant principals

5.

more assistant principals • 6 assistant principals

6.

separation of business and education functions - 5 assistant
principals

There were 14 other changes listed, but these were suggested by assistant principals 4 or less times.
9J?inio11S About

11

The Assistant ?rincipalship"

Besides opinions already presented on this multifaceted position of
assistant principal in a large high school, assistant principals have opinions
of tb.c assistant principalship viewed as a whole.

'.the assistant principals

polled in the questionna:i.re were ambivah:nt about the use of this position b
a career ladder sense.

On the one hand 80 per cent or 194 of 249 assistant

principals polled felt that any teacher, counselor or other s ;:aff person who

wanted to be a principel: should first have been an assistant principal.

On the other hand, 65.46 per cent or 163 of 249 assistant principals
thought that a "school internship" should be instituted for those desiring
to be a principal, perhaps implying that the assistant principalship was not
a training ground for the principalship.
Further, an overwhelming majority of the assistant principals in schools
interviewed ·- 49 of 50 consensus responses •• positively declared that the
assistant principal's position was !!.2.t disappearing from the high school
scene.

They offered the following reasons to substantiate their claim:
1.

more duties and responsibilities for assistant principals 42 school choices

2.

raore assistant principals nei:dcd because of resultant
specialization - 16 school choices

3.

larger schools and more pupils - 9 school choices

4.

principals role changing • 3 school choices

5.

assistant principal needed to work with student problems • 3
school choices

6.

liaison work done by assistant principal - l school choice

Emerging Social and Educational Patterns

When queried if they saw any emerging social or educational patterns
•1hich might change their 1·ole in a high school's ack1inistrative organization,
ell assistant: principals interviewed agreed that th.0re were a numbGr beg:i.nni \g

to develop.

Just as in all the intei.-view qucstion.s askP.d, this quest::i.on was

0::ien·ended.

The assistant principals identified

thirty~two

d::.fforent patterns.

All of those chosen by at 12ast ten schools or more are listed below.
l.

new achninistrative and or3anizationel designs • 23 school

choicu
2.

student activU1111 .. 23 school choices

3.

teache;: militancy .. 23 school choices

4.

new curricular changes .. 20 achool choices

5.

teacher and student participation in decision making • 18
school choices

6.

educational technology - 17 school choices

Positive and Negative Aspects of Job
In the school interviews, when assistant principals were asked to list

_,;,)

five things which make thei;: school position most rewarding and enjoyable,

they listed 22 different kinds of choices.
categories, in rank order they were:

These responses fell into five

pupil relations (83); duties and educa•

tional program (54); staff relations (38); parent and community relations (13);
and salary and working conditions (11).

Individual items and their frequency

of occurrence in each category are as follows:

1.

Pupil Relations
a. working with kids - 39

b.

seeing improvement in kids with whom assistant principal
works - 29

2.

c.

appreciation by graduates of assistant principal's past

d.

efforts - 8
seeing graduates succeed • 6

e.

working ·with student activities - 1

Duties arid Educational Program

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

f.

pride in job and school accomplishment - 23
freedom and authority comrneneuwte with responsibility - 8
variety in job • a
being in po!"~_tion to make changes .. 7
improvement in iMtructional program and practice - 4
opportunity to experiment and contr.ibutc ~deos ~ 4

3.

Staff Relations
a. working with staff ... 28
b. seeing teachers develop through assistant pr1ncipal's
efforts - S
c. respect from principal - 2

4.

Parent and Community Relations
a. working with cooperative parents .. 9
b. knowing coo:munity and kids - 2
c. working with public and referral agencies - l
d. support of com:nunity - 1

5.

Salary and Working Conditions
a. pleasant working environment • 4
b. prestige in job - 3
c. improving salary - 3
d. twelve month employment - l

In the school interviews, when assistant principals were asked to list
five things which make their position most difficult, they listed 48 different
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kinds of choices.

The responses seem to fall into seven categories.

In rank

order these were:

staff relations problems (56); problems with duties (46);

parent and community relations problems (37); problems with policies and pro•
cedures (27); student relations problems (18); miscellaneous problems (18);
and problems with the educational program (16).

Individual items and their

frequency of occurence in each category are as follows:
1.

Staff Relations Problems
a. poor teachers - 14
b. inflexible or unprofessional teachers - 9
c. lack of understanding by faculty • 8
d. working with teachers on administrative procedures - 4
e. teacher militancy • 4
f. coamun:lcation - 4
g. substitute teachers - 3
h. being ''middle" man • 3
i. teacher evaluation • 2
j. working with custodial staff • 2
k. working with unprepared student teachers - 2

2.

Problems with Duties
a. clerical and administrative paper work • 19
b. insufficient time to perform duties • 12
c. after school hours duties - 7
d. too many duties • 4
e. overreacting or acting with limited knowledge • 3
f. working with trivial discipline problems - 1

3.

Parent and Con:muni ty Ile la tions Problems
a. working with disinterested or uncooperative parents - 16
b. lack of respect for authority • 6
c. problems caused by outside intervention .. 5
d. poor home situation - 3
e. dealing with irate parents • 2
f. limitations of outside referral agencies .. 2
g. competing local educational pressures • l
h. can't escape school problems - l
i. can't act normally• behavior and opinions • 1

--
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Problems with Policies and Procedures
a. antiquated administrative and personnel policies - 11
b. tJ.llclear responsibility and decision making authority .. 7
c, limitations on number of staff positions • 4
d. lack of support from central office - 4
e. introducing change - 1

5.

Student Relations Problems
a. disciplining atypical student - 6
b. student activism - 5
c .. truancy due to changed student and parent attitudes .. 3
d. unrealistic student attitudes - 2
e. race relations - 1
f. suiting discipline to students and offense .. 1

6.

Miscellaneous Problems

a.

size and unwieldiness of larae school and school systems ..
9

b.
c.
d.
7.

lack of physical apace .. 6
poor transportation facilities - 2
insuf ':icient salary - 1

Problems with the Educational Program
unbalanced program for needs of all kids • 6
b. misplaced emphasis on administration not education - S
c. no creative time - 2
d, curriculum offerings too wide - l
e. keeping professionally up to date - 1
£. schedule changes • 1
a,

Another view of the difficult aspects of the assistant principalship
was obtained through the use of the questionnaire.

Assistant principals were

asked to rank from 1-15, those selections which make their school position
the most difficult (l•high; 15-low).
ing 1·8 were recot.'ded.

Arbitrarily, only those problems rank-

Table 12, in grid fashion, shows the problems and the

number of times selected 1, 2, 3, 4, S, 6 1 7, 8 and total.
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TABLE 12
A. P. OPINIONS ABOUT MAJOR SCHOOL PROBLEMS

Problem

1

parental neglect

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Tot.al

@ @

35

26
20

17
14

10

5

193

18

16
16

13

176

19

19

12

11

15

@ @ @

12

8

158
143

unrealistic parents

25

32

®

inexperienced or incompetent tchrs.

34

25

23

3

18

inadequate sch. staffing

28

27

20
14

student unrest

40

9

poor social envirn.

6

estab. sch. practice

students inability to lea l."Il

17

17

14

15

10

133

17

9

18

10

10

15

15

26

14

15

(@

14
15

127
124

7

11

12

12

22

16

17

117

board of ed. policy

4

7

6

18

14

19

@

~
17

103

unrealistic sch. prog.

8

8

13

10

10

14

community pressure

5

16

7

4

8

19
14

16

15
19

black racism

4

5

6

9

9

11

7

white racism

l

2

2

7
6

5

11

11

10

6

3

2

..

8

97
88
58
46

I

9

3

2

0

0

1

l

4

0

1

12

principal'• attitude
bothersome PTA

42
19

In Table 12, circled responses indicate the particular problem most
frequently chosen a particular rank (e.g.) parental neglect, out of fifteen
different problems, was most frequently given a rank of l by respondents.
Leadership Role of Assistant Principals
in ltirylana ana V1rg!nla
Observation of Leadershie
The participation of the assistant principals in the educational leader
ship of the Maryland and Virginia secondary schools is difficult to determine.

'!'here is a great variance among schools, districts and principals as
well as in the willingness of assistant principals to share in this role.
tair.ly state law t'dcg.:tes this lea(k;:ship to i:.lw principal as

bility.

Cer-

!!.!!, responsi-

Yet, principals interpret this responsibility in different ways and

distribute or share their responsibility in varying degrees with their assistant principals.

Observation in fifty schools revealed a wide variety of par-

ticipation by assistant principals.
Some assistant principals operated as sub-principals or mini-principals
where the principal employed the school-within-the-school concept.

Short of

very crucial decisions, these sub-principals indicated total responsibility
for their

0

schools" operation.

ln other cases, assistant principals functioned in very narrow realms
(e.g.) discipline, frequently doing only the distasteful aspects of this posi•
tion.

Often these same assistant principals had no opportunity to work in

other areas of the total bigh school administration and did not have authority
to make decisions COl111lensurate with their assigned responsibility area.
Unless state law is changed to legalize assistant principal participation in school administration, and unless a job description of the assistant
principalship, suitable for state and local application, is adopted, the
assistant principals sharing in the leadership within a modern secondary
setting will be largely a myth, subject to the whim of the principal super•
vising said assiatant principals.
Interview Re&ponses Relative to Leadershie
In response to the question whether assistant principals should share
in the leadership role in a high school, the consensus response in 50 schools

was 100 per cent in the affirmative.

Further, in 44 schools or 88 per cent,

the consensus response cf the: assistant prinC'ipals was that they do share :!.n
ti«-; .i.:c.uJcr&hip roh: in the:i.;;:· school.
1..:ad~1:sh:i.p,

ninett:en

diffe:r:~nt

11.1 ch16Wei'

to how they slun:e

ways were offered.

ill

this

The most frequently chosen

ways, 10 choices or more, are as follows:
1.

assist. in decision making - 26

2.

planning school program - 25

3.

advise principal - 17

4.

share in policy formation - 15

5.

liaison with staff - 14

6.

performing ascigned tasks well - 13

7.

improvement of instruction - 10

As an additional determiner of participation in the leadership role, a
rather long and elaborate question was asked of all intervi<fwees, based on
Gulick and Urwick's seven major elements of administration (an explanation of
these elements was offered in Chapter II in the section subheaded, Leadership
in Secondary Education).

The premise of this question was that if assistant

principals showed sufficient evidence of participation in these elements
within their respective high schools, leadership was being exerted.

The

interviewees were offered explanations of each of the seven elements, appli·
cable to their school duties.

They were thEn asked if they were responsible,

shared the responsibilit¥ or had no res12nsibility for the (a) Planning, (b)
Organizing, (c) Staffing, (d) Directing, (e) Coordinating, (£) Reporting, and
(g) Budgeting, of their specific duty areas.
The results of this question are shown below in Table 13.
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TABLE 13
A. P. PARTICIPATION IN SEVEN ADMINISTBATION ELEMENTS
Adm.

Element

Planning
Organizing
Staffing
Directing
Coordinating
Reporting
Budgeting

Resp.

Shared

29

76

15

12

93

30

7

2

4
33

48
46

76
23

4
30

79

37

6

5

36

54

18

20

33

14

80

5

No Resp.

Varies

Table 13 reveals that for those areas of the school administration
defined as their job, assistant principals were primarily responsible for the
organization and coordination of them; they bad no responsibility for staffing
and budgeting; shared the responsibility for planning with the principal and
others; and their responsibility for directing and reporting varied with the
duty, principal and school in question.

CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this investigation

l\ISS

to analyze the public secondary

school assistant principalship in the states of Maryland and Virginia using
schools with student enrollments of 1000 and above.

The study was concerned

with (1) the educational position of the assistant principal in the schools
studied, (2) the selection practices (when available) for the assistant principalship, (3) the comparison of stated practices with assistant principals'
opinions of such practices, (4) the major responsibilities of assistant
principals as reported by assistant principals and others in the field of
educational administration, (5) a job description of the assistant principalship for large secondary schools, and (6) the leadership role of assistant
principals in large high schools.
A review of the literature indicated limited information of a substan•
tivc nature.

Most of the data available on the assistant principalship was

restricted to periodicals, with other information being supplied through
several dissertations and infrequent general references in the area of educational administration.

The literature also revealed that there had been no

previous study on the assistant principalship that combined the states of
Maryland and Virginia or that attempted to address itself to the subject
matter scope of this study.
The job settings for this study of the assistant principalship were the
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iarg0 public secondary schools in Maryland and Virginia.

Senior high, four

year, five year and six year high schools with enrollments of 1000 or more
students were the particular type schools used.

The ?rincipal techniques of

data collection were:
1.

Questionnaire - 78.05 per cent response

2.

Interview Form
a. Responsibility check list - 90 per cent response
b. Interview questions - group interview procedures at
50 schools

3.

Superintendent's Survey (Form Letter) - 90.7 per cent response

4.

General Correspondence

The most significant impression left with the investigator, after the
completion of this data collection, was a feeling of professional pride in
being a part of a group in which these dedicated, pupil-oriented assistant
principals belonged.

'lbeir responses and reactions to written and verbal

questions about the assistant principalship were candid, comprehensive and
informative.

Summary of Findings
An analysis of the major findings derived from this study of Maryland
and Virginia public secondary schools is suamarized below.
General Information about Schools and Studx
1.

In this study, 319 assistant principals, representing 143 senior

high, four year, five year and junior/senior high schools, within 65 school
systems of Maryland and Virginia, comprised the population studied.
2.

There was an average of 2.2 assistant principals per schoolstudied.
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3.

Most of the schools studied served either a city or suburban school

population repr:.:scnting in com!:.iination a ::otal of 62.59 per cent of all schools
in

thi~

il.r;rc n tiga ti on.

4.

The seconclary schools 111 both states wer·e primarily co-e<lucai;fonal

(97 per cent); comprehensive in curriculum offerings (92.48 per cent); and
typic~illy

senior high Bchools (40. 6 per cent) or four year high schools

(33. 83 per cent).

5.

The mean enrollment of the typical secondary school for both states

was 1082 pupils with a range from 955 pupils to 2850 pupils.
6.

The number of assistant principals assigned per high school was

usually a function of student c::nrollment.

The approximate ratio

£01·

reporting

schools was 1/605.
Profile of Assistant Principals in Maryland and Vir5inia
1.

The most prevalent job title used for that administrative position

just be low the principal was -- assistant principal.

A range of other titles

was also used, the next most common one being the title of vice principal.

2.

Assistant principals studied were primarily men (86 per cent);

married (86.34 per cent); and their average age was 41 years.
3.

The Master's degree was the minunum attained degree for 89.94 per

cent of the assistant principals.

Graduate work beyond the Master's degree

was common practice for most (66.86 per cent) of the population studied.
4.

The usual positions held by assistant principals ilmlediately prior

to their present position were the positions of teacher (28.91 per cent),
department head (18.07 per cent), assistant principal in another school (13.65
per cent) and counselor (12.04 per cent).

-
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5.

In rank order, the typical subject matter discipline in which

asi:.istant pr:f.nd.pals previously se:o..-Jt.'d as teachers vF.:re:

(1) social studies,

(2) scie11ce, (3) mathematics, (4) language arts, and (5) physical education.

6.

Administr~tive

educational experience for assistant principals,

?rior to thci.r current position, tJas cowon practice for 68.26 per C•}llt of the

population studied.

'lhe usual range of previous experience listed was between

O-l• years.

7.

Assistant principals

offere<l a wide variety of ex-job

previous experiences were:

indic~ting
titl~s.

previous administrative experience
The most significantly represented

department head, assistant principal, principal,

director, administrative assietant and vice principal.

Almost thirty per cent

of these assistant principals had more than one previous administrative

position.
8.

In their assigned high schools, 61.44 per cent of the assistant

principals have served 0-3 years in their present position, with an additional
24.09 per cent having served 4-7 years.

9.

the mean and median years of total educational experience (teaching

and administrative) for the assistant principals in Maryland and Virginia was

17 years and 15 years respectively.
10.

Assistant principals (72.06 per cent through questionnaire and

75. 75 per cent through interview) do !!.2! see the position of assistant principal as a career position but rather as a training ground for a higher educational administrative position such as the principalship.
Q.ualifications, Recruitment and Selection Practices in Maryland and Virginia
1.

State law in Maryland and Virginia does not presently recognize the

p

position of the assistant principalship through a state-wide ccrtiHcatc
2.

Only 22 per cent of the 65 school districts studied in Maryland and

ViJ..·ginia had a written policy on the assistant principalship.
3.

The typical selection and recruitment procedure involvEd the follO'tv-

ing steps:

4.

a.

advertisement of position

b.

application submitted

c.

credential evaluation

d.

formal evaluation (interview or exam)

e.

eligibility determined

f.

school board confirms tion

g.

appointment

The usual eligibility requirements for the assistant principalship

were:

a.

Master's degree or equivalent education beyond Bachelor's
degree (30 graduate hours)

b.

some

graduate work in education - usually courses in adminis-

tration, supervision, curriculum and guidance
c.

teaching experience - average of 3 years

d.

other requirements (personality, leadership, health, etc.)

Duties and Responsibilities of Assistant Principals in Marxland and Virginia
1.

Individual school statements of policy about assistant principals'

duties were found in 52 per cent of the schools interviewed.
2.

Local written policies, where available, place major emphases on th

follO'wing responsibility areas:
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3.

a.

General administration and school management

b.

Pupil welfare

c.

Curriculum and instruction

d.

Staff

e.

School activities

f.

Community relations

The assistant principals studied were allocated specific duties by

(a) principal's direct assignment or (b) mutual decision of principal and other

assistant principals.

4.

Ordinarily, assistant principals felt that the principal knew what

the duties of the assistant principal should be by benefit of experience and

training.

5.

Using two criteria -- 75 per cent response or higher as a dete1111iner

of pri.mary duties and 50-75 per cent response as a determiner of secondary

duties -· assistant principals indicated that their responsibility was directed
toward duties in the following areas:
Area 1 • Discipline (32 possible duties)
a. Primary - 20 or 62. 5 per cent
b. Secondary - 7 or 21.9 per cent
Area II • Teacher Personnel (38 possible duties)
a. Primary - 4 or 10.2 per cent
b. Secondary - 14 or 36.8 per cent
Area Ill - Pupil Personnel (34 possible duties)
a. Prinwry • 5 or 14.7 per cent
b. Secondary - 19 or 55.8 per cent
Area IV - Curriculum (26 possible duties)
a. Primary - 2 or 7.6 per cent
b. Secondary - 8 or 30.8 per cent
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Area V - Public Relations (29 possible duties)
a. Primary - 14 or 48.2 per cent
b. Secondary - 4 or 13.8 per cent
Area VI - Guidance and Counseling {40 possible duties)
a. Primary - 2 or 5 per cent
b. Secondary· 7 or 17.5 per cent
Area VII - Building Maintenance and Plant Management (17 possible
duties)
a. Primary - 10 o~ 58.8 per cent
b. Secondary - 3 or 17.6 per cent
Area VIII • Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous (30 possible duties)
a. Primary .. 12 or 40 per cent
b. Secondary - 7 or 23.3 per cent
6.

Assistant principals also indicated that duties with more decision

making participation and greater professional involvement needed to be added

to their school responsibilities (e.g.) curriculum, p0licy decisions, public
relations; similarly routine supervision, extra hour duties and police-like
enforcement duties needed to be eliminated from their responsibilities.
Salary 1 Benefits and Working Conditions
1.

In most of the schools, 90 per cent, assistant principals felt that

their salary, benefits and working conditions were helped through local
teacher organizations; the primary way they were helped (82 per cent response)
was indirectlx through improvement in the teacher's status.
2.

l'he major benefits trac£able to teacher organization or union

assistance were:

salary, hospitalization, sick leave, personal leave and life

insurance.
3.

The mean and median salary for assistant principals studied was

$13,124 and $12,850 respectively.
4.

Typically assistant principal• in Maryland and Virginia work 12
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3.

Considering only assignment by number of pupils per assistant prin-

cipal, the suggested median and mean assistant principal-student ratios,

thought desirable by the respondents, were 605 and 633 students/assistant
principal, respectively.
9.

Considering only assignment of assistant principals per number of

teachers, the suggested median and mean assistant principal-teacher ratios,
thought desirable by the respondents, were 27 and 31 teachers/assistant principal, respectively.
When asked to detennine how assistant principals might be assigned

10.
by

an analysis of total work load, the assistant principal respondents sug-

gested a combination approach with emphasis on three criteria:

(1) plans and

program of the school administration, (2) needs of children served, (3) analysi;
0£ daily work load.

11.

Assistant principals felt that they should be paid more than

teachers, department heads and administrative assistants.
12.

Assistant principals ranked the following methods as the best means

of salary determination:
(1) administrative load per assistant
(2) number of pupils per assistant
(3) previous administrative experience
(4) number of full time teachers/assistant
(5) previous teaching experience
(6) academic background
13.
significant.

Assistant principals suggested the following duties as being most
In rank order by category these are:

jP
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(1) pupil adjustment

(2) student conferences
(3) classroom supervision and assistance to teachers
(4) parent conferences
(5) pupil attendance

(6) teacher adjustment
(7) individual counseling

(8) teacher conferences
(9) coordinating responsibility area
(10) student activities
(11) master schedule

(12) teacher evaluation

(13) equipment and facilities for classroom and school
(14) organization of school program
(15) plant management

14.

The most time consuming duties, as suggested by assistar=at prin-

cipals, are in rank ord(;;r:

(l) student discipline
(2) attendance (accounting and violations)
(3) parent conferences
(4) student conferences
(5) adminis tra ti ve ..:lerical and p.ape r work

(6) teacher adjustment
(7) teacher conferences

(8) classroorn visitation

r1

l

(9) student activities (curricular and extra)

15.

In rank order the best ways that assistant principals thought they

could serve their schools and their principals were:
(!)carrying out principal's program
(2) performing job well
(3) advising principal for school improvement
(4) freedom to act and help fol'llUlate school program
(5) serving as liaison for principal

(6) loyalty to principal
16.

Assistant principals had mixed feelings about whether the assistant

principalship could be defined with a job description.

A majority of them

however, folt it could not be defined.

17.

Assistant principals felt that the best ways for their duties to

be assigned were:

(1) discretion of principal, and (2) defined in individual

school regulations.
18.

Looking into the future, assistant principals were asked their

opinions about possible changes that lay ahead for their position in large
high schools.

'11te responses in rank order were:

(l} more specialization of duties
(2) more duties for assistant principal

(3) emphasis on professional education role
(4) more generalization of duties

(5) more assistant principals
(6) separation of business and education functions
19.

Assistant principals were ambivalent about the use of the position

of assistan!: ')r:tncipal as a step on a career ladder - GO per cent felt that
this was an important preparatory step for the principalship yet, they also
fdt that a "school inte1"tlship" should be established for those desiring to be

principal.
20.

Almost total agreelll€nt was achieved by the assistant principals in

declaring that the position of assistant principal vrns .ll2.E, disappearing.

They

added that n10:::-e duties and responsibilities, greater specialisation and larger
schools with more pupils reinforced the need for this position.
21.

When asked to look in the future and identify emerging educational

j,and social) patterns which might change their school role in a large school's
organization, assistant principals identified the following pt:tterns:

(1) new administrative and <lrganizationaldesigne
(2) student activism

teacher militancy

(3)
(4)

n~w

curricular changes

(5) teacher and student participation in decision making
(6) educational technology
22.

Assistant principals were asked to list five things which make

their schooi. position most

rt~warding

and enjozable.

Their responses fell into

five catego·r.fos:
(1) pupil relations - 83 responses with 5 specific listings
(2) duties and educ;1tional program - 54 responses with 6 specific
listings
(3) staff relations - 38 responses with 3 specific listings
(4) parent cmd community relations - 13 responses with 4 specific

-
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(5) inadequate school staffing
(6) stucknt unre?st

(7) poor social environment
(8) established school practice

-Leadership Role of Assistant
1.

Princ1P!ls in M@:i;xland and Virginia

All the assistant principals interviewed felt that assistant prin-

cipals should share in the leadership role in a high school; 88 per cent of
this m:mber fP.lt that they !!.2, share in the leadership role in their high
schools.

2.

The most frequently suggested ways of sharing in the leadership

role, as enunciated by assistant principals, were s
(1) assist in decision making

(2) planning school program

(3) advise principal
(4) share in policy formation
(5) liaison with staff

(6) i>erforming assigned tasks well
(7) improvement of instruction

3.

using the POSDCORB model developed by Gulick and Urwick. assistant

principals were primarily responsible for the orenization and coordination of
their areas of school administration; shared the responsibility for 2lannillg
with the principal and others; ha-0 no responsibility for staffin,a and budge tin ;
and had varying responsibility for directin.g and reeortw depending upon the
duty, principal imd school in question.

Conclusions
Based on an analysis of the findings derived from this investigation,
the following implications and conclusions result regarding the assistant

principalship in large public secondary schools of the states of Maryland and
Virginia:
l.

'l'he individual occupying the professional position just below the

position of principal in the large public secondary schools of Maryland and
Virginia is usually given the title of assistant principal.

This agrees with

previous studies cited in Chapter II as determined by Jarrett, Alcorn and
Coppedge.
2.

The position of the assistant principal in Maryland and Virginia is

a truly professional position within secondary school administration, offering
a unique contribution to the effective functioning of a large high school.
3.

The large secondary schools of Maryland and Virginia, in which the

studied assistant principals worked, were co-educational; comprehensive in
offerings; usually senior highs or four year high schools; and ordinarily
served city or suburban communities.
4.

The average enrollment of the secondary schools studied was 1682

pupils with an average of 2.2 assistant principals per school.
5.

The number of assistant principals assigned to each high school was

usually a function of enrollment, the approximate ratio being 1/605.

The data

compares favorably with the statistics reported in Chapter II, Table 1.
6.

'lhe profile of the assistant principal in Maryland and Virginia

emerges as a married man, 41 years of age, possessing academic qualifications
of a Master's degree or above and 3 years teaching experience.

Ordinarily,

p
llB

the assistant principals studied had hEtwcen 15-17 years total educational
experience (teaching and administrative); were former social studies teachers;
and held some previous educational administrative position -- usually department head, assist<mt principal in another school or principal -- before assumit ~
their current position.

Typically these same assistant principals have served

in their present position for 0-3 years and viewed the assistant principalship
as a training ground for a higher educational administrative position.
The above correlates reasonably well with the personal and professional
characteristics enumerated in Chapter II with the exception that the Maryland
and Virginia assistant principals were younger, had less total educational
experience and fewer years experience in their current position.

Further, the

attitudes of Maryland and Virginia assistant principals toward their positions
as a training ground for the principalship were more pronounced than the n1ixed
views revealed in a review of the professional literature.
7.

The position of assistant principal, by virtue of no separate state

or local educational certificate, is !!2! an officially recognized educational
position at the state or local district level.

In 1972 the state of Maryland

will provide an assistant principal's certificate.
8.

Written policies about qualifications, recruitment and selection

practices were rare in both Maryland and Virginia.
usual eligibility requirements were:

Where policies existed, thE

(a) Master's degree or equivalent, (b)

some graduate work in education, (c) teaching experience, and (d) other personal, professional and health requirements.
ment and selection included:

The typical procedure of

recruit~

(a) advertisement of position, (b) application,

(c) credential review and formal evaluation, (d) eligibility determined, and

l
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(d confirmation by :school iJo.n::d and appointment.

The !_)rnfessional litc£ature offe·:s little assistance in this aspect: of
the assistant principalship.
9.
emphl~sized

Policy statements, when available at the school district level,
that thE assistant principal' s duties were primarily within the

r€sponeibility areas of:

(a) general administration and school management,

(b) pupil welfare, (c) curriculum and instruction, (d) staff, (e) school
activities, and (f) c0trmunity rda t:ions, with major attention to areas (a) and
(b).

Based on assistant principal 's responses to the responsibility check
list the primary responsibility areas out of eight possible areas appear to be

(a) Discipline, (b) Building Maintenance and Plant Management, (c) Pupil Personnel, (d) Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous, and (e) Public Relations.

Teacher personnel, curriculum and guidance and counseling t11ere given the
lowest priority.
'l'b:e above tends to confirm previous studies about the duties of assist-

ant principals, where general administration and pupil welfare responsibilitieE
were of primary importance.

It is significant also to note here that assistant

principals in Maryland and Virginia felt they needed to participate more in
policy decisions and professional affairs and less in routine supervision and
extra school hour
10.

duti~,s.

The usual methods for assigning assistant principals duti<;:s was

the discretion of the principal or mutual decision of all the high school
aclminis tra tors.
11.

'n1e assistant principal' s salary in Maryland and Virginia had a

l

ue~n

.'.lnd media:J of $13,124 and $12,850

pared favorably with national data on

~:espectively.
Sl1lari~:s

Theee statistics com-

given in Chapter II, Table 2;

further, these assistants had 12 rn<>nth contracts and their salary level was
administrativ2ly determined by weighing the combination of:

(a) total educa-

tional experience, (b) earned degree and graduate work, (c) length of contract
year, and (d) responsibility ind€x or differential.

The typical method of

r.dvancement in salat·y was automatic annual increases by progressing up the

salary r.cale to a maximum level.
12.

The average work week of a6sistant principals in Maryland and

Virginia varied bett-1een 42-49 hours, including provisions for extra school
duties.

This data compares favorably with the professional literature.
13.

The assistant principals studied noted that administrative ·work;

conferences; and clerical work occupied most of theil.· time.

This data confi

similar findings by Weiss and Bolden cited in Chapter II.
14.

Little extensive infonnation is available on benefits for assist-

ant principals.

Maryland and Virginia assistants said that their major bene-

fits n:sulted from actions of local teachers' organizations but only affectecl
them indirectlx through improved conditions for teachers.
15.

Maryland and Virginia assistant principals had a

var~ety

of

opinions about almost every aspect of the position of the assistant principalship.

Their mejor opinions on varying fe.cets of the assistant principalship

were:

a.

Indifference toward examinations as part of the selection
procedure

b.

Preference for between 0-6 years teaching experience prior
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J. 4'J.

to appointment
c.

Preference for additional qualifications such as past
administrative experience, graduate work in educational
administration, and desire to be a principal

d.

Preference for Master's degree as a formal academic
requirement

e.

Preference for assignment of assistant principals based on
a combination of factors with emphases on number of pupils
per assistant and school work load per assistant.

f.

Preference for specific salary determination factors such as
administrative load; student enrollment/assistant; previous
administrative experience; number of teachers/assistant;
teaching experience; and academic background

g.

Emphasis on duties involving pupil welfare, staff relationships, and instruction

h.

Emphasis on participation in the leadership role of the school

i.

Mixed reactions on the feasibility of developing a job
description for their school position

j.

Preference for assignment of duties at the discretion of the
principal and/or individual school regulations

k.

Recognition that roles must change in large high school's
administration to accommodate larger plants and bigger enrollments.

Most saw (1) greater specialization of duties, (2)

increased number of duties, and (3) increased professional
education role as major changes

-

i:a
l.

Recognition of the emergence of several educational and social

pa:terns which might change their role in schools.

These

were primarily in the areas of student and teacher activism
and participation in schools; technological changes; and
organizational/curricular changes.

m.

Viewed enjoyable and difficult aspects of their positions as
basically the same major elements with different emphases.
The enjoyable and rewarding aspects were primarily derived
from working with pupils, the educational program and profess-

ional staff.

The difficult aspects of their school position

resulted from. staff relations, duties, parent and community
relations, and policies and procedures.

In identification of

specific major problems making their job difficult, assistant
principals singled out parental

probl~ms;

staff problems of

training, competency and adequacy; and student unrest and
inability to learn.
The above opinions vary markedly in number and breadth from opinions of

assistant principals offered in the literature.

The major opinions available

in other studies relate to duties ... particularly school management, instructional and pupil welfare responsibilities -· and their recognition by assistant
principals as being important or appropriate.
16.

The final conclusiou results from. my observation that the degree

of participation of assistant prini;ipals in the leadership role of lar3e
public secondary schools is wholly dependent on three factors:
law, (2) district policy, and (3) principal's discretion.

(1) statutory

The last factor,

p

1L..:i

from fifty school obsc'-·v::?tior1s in Maryland and Virginia, being the one of
overriding impo:::tancc.

The range of particip«Hi.on in the schools studied

varied from max:l..mum involvement within certain responsibility ar(:as to a very
narrow scope of participAtion or non-participation.

Mtijor areas of

lXirticipa~

tion by assistant principals were in those administrative tasks which required
organization and coordination with no responsibilities for staffing and budget-

ing and limited or varying responsibility for planning, directing and reoortim
as a part of their assigned duties.

p
needed for the assistant principalship.

Frederick Uerzberg1 in his book

entitled, Job Attitudes: Review of Research and Qpinion, has suggested suit•
able criteria for both job attitude and job satisfaction studies.

Only through

{;uch studies can improveraeut result in establishing the assistant principalship as a career position.
3.

An up to date study is needed of the attitudes of educational

administrators toward the appointment of women as administrators, and the

motivation of women for such positions.

4.

A comprehensive study is needed of qualifications, selection,

recruitment and appointment procedures for assistant principals; included with
this study should be an analysis of working conditions and benefits.

Rc.ccimmcudationn for Possibl~ Imerovement of
the Position of Assistant Principal
in Maryland cmd Vil:i;ainia
1.

The immediate adoption, at the state level, of a certificate for

the assistant principalship, with recoomtendations about state-wide qualifica-

tions, eligibility and recruitment procedures.

2.

The formulation of a generalized job description at the state level

with recommendations that districts use such a description as a basis for thei1
individual local job descriptions of the assistant principalship.

A state's recommendation for a large high school might include provisions for 4 staff positions at the assistant principal level.

A model for

such a dP.scription might involve the following elements:

1rrederick Herzberg, Job Attitudes: Review of Research and Opinion (Pitsl>urgh: Psychological Services of Pittsburr,h, 1957), pp. 5-23 and pp. 72-79.
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A.

Professional Assistant Principals - 3 positions
(l) Pupil Welfare
a.

Discipline and attendance

b.

Guidance, counseling and pupil personnel services;
health and safety

(2) Inst1-uction

a.

Department Heads (instruction)

b.

Curriculum planning and master schedule

c.

Instructional equipment and supplies

d.

Professional meetings and in-service

e.

Teacher schedule and adjustment

(3) Activities

B.

a.

Curricular and extra-curricular schedule

b.

Special projects, assemblies and events

c.

Student council, clubs and athletics

Business Manager - 1 position
(1) Plant management, maintenance and transportation
(2) Business and finance -- ordering and accounting for

instructional and non-instructional programs
(3) Clerical and support personnel
(4) Data processing

In the above recommendation, the school principal would be primarily

responsible for professional staff; budget; public relations; philosophy and
policy formation; and special problems and final decisions.
3.

A change in title from the assistant principal to a new position

p
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name.

The rationale for this recommendation is that the title should indicate

an entity not a part of something else, hence increasing prestige, status and

attractiveness as a career position.

Some suggestions for an appropriate

title might 1Je Dean, Coordinator, Director or Supervisor.

4.

Assistant principals, in this age of local negotiating bodies,

should make definite strides to band together with other administrators to
establish local negotiating groups whose prime concern will be the educational
administrator.

Recognition by local school boards and negotiation rights are

pre-requisites to this recommendation.

5.

Administrative salary scales and responsibility indices above and

beyond the teachers salary scale should be goals of the administrative groups
to which assistant principals belong.

6.

'lbe number of assistant principals per school should be determined

by a fixed fonnula (e.g.) work load, enrollment, or number of teachers. Assign·

mcnt of assistant principals, as assignment of teachers, should confonn to the
established criteria.
7.

Futu:C'c~

salary schedules for assistant principals should reflect any

increased responsibilities, professional growth or cost of living increases

identified with the assistant principal 'z job or setting.

P'
Appendix A

ASSIS1~NT

PRINCIPAL QUESTIONAIRE

Each Assistant Principal or individual in equivalent position
completes one copy of this questionaire

DIRECTIONS:

For most questions listed in the several sections
below, place the letter representing the best answer
in the space provided to the left of the questioµ
number.
(See Example One)
In those ca.ses where there
are no choices but a blank line provided, answer the
question on this. line.
(S2e Exc::_mple T\·10)
Example One:

---1.

What
a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

nationa.li ty is Charles de Gaulle?
American
English
Italian
Spanish
Other
(please specify)
French

----··-·--·--·

Example 'I'wo:
2.

What is the name of the ·city that ii=; the

capitol of the United States?

A.

GENERAL INFORf.IJ.l.TION

1.
--.-2.

Name of secondary school ------·-··-··-·---· .. -------··-----------··-·--------W'hich cornmuni ty listed below bef;t describes the area which
your school ,serves?
a.
Rural
b.
City d~strict
c.

Tuwn

d.
e.

County
Entire city
f.
Suburb
g. . Town~.; hip
h. Other
(please specify)

.·

\·TashiJJS.:l.:.<?.E~.L..1?,!'..£.!. __ _
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3.

_4.

2 -

M1ich school population listed below comprises your secondary
school?
a.
Boys only
b.
Girls only
c.
Co-educational
What type of secondary school listed below best describes
your school?
a.
Comprehensive
b.
Technical
c. Vocational
d.
College preparatory
e.
Continuation
f.
Other
(please specify)

5.

Which description below best fits your high school?
a.
Four year high
b.
Senior high
c.
Other
(pl~ase specify)

6.

What was the number of students enrolled in your school as of
September 1968?

B. PERSONAL INFORMATION
1.
In which age category below do you belong?
a. 20-24
f.
45-49
b.
25-29
g.
50-54
c.
30-34
h.
55-59
d.
35-39
i. 60-64
e.
40-44
j.
65 and above
I

2.

Wna t

a.
b.

3.

l

sex are you?
Male
Perna le

What is your marital status?
a. M2rried
b.
Single
c.
Divorced
d.
Widow or widm\1er -
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4.

_5.

6.

How many years have you
its equivalsnt position,
a.
0-3
f.
b. 4-"/
g.
c. 8-11
h.
d. 12-15
i.
e. 16-19

served as an asr;istant principal, or
in this high school?
20--23
24-27
28--31
32 and over

In your high school, which of the following .job titles best
describes your position, serving in a capacity just below that
of principal?
a. Assistant Principal
b. Dean of Students
c. Vice Principal
d.
Administrative Assistant
e.
Assistant Superintendent
f. Director of Guidance
g~
~ther (please specify)

Which of the following academic preparation levels best
describes your status?
a. Below Bachelor 1 s degree
b. Bachelor's degree
c. Master's degree
d. Master's degree plus 1-15 hours additional graduate work
e. Master's degree plus 16 or more hours additional graduate
work
f.
Two or more Master's degrees
g. Doctor's degree
h. Other
(please specify)

_ _7.

Prior to your present position ho·w many years of educational
adrninistrati,ve experience did you have?
a.
0-4
d.
15-19
b.
5-9
e.
20-24
f.
2 5 and above
c. 10--14

· 8.

List all the job titles which expluin the educational administrative experience of question 7 above
----------

--·----'

-----------------------'
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9.

What position did you hold imm2c1iately prio~~ to your present
position?
a.
Teacher
b.
Assistant principal in another school
c.
Principal
d.
Counselor
e. Department head
f. Director of Guidance
g.
Other
(please specify)

10.

If you were a teacher at some time in your professional
career, what subject and grade level did you teach? For how
many years?
Subject
Grade Level
Years
1

I
_ _ _-_l·~----1---

- - - = - : -

-------------

-

~-----------·--!------=--~~

11.

'What is your total number of years experience combirung tec:lching
and educational administration? --..:.-

12.

Which of the followi·ng cc:ttegories best describes your role as
Assistant Principal?
a.
Assistant Principal who does not desire to be a Principal
b.
Assistant Principal who views this position as transitional
to other educational administrative work
c. Other (please specify)

13.

Which of the following factors were used in determining your
appointment to your present position? (Check as many as apply)
a.
Principal's recommendation
b. Board' of Educ<ltion's recorrunendation
--_ _c. Written c~xamination
d.
Oral examination
e.
Academic background (Master's degree, Doctorate, graduate
hours, etc.)
Teaching experience
f.
___g.
Administrative experience other than as a Principal or
Assistant Principal
School Superintendent's recommendation
h.
___i. As.sist~:rnt Superintendent's recommendation
___ j.
School Comrnuni ty' s recomrnencfr1 ti on
_ _k. Other
(please specify)
---------------~~·--~------ ~------4---~-----------·----~---·----------·----
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14.

Did the appointment of cm assistcmt Principal or his equivalent,
either the first one o:c additional ones depend on any of the
following factors?
a.
Number of st.udents per Assistant Principal
b.
Number of full time equivalent teachers per Assist.ant
Principal
c.
Square miles of school attendance district served
d.
Number of hours per \·leek worked
e. Other
(please specify)

15.

In question 14 above, you picked one of the factors a-e.

What

was the numerical equivalent (how many) for the choice you
made?

16.

Next to each item below, estimate how many hours you spend over
a !.'-:2.o-·we_ek J:?.~Od on the specific educational function
described.
Professional meetings (National and state organizations,
in-service training, school or faculty meetings)
Clerical work (filing, typing, note taking, routine
arrangements)
Administrative ~ork (planning, ordering, budgeting,
directing, su~ervising, cootdinating, re~oiting,
organizing)
d.
Community or public reJ.ations (visi t.=-:tlons, speeches,
phone calls, home-school nE:wslet.ters, civic club
meetings, PTA)
~~e.
Conferences (pupil, teacher, parent, department heads,
administrative)

17.

What is your total gross salary?

__18. What is the span of time over which your basic salary is paid?
a.
Nine month school year
b. Ten month school yec:r
Eleven month school year
c.
d. '.l....welve rnonth school year
Either a, b, or c pro-rated over twelve months (please
e.
specify which letter)
f.
Other
(pleci.se specify) - - - - - - - - - - -

I

l
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How is your salary determined? Rank in their order of importance, those choices b0:low :.:zl.11.~h are ap_2J.icable.
A rank of
1 is high.
a.
--··___b.

___c.

---d.

e.
--_ _f.

___g.
_ _h.

i.

~

20.

School enrollment
Nurn}x~r of full time equivalent teachers
Work load
Fixed contract
Administrc-1ti ve experience
Teaching experience
Negotiations with school administrators
Negotiations with Board of Education
Other (please specify)

What is the official policy determining· how you receive sale:'<-ry
increases?
(Check only those which apply)
___a. Fixed yearly increment up to a maximum
b. Addition of teachers
__.,_c.
Increase in studei1t enrollment
___a. Job switching to another high school
e.
Increased work 102d
_ _f.
Job performance as determined by administrative superiors
___g.
Stays same
h. Other (please specify)

---

----C.

OPINION

1.

To be considered eligible for an_ Assistant Principal.ship do.
you feel that a prospective candidate should be given an
exami_nat.ion which would attempt to assess his general academic
and administrative competence?
a. yes
b. no

2.

If you answered yes to question l

be:
a. wri'cten ·
b. oral
c. both

above,

should this examination

13!~
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3.

'Whal should be the E!.iJ~iJi~Urr~ number of years teaching experience
that a prospective Assist~n1t Princip2.l should have, prior to
consideration for c:issignment?
a.
none
b.
1-2 years
c.
3-4 yec:i.rs
d.
5-6 years
e. 7-8 years
f.
9 years and above

4.

As additional qualifications beyond the one mentioned in question
3 above, rank (1-8) those mentioned below in order of importance
to you, ! is high.
___a.. past administrative experience in schools
____b. seniority
~-c•
desire to be a Principal
--~-d.
desires to remain.as ·an Assistant Principal
___e. performince on examination
f.
graduate work in educational administration
_g.
non--educational administrative experie}1ce
h.
other
(please specify)

-

----

5.

What should be the minimLl!}l educational background required before
an individual can become an· Assistant Principal?
a. Bachelor's degree
b. Bachelor's degree plus graduate work in educational administration and supervision
c. Masteris degree in education
d. Master's degree in any field
e. Master's degree plus graduate work in educational administration and supervision
Doctor's degree
f.
g. Other {please specify)

·------··---------------

------6.

Should an Assistant Principc:i.l be paid more than a teRcher?
a.
yes
b.
no

_7.

Should an Assistant Principal be paid more than a Department

Head?
a. yes
b.

no
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8.

Should an Assistant Principal be pilid more than an Administrative Assistant?
a. yes
b. no

9.

Do you feel that ariy teacher, counselor or other school
staff person ·v1ho desires to be a 'Principal must first have been
an Assistant Principal?
a. yes
b. no

10.

Should the position of Assistant Principal be reserved only for
those not desiring to be a Principal?
a. yes
b. no

11.

Should a school internship program, apart from serving as an
Assistant Principal, be instituted for those desiring to be a
high school Principal?
a. yes
b. no

12.

In assigning an additional Assistant Principal to a high school,
what method would be best for making this determination?
a.
Number of pupils per assistant
b.
Number of teachers per assistant
c. School work load per assistant
d. School duties outside of school bours
e. Combination of above
(please specify)
f.
Other (please specify) ---------· - - - - - - - - - - - -

_13.

If Assistant Principals were assigned by nurn1Jer of pupils per
assistant, there should be one Assistant Principal for every:
a. 300-499 pupils
1300-1499 pupils
f.
b. 500-699 pupils
1500-1699 pupils
g.
h. 1700--1899 pupils
c. 700-899 pupils
900-1099 pupils
1900--2099 pupils
i.
d.
j .
2100-2299 pupils
e. 1100-1299 pupils

_14.

If Assistant Principals were assigned by number of full-time
equivCJ.lent teachers per assistant, there should be one Assistant
Principal for every:
a.
0-9 teachers
f.
50-59 teachers
b. 10--19 teachers
g.
60--69 teachers
20-'29 teachers
c.
h.
70--79 teachers
d. 30-39 teachers
i.
80-89 tcachc~rs
e. 40-49 te<:tchcrs
j.
90-99 teachers
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15.

If Assistant Principals were assigned by work load per assistant
this should be d0tenni112d by:
a. Time analyses of necessary daiJ.y work
b. Nu':nbe:c of 110un_; ·work, beyor.d school hours, required for a
pre-determined time period
c. Services 2nd requirements of school's conununity
d.
Plans and program of school administration
e. Needs of school children served
f. Other (please specify)

16.

Rank (1-7) the following list of possible ways that an Assistant
Principal's duties could be assigned, l is best, 2 is worst .
a. Discretion of Principal
_ _b. Defined in Board of Education policy
c. Defined in individual school regulating
d. Discretion of Board of Education
--_:___e.
Specified in each Assistant Principal's contract
~f.
Combination of above
(please specify)

I

l

~~g.

17.

I

l

Other

(please specify)

Rank from 1 to 12 the following b'ases for determining an
Assistant Principal's salary, l is best, ~is worst.
a. Number of pupils per assistant
b. Number of full time equivalent teachers per assistant
_ _c. Administrative load per assistc-mt
d.
Size of physical plant
e. Number of duties outside school hours
Previous administrative experience (any type)
f.
_ _g.
Previous teaching experience
School or Board of Education policy
h.
i. Academic background
_ _._.JJ.
Teacher's union requirements
k.
Professional organizations requirements
1. Other
(please specify) --------------
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18.

.

I

I
I

I
i

I

Rank from 1-15 frorn the list belo1v, those selections which
make your school position the most difficult, l is the most
difficult, 15 the least difficult.
a.
Student unrest
._ _):>.
Black racism
___c.
Principal's attitude
d.
Co~nunity pressure
Students inability to learn
_e.
_f.
Board of Education policy
_ _g.
Established school practice
h.
Unrealistic parents
i. Bothersome P'l'A
j.
Poor social environment
Parental neglect
k·.
·---1. Inadequate school staffing
_ _m. Inexperienced or incompetent teachers
White racism
~n.
_ o . Unrealistic school program

-

---

Please return this questionaire by Marc.b__L_1969 to:
Patrick J . .McDonough
Washington Internships in Education
2000 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
20036

Appendix B
DIRECTIONS:

.

I

I

Below is listed one of eight areas of administrative
responsibility within a secondary school. This area of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be
associated 1vi.th it, Read each duty listed for this area and
at the right, circle tlic approp1-iate letter A, B, C, or
D which best explains your resp:=msibility role for the duty
described,
A
B
C

I

D

I

=

The _rcsp_9nsibpity_ of the Assistant Principal
Not the responsibility of th~ Assistant Principal
Shou~~~_]Je the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but
not
- -is- Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be

.

I

I

Area I:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

DISCIPLINE

Suspending pupils
Parent conferences
Expelling or excluding students
Patrolling corridors
Lunchroom and playground supervision
Formulating school regulations
Enforcing school regulations
.Maintaining and keeping discipline records
Helping teachers discipline classes
Conduct of students on school grounds
Internal to external vandalism of school area
Assigning extra duty or detention periods to
student violators
Checking thefts
Helping new teachers discipline classes
Preventing consumption of eatables in other than
lunchroom
Preventing cheating in exams
Investigating changed grades in course books or
report car els
Investigating other forgE'ries on absence notes,
paSSE'.S, tardies and early dismissals
Stopping fighs and riots
Preventing rur;i.'.:-ks, racE. riots and mass disturt>anccs
Remedial counselj,ng of discipline cases
Enforcing proper dress and grooming
Enforcing proper boy-girl be ha vi.or
Adjusting teacl1c r - st ucle.n t: conflicts
Chaperoning all major curricuL1r events
Notifying parents of expulsions, exclusions and
suspensions
0
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9. A
10. A B
11. A B

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

12. A
13. A
14. .A

B
B
B

c
c
c

D
D
D

15. A
16. A

B
B

c
c

D

17; A

B

c

D

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2/f.
25.

A
A

B
B

D

A

B

A
A
A

B
B

A

B

A

B

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

26. A

B

c

D

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A
A
A
A
A
6. A

7.

A
8. A

B

B
B
B
B

B
B
B
B

B

D

I

I

'

I

I
I

I

I

I

l
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Arca I
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

2
Enforcing proper assembly a ncl social event behavior
Reporting criminal vio1.::ilors to police
Administrating corpora] punishment to pupils
Arranging parent-teacher con[.::rcnces
Composing .1nd promulgzi tin;; a student handbook
Providinz private facilities for faculty lei.sure
and work preparation

27. A
28. A
29. A
30. A
31. A

B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c

D
D

32. A

B

c

D

D
D

D
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DIRECTIO~S:

Below is listed one of eight areas of administrative
responsibility within a secondary school. This area of
responsibility hcis a list of duties Phich could be
as~ociated with iL.
Read each duty listed for this area and
at the right, circle the appropriat:'e letter A, B, C, or
D which best explains your responsibility role for the duty
described.
A
B
C
D

==

The responsibility_ of the Assistant Principal
Not the responsibili:!Y of the Assistant Principal
Should be the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but is not
Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be
Area II:

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7~

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
llf.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.

TEACHER

PERSO~NEL

1.
Assigning teachers to classrooms
2.
Adjusting class program conflicts
3.
Equalizing class load
Making provisions for ill, elderly or partially
4.
incapacitated teachers
Balancing honors, regular and remedial classes among
5.
teachers
6.
Assigning lunch and preparation periods to teachers
Assigning duty periods to teachers (lunchic-,:m suJ?2rvisim, 7.
corrid~rs, hall guard supervision, dete~tio~ periods,
study halls)
Assigning specific subjects within broad areas to
teachers, (e.g.) in Social Study classes - 1, American
8.
History, 2, Modern World History and 3, Economics
Reporting individual class enrollments to higher
9.
authorities
10.
Reporting total enrollment to higher authorities
11.
Assigning experienced teachers to help new ones
12.
Exempting new teachers from extra duty periods
13.
Opening or closing new divisions or class sections
lLf.
Interviewing new teachers
15.
Obtaining substitute teachers for classes
16.
Evaluating teacher performance
17.
Maintaining a professional library
Planning, organizing and evo.luating facu1ty meetings 18.
Planning and organizing in-service training of
19.
teachers through institutes and work-shops
20.
Adjusting teacher-principal conflicts
21.
Adjusting intra-faculty conflicts
22.
Adjusting teacher-pupil conflicts
Being the "sounding board" for teacher grievances
23.
and coniplaints

A B C
A B C
A B C

D
D
D

A

B C

D

A

B

A
A

B C
B C

D
D
D

A

B C

D

C

B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B
A B

C D
C D
C D
C D

A

B

C

A

B C

A

C

C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D

A B C D
A B C D
A B C D
A B C D
A

B C

D

I

l
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Area II
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.

33.

34.
35.
36.

37.
38.

Keeping files and records on teacher abilities and
performance
Transmitter and implementer of adninistrative plans,
policies and procedures with teachers
Preparing bulletins and teacher handbooks
Determining salary schedules of -teachers
Checking sick leaves of teachers
Reco~ncnding teachers for promotion, leaves and
additional training
Installation and introduction of teaching. guides to
department chairmen
Supervision of practice teachers
Arranging for lodging of new teachers
Encouraging experimentation and professional development of teacher
Supervising payroll procedures and reports for staff
personnel
Providing a modular, flexible schedule
Providing for large and small group class· instruction, team teaching schedules, etc.
Serving as liaison with teacher unions
Serving as liaison with teacher's professional organizations (e.g.) NEA, IEA, AACT

2
24. A

B

C

D

25. A

B

C

D

26. A

B

C

D

27. A
28. A

B
B

C
C

D
D

29. A

B

C

D

D

30. A

B

31-. A

B

32. A

B

c
c
c

33. A

B

c

D

34. A
35. A

B
B

c
c

D

36. A

B

37. A

B

c
c

D

38. A

B

c

D

D
D

D

D
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DIRECTIONS:

Below is listed one of eight areas of administrative
responsibility within a secondary school. This area of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be
associated with it. Read each duty listed for this area
and at the right, circle the appropriate letter A, B, C, or
D which best explains your responsibility role for the duty
described.
A

= The

B

C
D

=

res~nsibility of the Assistant Principal
Not the _!'eSE_Onsibility of the Assistant Principal
Should be the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but is not
Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be

Area III:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.

22.

..

PUPIL PERSONNEL

Assigning pupils to classes
1.
Balancing pupil enrollments in each clas~
2.
Planning rooms, space, and necessary academic periods/
day
3.Arraning honors, regular and remedial classes with
appropriate caliber students
4.
Making available each semester an appropriate selection of courses
. 5.
raking into consideration individual differences in
programming students
6.
Adjusting class program conflicts
7.
Providing for changes in enrollment
8.
Providing for changes in physical plant
9.
Scheduling each pupil for five clo~k hours/day
10.
Supervising individual homeroom division teachers or
administrative assistants in proper pupil course
selection
11.
Issuing periodical bulletins or revisions on program
changes
'
12.
Personally programming each pupil in the high school 13.
Reporting to higher authorities on status of programming
14.
Keeping up-to-date records and folders of students
regarding attendance
15.
Keeping up-to-dat~ cumulative records of pupils'
personal school and standardized test information
16.
Preparing a scho0l calendar and a master schedule
17.
Registration and orientatioa of new students
18.
Planning and organizing con~cncemcnt exercises
19.
Providing special classes for gifted and remedial
students
20.
Organizing, developing and eviluating pupil promotiondemotion policies
21.
Supervising staff personnel such as attendance officer, teacher-nurse, school psychologist, special
therapist and librarian
22.

A

B
B

c
c

D
D

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

A

A
A

B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c

A

B

c

D

A
A

B
B

c
c

D
D

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B

c
c
c
c

D
D

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

A

B

c

D

A

A
A

D
D

D
D

D

D

D

r
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Area III
23.
2!t.

I

25.
26.

2 7.
28.

29.
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.
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Providing for transportal:Lon of pupils
Daily, weekly anc1 monthly attendance reports to
higher authorities
Providing for an adequate systcr:1 of budgeting funds
related to pupil personnel requirements
Assigning students to study halls and providin8 for
study hall physical facilities
Provide for and supervise safe conduct of students
to and from school
Supervision of intra-mural and recreational programs
Supervision of attendance procedures such· as cuts,
tardies, early dismissals, absences
Providing for maintaining an attendance office
Taking a periodic census of present and projected
school enrollments
Reporting to higher authorities census and attendance statistics
Providing a bell schedule for normal and special
circumstances
Preparing the total school program for data processing

2
23. A

B

c

D

24. A

B

c

D

25. A

B

C D

26. A

B

C

27. A
28. A

B
B

C

D

29. A

B

30. A. B

C
C

D
D

31. A

B

C

D

32. A

B

C

D

33. A

B

C

D

34. A

B

C

D

D

C D
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DIRECTIONS:

~

I
I
'l

Below is listed on2 of eight areas of administrative
responsibility 11ilhin o. seconclary school. This area of
responsibility hcis a list of clutics Hhich could be
associated with it. Rcacl each duty listed for this area
and at the right, circle the appropd.ate letter A, B, C, or
D which best explains your responsibility role for the duty
described.
A
The E_t:;_~ponsi]JJlity of the Ass'i.stant Principal
B
Not the reSf2_?11sibili_t:_y of the Assistant Principal
C "" Sh~1:'.J-c1 b~ the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but
- - is
- -not
-D - Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be

I

Area IV:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

CURRICULUM

Ordering consumable supplies
1. A B
Textbook selection and placcmerit
2. A B
Blocking and groupi.ng of pupils
3 •. A B
Revising content of individual course work
4. A B
Adding or deleting individual subjects
5. A B
Revising the philosophy of the school
6. A B
Establishing school policies
7. A B
Formulating, updating and revising school policies
8. A B
Establishing pilot or experimental projects in class
room instructions
9. A B
Implementing modern methods - language labs, programmed
learnirig, TV instructions, video-tape, computer
assisted instruction
10. A B
Improving instruction through claE;S room observation
11. A B
Conducting private teacher critique sessions
12. A B
Supervising department chairman in implementing
proper curriculum
13. A B
Integrating course work between subject areas or fieldl4. A B
Providinr; articulation conferences beti;.,Teen elcm2ntary,
high school and college lEvels
15. A B
Establishing continuity within subject areas from
freshman to senior year
16. A B
Providing a school. calendar of events
17. A B
Providing for individual differences by providing
various track progr2ms
18. A B
Establishing in-service tr2i.ning programs
19. A B
Bringing in consultants and outside school experts
for updating teachers and curricula
20. A B
Providing time for teacher inter-visitation and
intra-visitation
21. A B
Providing adequate instructional matcriali and
supplies.
22. A B
Periodic evaluation of curriculum
23. A B
Examining t·cachers' lesson.plans
2!r. A B
Keeping up to elate on rno,1c.rn curriculum trends
25. A B
Supervising ancl rc0u1a!.in;;; the maintcn::rnc.c. and
proper use of school bulJcU.n boards
2G. A B
~

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

I

I

l

2<'r.
25.
26.

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

C

D

C

D

C
C

D
D -

C
C

D
D

C

D

C
C

D
D

C
C

D
D

C

D

C

D

C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D

C

D
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DIRECTIONS:

I

A == The Eesponsj~l>_U_ity of the Assistant Principal
B == Not the _!:~spo0si!2ility_ of the Assistant Principal
C = Should be the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but is not
D = Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be

I

I
i

'
I

Area V:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

t

8.

9.

1
I

I
l
I
t
I

'

Below is listed one of eight areas of aclministn1tive
responsibility within a secondary school. This nrea of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be
associated with it. Read each duty listed for this area
and at the right, circle the appropriate letter A, B, C, or
D w~ich best expJnins your respohsibility role for the duty
described.

10.
11.

12.
13.
lit.

15.
16.
17.

18.

19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

PUBLIC RELATim./S

Keeping students. informed of school policies, programs and
activities
Maintaining an active membership in local c.ivic organizations, (e.g.) Kiwanis, Amvets
Making school facilities available to community
Sending home to parents regular news letters, announcements
of school activities and changes within school
Speaking at community engagements and events
Being available to the conununity as a source person on
school affairs
Attempting to remedy student violations outside school
hours
Establishing and maintaining lines of communication with
news media
Preparing regular news releases
Establishing and maintaining lines of communication with
superiors
Establishing and maintaining lines of cormuunicati.on with
teachers
Maintaining school grounds
Supervising extra curricular activities
Writing news releases
Handling the public and visitors cheerfully, objectiv~ly
and promptly
Volunteering schoo~ activity groups for civic affairs
Knouing the cor1munity - people, economics, businesses,
boundaries, religious aspects, civic org;xr1izations and
educational resources
Scheduling school activities open to the public
Serving as public relations director for school
Performing citizenship resporisibilities
Representing principal at public events
Maintaining active membership in PTA ancl parent club
activities
Giving direction to and helping plan PTA and parent club
activities

1. A B

c

D

2. A

D

3. A

B
B

c
c

4.

A

B

5. A

B

c
c

D

6. A

B

c

D

7. A

B

C D

8. A
9. A

B
B

C D
C D

10. A

B

C

D

11. A

B

C

D

D
D

12. A B C D
13. A B C D
14. A B C D
15. A B C D
16. A B C D
17. A B C
18. A B C
19. A B C
20. A B C
21. A B C

D
D
D
D
D

22. A

B

C D

23. A

B

C D

I

I

I

l
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24.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.

Surveying school com 11unity and determining its needs
Employing community resources in school programs (speakers,
industrial complexes, cultural and religious facilities)
Listening to comrnunity co;ni1l2ints ancl su(;gcstions
Consulting conrnunity about school program
Listening to students' school complaints and grievances
Consulting students about school procedures and program
offerings
1

2
24. A

B

25.
26.
2 7.
28.

A

B
B
B
B

29. A

B

A
A
A

c

D

c

D
D

c
c

D
D

c

D

c

l
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DIRECTIONS:

Below is listed one o[ cigl1t areas of administrative
responsibility within a secondary school. This area of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be:!
associated with it. r~cad each duty listed for this are2.
and at the right:, circle the appropriate letter A, B, C, or
D wh;_ch best explains your responsibility role for the duty
described.
A == The re~po~'.sibili_!:y of the Assistant Principal
B
Not the _respon~ibilit:z of the Assistont Principal
C
~Ol~l be the responsibility of the Ass is tant Prine ipal
but is not
D
Is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
should not be
Area VI:

1.
. 2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
llf.

15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
. 25.
26.
27.

28.

GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Providing an adequate testing program
1.
Supervising counselors and clerical staff
2.
Selection and purchase of tests ·
3.
Lf.
Providing adequate guidance m~terials and office space
Arranging parent-teacher and teacher-student conferences
5.
Counseling students
6.
7.
Planning career days, tollege days and open-house programs
8.
Adjusting teacher-pupil conflicts
Supervising the maintenance of testing records and
cumulative records
9.
10.
Programming guidance classes into curriculum
11.
Establishing office hours of guidance department
Organizing a flexible counseling schedule
12.
Interpreting te~t data to students
13.
Interpreting test data to parent groups
· llf.
Interpreting test data to teachers and administrators
15.
Providing special examination schedules, (place-out· tests,
remedial, personality, interest)
16.
Providing counselors with time for individual colmseling
17.
Supervising the maintenance of occupational information and
reference file
18.
Preparing students for job placement
19.
Obtaining employment for graduates or drop-outs
20.
Serving as a liaison person with other staff personnel, such
as psychologist, teacher-nurse, speech therapist, etc.
21.
Registration of new students
22.
Providing college information service
23.
Writing college arid job reco~uendations and handling
2Lf.
transcripts
25.
Handling aspects of data processing related to pupils
Preparing wit:hdra,·.ral reports and transfers to other schools 26.
Keepinz students, teachers, parents and administration aware
of guidance services
27.
2.8.
Orienting teachers to guidance services

A

B

A

B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

D
D

c
c

D
D

c
c
c

D
D
D

c
c
c

D

A B

c
c
c

D
D
D

B
B

c
c

D

A

A
A
A

A

A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A

B
B
B
B

A

B

A

B

A
A
A

B

A
A
A

B

A

A

A

A

B
B

B
B
B
B

D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D

D
D

D

D

D

Arca VI

29.
30.
31.
32.

t

33.

''
I
~

l
t

I
i
I

lI
II
i

l

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

148

Determination and final selection of student: nominees for
scholarship and school honors
Direcl:s scholarship com:nit:lecs
Periodically evaluating the guidance and counseling service
Supervisinr; the referrals of pupils and r:1aki11g reconunenclations to their parCilLS for OU t S icl C agcnc;' help
Supervising and rnainl:ainin.:r, propecr test and student tes l:
data security
Preparing [l!1d analyzing pupil case. study and problem
reports
Directing follow-up s t:udies of graduates and drop--outs
Recommending and directing proper intra-school placement
of pupils
Supervision of identification and placement of all student
personnel
Supervising and using counselor aides
Supervision of student helpers
Integrating a career development concept in entire school
program

2
29. A
30. A
31. A

B
B

c
c
c

D
D
D

32. A

B

c

D

33. A

B

c

D

34. A
35. A

B
B

c
c

D
D

36. A

B

c

D

37. A
38. A
39. A

B
B
B

c
c
c

D
D
D

40.

B

c

D

A

B
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DIRECTIONS:

Below is listed one of eight areas of administrative
responsibility within a secondary school. This area of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be associated
with it. Read each duty listed for this area and at the
right, circle the appropriate letter A, B, C, or D which
best explains your responsibility role for the duty described.
A

==

The respowiibility of the Assistant Principal

B == No_t th-e re{_P"__c:i~si~ility of the: Assistant Principal

C

'

I
I

I

I

D

Area VII:
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

II

12.

I

14.

Ii
f

l
I
I

'I

l

Should
but is
Is the
should

13.

15.
16.

17.

be: the responsibility ~f the Assistant Principal
not
responsibility of the Assistant Principal but
not be

BUILDING MAINTENANCE AND PLANT HANAGEHENT

Supervising the playground and halls
Supervising custodial and maintenance crews
Inspecting physical facilities for maintenance
Ordering replacements for worn out or damaged class room or
building materials and structures
Apportioning funds for regular preventive maintenance
Inspecting building physical facilities
Preparing blueprints and plrun1ing major building changes
Supervising cafeteria personnel and lunch programs
Establishing and enforcing cafeteria code of behavior
Supervising the cafeteria or lunch room practice regarding
health regulations
Reporting deficiencies of physical facilities and main-.
tenance to school engineer
Investigating property damage, thefts and damage to school
property
Reporting property damage, thefts and damage to proper
civil and school authorities
Supervising the inventory control of all educational and
school equipment
Supervising of supply distribution
Sl~ervising of school buses and bus schedules
Supervising the maintenance of school heavy equipment
buses, lawn mowers, sn0\·7 blm,•ers, boilers, he2ting plants,
etc.

1. A

B

C

D

2. A
3. A

B
B

C
C

D
D

4. A B C D
5. A

B

C

D

6. A B C D
7. A

B

C

D

8. A
9. A

B
B

C
C

D
D

10. A B C D
11. A

B

C

D

12. A

B

C

D

13. A

B

C

D

14. A

B

C

D

15. A
16. A

B
B

C
C

D
D

17. A B C D

r-.

'
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DIRECTI01~S:

Below is listed one of c'igltt areas of administro.tive
responsibility i;..'ithi.n a secondary school. This area of
responsibility has a list of duties which could be associated
with it. Read cc=tcl1 duty listed for Ll is area and at the
right, circle thl' appropr:Lat:e letter A, B, C, or D which
best explains your responsibilitj role for the duty described.
1

A
B
C
D

The rcsponsibilil_y_ of the Assistant Principal
Not the 2::.~~_l_)Ot~~sibil~t:y of the Assistant Principal
Shoul~l:?_s:_ the responsibility of the Assistant Principal
but is not
Is the responsibility of the Assistant: Prirn;ipal but
should not be

Area VIII:

EXTRA-CURRICULAR AND HISCELLANEOUS

Overseeing school clubs and supervising student councils
Planning school assemblies
3. Organizing seating arrangement and school schedule for
assemblies
Setting up safety drill procedures
Planning safety drills
Reporting of safety drills and accidents to higher
authorities
7. Establishing safety regulations
8. Attending extra-curricular events and school athletic events
9 •. Planning school budget
10. Allocating and administering school funds
11. Determining intra-school pupil traffic regulations
12. Supervising and.allocating of pupil locks and lockers
13. Providing for and supervising school internal safety
procedures for hall guards, designated entrances and
exits, protection from non-school personnel, etc.
14. Opening and closing school building
15. Keeping faculty and students aware of safe.ty precautions
regarding health and fire hazards and accidents
16. Supervising and inspecting audio-visual program and equipment
17. Supervish1g library facilities
18. Selecting and ordering library materials and books
19. Budgeting funds for library materials
20. Establishing pol i.c5.es and procedures regarding athletic
events and other extra-curricular activities
21.
Formulating a school philosophy and estaElishing a
schedule regardi~g extra-curricular activities
22. Establishing a policy ancl supervising operation of
student school publications
23. Supervising clerical staff
24. Assisting principal in preparation and allocation of
school budget:
25. Ov.crseeing school reports r(latcd to i.nstrllction, pupils,
teachers and physical faci.liti.es
1.
2.

1. A · B
B

c
c

D
D

3. A B

c
c
c

D
D
D

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

2. A

4. A

B

5. A B
6. A B
7. A
8. A

B
B

9. A B
10. A

B

11. A

B

12. A B

B

c
c

D

14. A
15. A

B

c

D

16. A B

c
c
18. A B c
19. A B c

D

17. A

D
D

D

13. A B

B

D

20. A

B

c

D

21. A

B

C

D

22. A B C D
23. A

B

C

D

25. A

B

C

D

I

II.

I

Il

VIII

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

2
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Preparing school reports related to instruction, pupils,
teachers and physical facilities
Supervis in~ of intcn~al dep2rtmcntal accounts
Supervising of special events or isolated projects
Planning ard oq>,aniz ing school trips
Serving as chairman for special fund raising drives,
slogan or essay contests, safety campaigns, etc.

A

B
B

c
c
c
c

D
D

30. A

B

c

D

26.
2 7.
28.
29.

A
A
A

B

B

D

D

App encl i:z C
INTERVllrn FOPJ·I

1.

Explanation of Check List ancl Ej ght Areas of Administrative Responsibility.
a.

Consists of eieht areas of adrninistratiue responsibility
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

b.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

3
Pupil Personnel
4 - Curriculum
5 - Public Relations
6
Guidance ancl Counseling
7 - Building Maintenance and Plant Management
8 - Extra Curricular and Miscellaneous

Circle the appropriate response
A
B
C
D

2.
3.
4.

1 - Discipline
2 - Teacher Personnel

-

Responsibility
Not Responsibility
Should be but is not
Is but should not be

c.

The encl result should be a composite form for the entire school
completed only by those individuals \·;ho are just below the Principal Assistant Principals, Directors of Guidance, Administrative Assistant,
Dean, etc,

d.

I will collect the entire form (8 parts) and this will serve as a
composite profile of your school.

What is the official school title of your position in this high school?
Is there any administrative position between you and the Principal?
If yes, are there line differences in your positions or are the differences
somewhat artificial, caused by differences in salary, tradition or experience?
As determiried by policy (school, board or other), what is the length of your
official work week - number of hours?
On the a-verage, how many hours per week do you spend on school business beyond that exrended in the official work week? Please include any weekend
work or home preparation work.
Is there a state, district or school policy, that you know of, which determines \·1hen: a. one ,assistant principal is assigned to a high school?
b. the second assistant principal? c. a third? d. Is this policy
state, district or school?
'
If yes, what bdsis is used?
To be an assistant principal is there a state certificate or local
certificate required?
If yes, what are the qualifications for this certificate?
a, Academi.c
b. Teaching Experjcnce
c, Administrative Experience
d. Interview
e. ExC1.mination

152
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- 2 -

11.

If no certificate, how are assistant principals selected?
fications?
a. Acadcndc - degree and courses?
b. Experience - teaching or administrative - bm-1 much?
c. Intervie1-1 -· 1vith 1.'l10m?
d. Examination - 1-irilten or oral or both?
e. Recommendations - whose?

12.

After certificate is established, then do you get an A.P. job?

13.

In your area(s) of school administration are you responsible for:
a. Planning for your area
b. Organizing for your area
c. Staffing for your area
d. Directing for your area
e. Coordinating for your area
f. Ordering for your area
g. Report j_ng for your area
h. Budgeting for your area

14.

Is your position considered full-time? Do you keep logs or diaries of
time spent per week, month or year on your various duties?

15.

What do you consider to be your most significant duties?

16.

What role have teacher organizations or unions had in improving working
conditions, salary or £tinge benefits for the· assistant principal?
a, What group was helpful?
b. What did they do?

17.

What is the official policy determining your salary?
a, Teacher salary and differential?
b, What is the index?

18.

Any quali-

How are salary increases obtained?
Steps on scale?
Other?

a,
b,

19.

What activity or activities consume most of your time?
cliffereut from sign~ficant duties mentioned before).

20.

Should an assistant principal share in th& leadership ro
school?
a.
If yes, hmv should he?
b, If no, why not?
c. Do you share j -. the leadership role?

21,

How can an assisl2i

?rincipal best serve his principal

22,

Is the assistant p~
a. Why?
b, Why not?

.:ipal a c~ eer positioh?

(Tbese can be

h

2~d

a high

his high school?

- 3 -

I
I
t

I
I
I
'
I

I

23.

Can the assistant principalship be defined as a job description?
a. If yes, how?
b. If no, why not?

24.

Are there any emerging educational patterns which might cause a change
in y6ur role in a high school's administrative organization?

25.

If yes, what are they?

26.

Is the position of assistant principal disappearing from the high
school educational scene?
a. If yes, why?
b. If no~ why not?

27.

What changes in duties and functions lie ahead for the assistant
principal in a large high school?
a, Duties?
b, Function?

28.

Is there any official listing of duties or responsibilities for your
position, that you knm·J of, in local Board description, school or district
policy or state law?

29.

How do you as an assistant principal know what your duties and responsibilities are?
a, How does a new A.P. know?
b. How does the principal know?

30.

If you were to list five things which make your position the cost
difficult what would they be?

31.

If you were to list five things which mak~ your position most
rewarding and enjoyable what would they be?

r
I
I
I
I

I

I

Appenclix D

February

1969

Dear
I am conclucUn[; a study of the secondary school assistant principalship
in the States of HarylanJ anc1 Virginia. I am particularly interested in
any wri~_ten policies co11cer11iug the assistant principalsrdp in each county
or city (where applicable) regarding:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Selection anc.l recruitment procedures
Duties and Responsibilities
Eligibility Requirements - academic, experience (teaching
or administrative)
Exawinations - written, oral or both
Salary and increases

Could you detach the belmv listed fon1 and· return it to me. Please
include a copy of the written policy statement covering the assistant
principalship and where applicable the answer to the above five categories.
Thank you very much for your assistance in this matter.
Sincerely,

Patrick J. McDonough
7017 Wolftrec Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852

l

l

1.

There (is, is not) a written policy concerning the assistant
principalship in this county.

2.

Name of county_______.______ ,
County

----------

State

3.

A copy of the written policy (is, is not) attached.

4.

Superintendent Is signature __________________ ,_____________

5•

Da tc____________ . _________
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Appendix E

1.

Allegany County

Paul Laurence Dunbar
Baltimore, Mcirylancl

Allegany Senior High School
Cumberland, Harylancl

School

Edmonclson High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Fort Hill Senior High School
Cumberland, Narylanc1

i>North1-1e stern Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Beall Senior-Junior High School
Frostburg, Maryland

2.

Hi~1

*Northern Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Anne Arundel County
i>Baltimore Polytechnic Institute
Baltimore, Maryland

i>Annapolis Senior High School
Annapol"is, Maryland

High School
Baltimore, Maryland

~'•Eastern

Arunclel Senior High School
Gambrills, Maryland
Glen Burnie Senior High School
Glen Burnie, Maryland

*Forest Park Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Northeast Senior High School
Pasadena, Maryland
Severna Park Senior High School
Severna Park, Naryland

Western High School
Baltimore,· Maryland
Baltimore City'College
Baltimore, ~-ia ryland

Southern Senior High School
Lothian, Maryland

Mergenthalc ,. Vocational Technical
High Sc· · ··1
Baltimore, : :y1.ancl

Andover Senior High School
Linthicum, }l;:iryland
Brooklyn Park Senior-Junior High
Baltimore, Maryland

3.

*Patterson Senior High School
Baltimore, Ma ryl.emd

Frederick D
High Scl
Baltimore, i

-1~ss

Senior

·:ind

Baltimore City
Carver Vocal ·
High Sch.
Bal ti more, r-; ..

Southern High School
Baltimor~, Maryland

*Indicates School Interview
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4.

Baltimore County
*Catonsvill6 Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland
Dulaney Senior High School
Luthcrville, Marylancl

Hereford Junior-S0nior lligh School
Parkton, Maryland
5.

Dundalk Regional Vocational Center
Baltimore, Maryland
7>Dundalk Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Calvert County
Calvert Senior High School
Prince Frederick, Mciryland

6.

Carroll County
Westminster Senior High. School
Westminster, Moryland

Franklin Senior High School
Reisterstown, Maryl.c.nd

7.
Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Charles County

~<Kernvood

Lansdowne Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

La Plata Senior High School
La Plata, Maryland
8.

Overlea Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Frederick County
Thom,qs Johnson SeniorJunior High School
Frederick, Maryland

Milford Mill Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

~'>Gov.

9.

Ga~rett

County

Southern Garrett County
Junior-Senior High School
Oaklai1d, Maryland

Parkville Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland
Patapsco Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

10.

Harford County

Perry Hall Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Aberdeen Senior High School
Aberdeen, Maryland

Pikesville Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Bel Air Senior High School
Bel Air, Maryland

Spci rrm·JS Point Senior High School
Bal tir,1ore, Narylancl

Edgewood Senior Hish School
Edgewood, Maryland

Tmvson Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

Havre de Grace Senior High School
Havre cle Grace, H3ryland

------~----

*Indicates School Interview

l

Hoocllm·m Senior High School
Baltimore, Maryland

r
!
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North Harford Scnior-,Tlmior High
Pylesville, M2ryland

11.

i<"Bo1vie Senior High School
Du1.1ic, M.:uylancl

Hm·?a rd Co·rn ty

Centr2l Senior High Scho.)l
Seat Plensant, Maryl2nd

*Hmvard High School
Ellicott City, Naryland
12.

Crossland Senior High School
Camp Springs, Maryland

Montgomery County
i'High Point ·Senior High School
Beltsville·, Maryland

*Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School
Bethesda, Maryland

DuV.::il Senior High School
Glenn Dale, Maryland

~'<-Nontgomery

Clair High School
Silver Spring, Maryland

i:Laurel Senior High School
Laurel, Maryland

Albert Einstein High School
Kensington, Maryland

*Northwestern Senior High School
Hyattsville, Maryland

*Gaithersburg High School
Gaithersburg, Maryiand

*Oxon Hill Senior High School
Oxon Hill, Maryland

Johnson High School
Bethesd2, Maryland

~·,Walter

*Suitland Senior High School
Suitland, Maryland

Richard Montgomery High School
Rockville, Maryl;:ind

Surrattsville Senior High School
Clinton, Maryland

High School
Silver Spring, Maryland

~'•Northwoocl

14.
E. Peary High School
Rockville, Maryland

Queen Anne's County

~·•Robert

*Springbrook High School
Silver Spring, Maryland

•

Queen Anne's County High School
Centreville, Maryland
15.

Wheaton High School
Wheaton, Maryland

i•North Hage rs tmm Senior High
School
Hagerstown, Mci-::-yland

.

Walt Whitmcin High School
Bethesda, :Maryland

!l<:igerstm·m Senior High
School
Hagerstown, Marylcind

~·•south

*Sherwood High School
Sandy Spring, Maryland
16.
13.

Washington County

Wicomico County

Prince Georges County
Bladensburg Senior 1-Iigh School
Bladensburg, Maryland

James M. Bennett Senior High School
Salisbury, Maryland
Wicomico Senior llizh School
Salisbury, MciryLrncl

*Indicates School Interview
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1.

Albemarle County

9.

Albemarle High School
Charlottesville, Virginia
2.

I

I

l

High School
Richmond, Virginia

~·•Huguenot

Alleghany County

Manchester lligh School
Richmond, Virginia

· Alleghany County High School
Covington, Virginia

I
3.

Thomas Dale High School
Chester, Virginia

Amherst County

10.
Amherst County High School
Amherst, Virginia
4.

*Washington Lee High School
Arlington, Virginia
*Yorktown High School
Arlington, Virginia
Augusta County
Wilson Memorial lligh School
Fishersville, Virginia
6.

Bedford County
Liberty High School
Bedford, Virginia

7.

Fairfax County
*Annand a le High School
Annandale, Virginia

Arlington County
Wakefield High School
Arlington, Virginia

5.

Chesterfield County

Edison High School
Alexandria, Virginia
*Fairfax High School
Fairfax, Virginia
Falls Church High School
Falls Church, Virginia
Fort Hunt High School
Alexandria, Virginia
*Groveton High School
Alexandria, Virginia
*J. E. B. Stuart High School
Falls Church; Virginia
*Jefferson High School
Alexandria, Virginia

Brunswick County
James J. Russell High School
Lawrenceville, Virginia

Langley High School
McLean, Virginia
·::Lee High School

8.

Campbell County
Brookville High School
Lynchburg, Virginia

~'>Indicates

School Intcrvin1

Springfield, Virginio
1Iigh School
Vienna, Virginia

~"Madison

r
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I

I·
High School
Falls Church, Virginia

I

L

~·;Narshall

16.

*Freeman High School
Richmond, Virginia

gh School
McLean, Virginia

~·•McLean }lj

Hermitage High School
Richmond, Virginia

Mount Vernon High School
Alexandria, Virginia

Highland Springs High School
Highland Springs, Virginia

~~West

Springfield High School ·
Springfield, Virginia

*Henrico High School
Richmond, Virginia

Woodson High School
Fairfax, Virginia
11.

12.

i>Tucke r High School
Richmond, Virginia

Fauquier.County
Fauquier High School
Warrenton, Virginia

17.

Fieldale Collinsville High School
Collinsville, Virginia

Giles County

Gen. Washington Carver High
School
Fieldale, Virginia

Giles High School
Peari~burg, Virginia
18.
14.

Loudoun County

Halifax County
Loudoun County High School
Leesburg, Virginia

Halifax County High School
South Boston, Virginia

Loudoun Valley High School
Purcellville, Virginia

Mary Bethune High School
Halifax, Virginia
19.
15.

Henry County
Drewry Mason High School
Ridgeway, Virginia

Frederick County
James Wood High School
Winchester, Virginia

13.

Henrico County

Montgomery County

Hanover County
Lee Davis High School
Mechanicsville, Virginia
Patrick Henry lligh School
Ashland, Virginia

*Indicatci School Interview

Blacksburg High School
Blacksburg, Virginia
Christi2nsburg High School
Christiansburg, Virginia
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20.

John F. Kernwc1y High School
Suffolk, Virginia

21.

22.

I

L

24.

28.

29.

30 •. Alexandria City
7•Francis Harmnond High School
Alexandria 1 Virginia
Geo. Washington High School
Alexandria, Virginia
*T. C.· Williams
Alexandria, Virginia

31.

32.
'

Cave Spring Hi~h School
Roanoke, Virginia

33.
Northside High School
Roanoke, Virginia

*Indicates Scbool Intcr~icw

Bristol City
Virginia High School
Bristol, Virginia

Roanoke County
Andrew Lewis Hi.Sh School
Salem, Virginia

York County ·
York High School
York to1m, Virginia

Dublin High School
Dublin, Virginia

25.

Washington County
John S. Battle High School
Bristol, Virginia

Pulaski County

Pulaski High School
Pulaski, Virginia

Taze1·1ell County
Richlands High School
Richlands, Virginia

Woodbridge High School
Woodbridge, Virginia

I

!

27.

Osbourn High School
Manassas, Virginia
7-:Stonewall Jackson High School
Manassas, Virginia

Stafford County
Stafford High School
Falmouth, Virginia

Prince William County
*Garfield High School
Woodbridge, Virginia

r

Ii
l

26.

Prince George County
Prince George High School
Prince George, Virginia

23.

William }3yrd High School
Vinton, Virginia

Pittsylvania County
Southside High Scl10ol
Blairs, Virginia

I

I
I

Nansemond County

Charlottesville City
Lane High School
Charlottesville, Virginia
Chesapeake City
Churchhmcl High School
Chesapeake, Virginia
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'I

I
I

34.

•

George W. Carver High School
Newport News, Virginia

Great Bc~dge High School
Chesapeake, Virgiriia

Homer L. Ferguson High School
Newport News, Virginia

Oscar F. Smith High School
Chesapeake, Virginia

Huntington High School
Newport News, Virginia

Colonial Heights City

Newport Ncys High School
Newport News, Virginia

Colonial Heights High School
Colonial Heights, Virginia

I

I

Cr.est\iood High School
Chesapeake, Virginia

35.

War1vick High School
Newport News, Virginia

Danville City

41.
Danville, Virginia

1

B. T. Washington High School
Norfolk, Virginia

I

'

36.

i

l

Hampton City
Granhy High School
Norfolk, Virginia

Hampton High School
Hampton, Virginia

Maury High School
Norfolk, Virginia

Keeoughtan High School
Hampton, Virginia

J

I

Norfolk City

Geo. Washington High School

37.

Hop ewe 11 High School
Hopewell, Virginia
38,

Norview High School
Norfolk, Virginia

Hopewell tity
42.

Peabody High School
Petersbur~, Virginia

Lynchburg City

Petersburg High School
Petersburg, Virginia

E. C. Glass High School
Lynchburg, Virginia
39.

Martinsville City
Martinsville High School
Martinsville, Virginia

40.

Newport News City
Denbigh High School
Newport News, Virginia

*Indicates School Interview

Petersburg City

43.

Portsmouth City
Cradock High Sc11ool
Portsmouth, Virginia
I. C. Norcom lligh Schoel
Portsmouth, Virginia
WoodrO\'I Wilson High School
Portsmouth, Virzinia
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44.

Richmond City

47.

ArmstronL lligh School
Richmond, Virginiil

Baysicle High School
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Hythc High School
Rici1monc1, Virginia

First Colonial High School
Virginia Beach, Virginia

John l·1c1rsh11ll High School
Richmond, Virginia

Floycl Kc llam H{gh School
Virginia Beach, Virginia

~"George

~·•Nag git:'

45.

l,, W.1 lkt:' r High School
Richmond, Virginia

W. Cox High School
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Thomas Jefferson High School
Richmond, Virginia

Princess Anne High School
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Roanoke City

Franl~

48.

Jeffers on High School
Roanoke, Virginia
Patrick Henry High School
Roanoke, Virginia
William Fleming High School
Roanoke, Virginj_a
Lf6.

Virginia Beach City

Staunton City
Robert E. Lee High School
Staunton, Virginia

*Indicates School Interview

Wi~liamsburg

City

James Blair Hieh School
Williamsburg, Virginia
49.

Winchester City
John Handley High School•
Winchester, Virginia
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1963-69
~~1yC!S t~lf"?[L, Ch:;irrn.:in

'oJ;,rn.~il c·f t;;~ r');ird c1r1d.F'r8siJe1t
Gcn-;·vl Lc..:;.~·;1 ..11 Corpcrat1cr,

rlS HONORASLE JOH~ t~AC,E>.1AS
co:-:r;rc>sr~·Jn from fr.dunJ

1 v,KL~S

G. 0023lt~S

f·c:L•fiv~ S-;.·.::dMy
A~i~rican Co~1n::il o~i Educ.:it:.:ir.

ioYD 11. auon
Presided
The Ccc~gc \V.Hh:1--.g~o:1 Univcr:.it)"

:AX ~L ~: ..\i.if'LU.~/,t·t, E$Q.
Strassc;-, S~,frgetb-::rg, Fritd, Fr~nk,
a::d K.;impeL-n-ln
.

\l,i 1.L LJ,M8c~T
E,~c . . 1;,.::: Se:i"cLHy
r;.-:i!i:;..1al Edt·:..,ific;i Ass,ci<Jt;o:-i

P. 1.JARLAND, J~.
Pr "r· ~: :.' .; :i ~
JnditL,tc for f:ducationa.I

Dcv.:lo~;rE:nt

Baltimc;~. Mur;'L1r.ci
t!:.. 1 i~O~~AHE

think rnii_;ht clnrHy th2 cduce.tional a-:~rninistration role of the
Assis te.nt Pi:indp.::>.1 in lm:gc public high schools.
With the <'.ssistnncc of th2 Hashingto:1 Intei:nships :i.n Edt!progr~~ I era collcctin3 data on the duties and rcsponsibili tins of the Assistant Principal (or equivalent adninistrative
position) 8.nc1 his le2.d2i~ship role in lar;,;c publj_c high schools.
The de.ta will be usccl to partiaJ.ly fulLUl ·niy Doctornl dsgrc(:
reqtd.rm,:2nts at LoyoJ.c:. Uni vc,rs:Lty 's (Chicc:.go) Graduate: School
of Ecluc.:;.tion undsr th':! ti tlc:
"An Ancllysis of the Pu'olic
Secondary School Assistant Principnlship in the States of
cation

Naryland and Virg:i_ni.2 Us:tn3 SchooJs with Student
of One ThoL\sancl nnd Abov,2",

Your

~oop2ration

in this project involves several steps:

L(J\!/l'.f\O D. RE

As;!:tJnf S:-crdary of S~ab
fo~ EUucatior:.;:if an:I CultLiral ,t\ffair:i

Step (1)

Completion an<l return of the enclosed fonn
(Attachment l) by cooperat:!.ng principnls.

Y/,?.l rs L. WATTS
Prcs!do.1t
P"Jcbdl Uni-.~rs!ty

Step (2)

Cor:~plction

of a .short quc.s tionnairc by nll

assistant principals (or equivalent adDj_nistretivc position) who have agrc2d to cooperate and are so <l~signo.tcd in Step (1).

STAFF
J~AtD

Enrollne:nt~;

19~4-66

=S1tR \'/. NELS-:JN, Chairrn.:Hl

iE

I would like to seek your coopci.'3t.i.on :in a matter which I

P. U!TCJ.!t:LL, Oircdc r
1

;P,~,t\RA ~!ET.::iCK

TtR PAL CH ES

Step (3)

An

inclicntio~

of the willingness of designated

assiste.ut princ:i.pols, j_f later requ2s tC!d, to
participate in a personal interview.

I am aware of the necessity of horfo1onizin3 this request
with the pi:ofc~sior:?l 1:c~.pc1nsfbj_Jit:ics 2nd tim2 cornn:i.tl!:i':nts of
cnch of, the pote:nti.cl 'p:-n:t:i.cip<ints. Therefore I mn pro;JOsing
the follo:1ing sche:l\ulc.
(a)

Return of enclosed fonc1 hy coopcrc,ting princ:Lp:·lls January 20, 1969.

(b)

Qucst:f.o:·inairc r:a:r.J.cd to coopcro.tint:; .-:1ssist<".!nt prin-cipals - Fe11ru;'.ry l, 1969.

(c)

Completion and return of

qu0stio~naire by

asstst.:mt princJpal •· i.farch l, 1969.

16!~

each
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Page two

j

In consider2~ion of your particip2tion> and co3pletion of
the questionnaire ph2se, preliminary results ~ill be distributed

't

by April 1, 1969.
Ple.:1st~ rctu1:n the enclosed forP.1 (Att2chment 1) by Jnnuary
20 to Patricl~ J. McDonough, Wash:Lngi::on Intern,;hips· in J:duc.::tion >
2000 L Street> N. W<> lhrnh:lngton, D. C. 20036. I would hope
that the professional educators in your school at the assistant
principal J.i::.vcl ltd.[;llt part:ic.:tp2.t0 in this project.

I
t'

I'

Sincerely,

1
f

{

L

·.

11ppcnllix

G

P.i\RTICIPATIOi-J FOR'.·1 -- ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS STUDX
(Please return by Janu;:iry 20, 1969)

1.

After consultation with rny assistant principals, we (feel, <lo not feel) this
would be an appropriate project in which to participate.

2.

Total number of assistcmt princip<->.ls (or equivalent administrative position)
in my high school.

3.

After questionnaire ph~sc, if personal interviews with assistant principals
were requ2sted, could these be arranged? Yes
No

4.

When published, please fon;ard a· copy of the ·findings frou1 this assistant
principals study. Yes
No

5.

The names, titles and addresses of all of the assistant prfncipals (or the
equivalent administrative position) in my high sc110ol are as follows:

a.

Name
High School Title
Address

b.

Name
High School Title
Address

c.

Name
High School Title ·
Address

d.

Name
----High School Title
Address

e.

Name
High School Title
Address

f.

Name ----·-------·
High School Title, _________ _
Address

-----------·----------------------------

----------------g.

Name
High School Title
Address

Principal's Sirinature
Name of High School
Date
Return to:

---·-----------

----

---·-·--·---

Patrick J. NcDonou;jh
Washington Internships in Education
2000 L Street, N. H.
Washington, D. C.
20036
166
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ADVISOP-Y BOARD
1968-1//
p,ANClS KEPPEL,
Cf,.iirr,i~r. cf the

Ch<Jirin~in

t~.:.•r<l ar.d F,·c~~dt:rt!
c-c.'lt:r~l lcJrr,ir:g c~rporat;vn
~:Ot~ORAF.LE JOHt~ Bi:.AD::~-..1AS

-!E

Cow~rc5srr:cr1 from lndi2na

HAf,L[S G. OOS81NS
Executive S<>c.!'"dJr)'
Arn.::·d-:an Cc;.:t1cif C·ft Ll·J·:cdion

.OYD H. ELLIOiT

On. Jnnuar-y 10, 1969, I asked your cooperation in

Prc~id c.n1l
The George V/a~h!i.gto;1 Uriivcr~ii;

/,"/. H. KJ-,~AP[Lt-,U,~i. ESQ.
Str.:s;-::?r, S~ic?e!bcr-:J, Fri2d, Fc.:ii:.k,
and Kar.i;;e.rc:~n

partie:lpat::i_ng in an Assistant: Princ.:ipals' Study which

I hnve trndcrt<:lk;:n in coopel'at:Lon with the Washington

\M H. LAUSCRT
E~::-ct.:f~v-1 S~crduy

tlatinn<)i Education

/,ssvcic.~kr.

Internships in Edttc2.tion prognim.

P. f.U.P.LAtW, JP-.
Prc3i:fH1f
lnstih..:t~ for Ec/:Jc~fi.:,:Jf D~ve!or..rr.IO•.t
~ST£R

In the post-holJday season I know mnny of us have

\'/. NELSON, Chuirn-:Jn 19M-66
BJ!timorc, MJr.ylJr.d

been

~E HO~,lOf ..\BL~

nal

f:D\'!/d:D D. RE

Assi5f~nt

Se::::rcfJry cf s~._:r~e
for fducc:dional i!;td Cu?tural Affain

·!/,f<LES L. WATTS
Pres;d 0 c.t
BJdn::I Urii·,,crs;ty

cxtn~mr!ly

busy, therefore I am enclosing the o:;.:igi-

particip<~t:i.on

misplaced or inappropriately delivered.
Cou~<l

you _please co:npletc the form imr:12diCltely and

return it to me?

STAFF

fonn in the event' your first one Hes

In order to obtnin a valid sc..mple of

)UALO P. MITCHELL, Oirodor
\F.8A~A ~1 ET~!CK
lt.~.

P.-\LCHES

the professional role of the Assistant Principnl in
Harylh1c1 and V:L1:g1-nia, your coope.~catlon is utgently

needed.

Thc.nk you for your nssistance.
S:i.nccrcly,

Patrick J. McDonough
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ADVISO;~y BOA:~D

1%3-69
·:c1:;

n:.r·?~L. Ch2irr.~-.~

..o'.rr-i.ir 0f L'"'c (;.~,.::~d .r:.; r11c:.:~ 1 .-.,.~,r
:.cr<.11 l s.:r."<.-:.; Ci::--:p:,-~·li'.:l.;

0,1 .frnu:;-,:y 10, 1SG9 I conl:actcd the Princip<il of your hi~h
school, '1hrn~ 1 as \'. \7i1rtl1cr, Clbout the~ possihiLt. ty of. scc:1'._int_; yotff
p:i.rL:ic.ip;•tio:1 i,1 2::1 ,\ssist;ml Princii).Jlsh:ip study contluct:cc1
throu,~h a survey of J;c,r~;c scconc1ary r;chools in th<.: st<cl~es of
MaryJ.::nHi <;nd Vj_rgi11i<t.
As po:_;sible p<~rt icipar1ts, he suL:1i t \:ed
your n;:'L,2 and the nm112s of ot:hf:1~ profc::;sio;rd..o~ in yom.- school in
sjr.:ilar ;_tcl1,dnistrative position'>.

·:d~,,-~ S-:ctr~ )~)'

1'2ri·:a;: Cc.J1"',cil o.""; [dGc.Jiiu:-

'DH. H.LIOTT
~ i ::i: n t

·

C•t:N;~·

Y/.::h:;,g1o:i

1

l 11ivc;~.!ty

~-L LJ~\i['.,;r,,1
L:.r:..:.·~;

..:,,;. .l. . ~::.ciJti::~,

t ~ ...\r.Ll,NCJ, J?..

.:,1c:.i
·i:i.;f.;: for E::'::c:FO":<;JI [)r~,.:'.·:;•r1":rJl~

. ?. 'N.

Wfth the Clssista.-1c:e. of the Hasl1in~;ton InLerno:;hips in EducRtion p1·ogr<c:n., I .?.T:l coll2cti110 d;.1ta Cf' the ch. ties 2nd ru:?onsi-·
bilitics of tl1e Assist2nt Principal (01 cquiv~lc~t aclLlinistrRtive
position) and h:Ls lc<vl2rihip · rclc in j_c~rgc pt:bl.ic hizh scho01.s.
The d~~t:a collected will be u:;cc! to parl:inlly fulfill r.;y DoctoY-aJ
degree requin'.lH:.'nts al Loyola University's (Ch:Lca;::;o) Grach1.:i.t2
School 0f I:ducation .
1

::~1liv'· :.·;:•-~, ;l

r:)::.d

Shc·J.ton;

Dc~ar

~~ELS'.JH 1 C~-)7rTc11

l'i:..t

!-~

I".·.~ :i;.,;:, f/ Jr 1 I,: .1d
;:)~~()~,\£_;_( f.:J\l.'/,::·;
5

;~ ~ r;L;.:r~.:r:~[Ya~~ · ~~~i~~ ;JI
-~~r.s

L.

Your cooperation in. this projc·ct involves ti·:o th:i.nz,s;

b. f.i:
l.ffa ir::

""'l.trs

1.

Completion of the qucr;tionn;:d.rc, c;.tt<1chcd to this
correspondence, ancl its return by ~[2rc11 1, 1909

2.

If so selected, an indicatio~ of ~:i.lJinsnoss to
parUci.pate in a gronp and/or inrJj_vicluccl intcrvi.e'.:
at a location convenient to you.
In order tu 22kc
this step effective, I will need th~ participation
of all the vssist<·nt prii.dp~J.s :in your sr.::;iocl for
... , ~
,~ .~ f~
f t1.''· ! Jc5.,J
~ ' c• • c t- ~ .,, t n r -• .
_• ~ • ,,..., 1 --.1 , i . '7 I
a I"~01>.1)0.>-Lc.c
\/J.C.,·, 0.
.. , ,.<-.ll
i -.L11Ci;.-·- .. ,,,.~[•

l:f c:nt
; '"'.:.:: Ur", ,:r;'.ty

)TAFr

-"'!

...

•

--,.- .,..

•'."'I

F'or those individu~ils pc:irtid.paL:ii1[\ :in th.:~ que::>tioc1:1,'.1irc. piiasc,
a11 a:1c,lysis of these pH'lin:ln<·-L"y result~; '7ill bl'. n;::'..Jc'.. 1. by 1\pr:iJ 1,

1%9.
I Cll'.l \ stro11~~Jy con-\ j_:.!cc1_1 t11[lt lh~ fiHr~1 rer3ul! s of t~t:i s stl!·]\..
could h2v2 Cl po;;it:ivc effc:ct 0,1 ..-the chc.:n:;in:; ar::c1 cr·,e:r~in~; ;·tl:,5;,~;:;-·
tr~tivc/-J.c.;-:d:.' csld.p rcilc of the ass isU i·, t p1·i1<d p:-J ~;J-,i '.J j n Sc''.::l,lh:2ry
sc1:c:ols
r \)('U.J d gr-c.:-'.tly r~;:prl·CiD.tC. your Lr:} p in. CHinly~zin~: t·.hj_~·-,
role b)' ri·tt1n1 of the:- qu·~'.stio;"1~dn"! by :rc--:rr:li 1, 1SGS1 <t:icl ~)y :,·our
\.:ill i:t2nc~~ ~~o l>c a potential p2rticipa:1t in D-n in'.=.f~rvic:-11 sc:1c·'.clt~le.
1
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TO:

Principals, Assist:;: nt Pdr1cipals of l'.1.1·t:i.cipatin6 1".<lryLrnd
and Viq_;inia Sccmhlc.1·y Scl1ools
1

FRQ}i:

SUBJEC'f:

As you wi.11 rec<1l l, in J211u2.ry nnd Fe bru:n:y, 196 9 each of your [~ccondary
public schoolc··-·scnio1: hir;h schools, four yc;;:r ar~d fiYc yea;: high schools
with 1000 student cnroll~cnt and abovc--~cre asked if they would be ~illing
to particip2tc in r:ty doctoral study of the a~:sistanL princip.:d.ship·'>·7ithin
the stntcs of M~ryland and Vi1·ginia. The great majority of the schools elected
to pci1·t.icip<::t·c. A suILmury of the results of ths questimrn~dre that: the 2l;9
assistant principals coa~lcted is attached. The questionnaire had three major
sections:
A.
B.
C.

General Infon1at:ion --- 6 questions
Personal Information -- 20 questions
Opinion -- 18 questio~s

Because of the cost involved this is not ihe <lissertatio1t itcclf but 2n unedited
suITTnary of data from which you can m2kc your o\m interpTcfations.
The dissertation is not finalized as yet, since there are two other aspects
of the data co] lcction peedcd -- 50 school interview:::: a:icl 50 assistant principE>.lship duty chcc·cklists. The latter steps are in the find Sli"'ges <'.t th.Ls
I F..rn anticipating completion of the entire: stL:dy in tir.1e for er.eduad.on
t:ln•c.
in Feln:u<.:~ry, 1970 at Loyola University, Chic2go.
Hay I s2.y that in every inst2nce, both throuc;! 1-.Tr! tter. com:nunication and
personal conta~t, I was impressed with the professionol calib~r; sincerity,
interest in youth c;nd dedication of the assistnnt pd.ncp2.ls nnd prir,ci.p<i.ls i:-1
the two stc.tcs s:tudi.ed. Their forthdeht c:.r~s'.12rs to scr;1eti.nic!S ted.Lo•Js and
difficult questions renewed my faith in the professional. educator. H2y I also
ask that you share this report with all tl1ose profcnsionals in your respective
schoolE: 1-. 110 cuntrilnt"ed to thi.s study. :Feel free to du;ilic.:ctc it: but give
re:::.,0gnitio11 to the author <rnd university in the follo1-;in3 rr.:rn;wr:
1

1

Prepared by:
Patrick J. McD~no~gh
Doctoral C2ndidate
Loybla Universit~
Chicngo, Illinois
Att:2ch1,ient: (1)
SUlF·f.\i<.Y
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Prep.c:.r:::d by:
Patrick J. hciionol:gh
Doctoral Candidate
Loyclu Univ0rsity
~hicu;o, Illinois

A.

General

1.

Infornaljo~

133 schools and 2!f9 rcspor<de11ts in lfaryland .sc1d Virginia (appendix list)

-------------·-·.

a.

.

N·i.·1·d

Tr•-::il

Vi·-·,-,·.,

------r--0..~ :c_:~:-~:..--1·-----=.!:Y!..1-:..:~_ic, --·-,-.. ____o:_::

Hip;h SE_hoo 1~_______ 1______ §1______________112
P~:!:~t~~-c:.iJ~~~J!l.t._Uif._~--~~.--: h?_o i~_ -------=~~--L ______ J_J _
Perticipatine Assistnnt

'

Princinals

_r _ _

---·-j ____J_9-__3 ·

'.':_~ tt~~0

109

I

llf0

-----::.:.L..:---~----- -----·~----:---1-- ........... -·-----------~ ---,----··---·---· --

gi_
2t,9

---·----------

b.

Of total number of 193 schoois in ~-h~yL~nd <::nd Virgini2> _74/~___:s_?-_"i:_9.
!_f:i~y __~ot~i_.P:'.-!J:.iS-_~J~~te:.~~-l_il; of the 1Lr3 who .said they >·:ould
po.rticipate, .!}1_9~:_?2._~o__-~ i(~.

c.

Of 319 questionnaires sent to 143 participati~g school
pri.ncip=i ls, 2L 9 ·=?E__l~__Q_?lo \lcre returned

ns~istant

1

2.

The d0sig:1 of ~-faryJand anrl Virt;inia school sy~;Lc;r,s is E,S fo!.lows:
}fr,ryla11d has 23 coui1ty syst<:,r:,s rilus one city sy:;t:crn (B::lU_uc,n::);
Virginia has 9G cou~ty systems plus 35 ~ity systems. Assist~nt
Principc:.ls cl2.s~ified the areo. their h:i.gli sc;,.~ul serv::s as city scho0ls
(29. 31%) anf1 suburban (33. 08%); thus t'.lere were 62. '.iSZ c it:y 11nd SL\burb2:1
schools; an additionnl 14 of 18 schools (10.52%) served city or suburb
in co,nbinalion with other type arr::as, so a gr-1nd tot2l c,f 73% of large
high schools of }faryL1<1d or Virginia ware reporte:l e.s serving, a city
or suburban setting.

b~ys

01~ly

a.

2. 2S/, of schools arc

b.

0.75% of schools arr girls only (l)

92 ,!18% of rcs:-ionclP.ntE:'

clEt"'~;jficcl

(3)

tlwir c.17.3) hi,;h sc:hooJ s

a3----~.:J
co~~r,rehc·nsi'.rc
_________ -----

---------- - -·------'---------------------------------·----·- ______ , _________. . -------·- ____________..

ti.

b.
c.

.

r:,c1

coll€[,e prep
• 75/., voe C-t ti on 3.1
l. 501, otht~r

C'
~

')
~- ~" /;,

(7)
(l)
(2)

5.

a.
b.
c.

33. 83? (!15) arc

year hiLh schooJ s
5 yu·, r hizh s c 111.) ('. 1. ;-)
3. Q,)/, ( 5) a:ce junior/cc.nioi: hj_gL schools

21 . [,(;/'. (29)

et rt:l

!f
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6.

B.

Ne<tn student: enrollment \·:&s J.~~,£~~_J~_l:!_l?_i}_c~;
133 answering.

Ji(, school responses of

Personal Information
1.

2.
3.

4.
I;,
_,,

6.
7.

Of 248 re spondcn ts, .9_':'._E?_\._~_ij'.!'' .--'.'~?~~-- ~:~:~__ !;}_)~-:;-~~:_~ for a 11 a~; sis tan t pr inc ipa ls.
Of 249 respondents, A6.i',___o_T_2_l_L.'.. of aE"dStC!nt principe1s ~:'.._:':_!:-~~II1_2n.
In terms of marital stntus, 215 of assiscant principals or 86.34% were
~qr~:!:_ed; 10. 04% or 25 were single; 2. OU/o or 5 i;-.-ert; divorce_d;T:-67:-01:--;;
were widu.-1ecl.
611;__.g f Cl:~~~~t~ an t __12_r ir_:i_ s:_i_p_<1}£b:~'~--~_::ry_c:c1_i1~ __£_:_~1~_1~_c::~~t:_l'.igl:i__ s c ~ooLJl,:]_
years as 2ssisl£·nt principal; 95.6% j_n currc:nt hii;h ~chool as assist<:Pt
principal 0-11 years.
Concerning the professional titles used in high school; 65.!16% or 163
have words assistant principal in title; other titles in'CT~dc--vice-.-:---princip&l (1;5) or 18. 07%; clc-Dc1 of students . (8) or 3. 21%; aclministrc_1tive
assist&nt (21) or 8.43%; director of gui.dancc (4) or 1.60%; associate
principal (2) or .80%; sp2cial assistant (2) or .80%; raini-principal (2)
or .80%; dc~n of guidance and coordinator of guidance (1) or .~0%;
director of athlc0ics (1) or .40%. One trend appears to be more specialization within the assistant principalship as evidenced by titles.
89_:_2_~~: of assistant princip2ls 01· 22Lf had a Ms.ster's iL:gree or au::>vc.
68_:_?:6% __ or_'!]O_ass is t_?~~__ princJ:I'.<t}::S__l'._0_~J>.i:_!:~~ec1 ze!~- -~.!_1~__ '.±_,_y_~-~1::_8-__£;._::_r~-~-=
ic_nc~__ !!'~cd~1ya t i~1-~drn2_~~ 8 t!'.' 0t i_!~.::'..J'._~~ or__!:o _PE_~:_s_c_12_~-- ]J~S__i!_io_~; 18, i~ 7% or
46 assistant principals had 5-9 years prior expcri~nce; 33 or 13% had

more.
8.

For those assistant principals who indicated they !::~':.c!.__ p_~-~~-~-o_:::i~t-:_~~1c0_·_-_
!_!:~r-~gl.__~~~1' is tr<;_ t__i_:Y~-~~i?~~ icr~c:~--(~-~~-~r__i_f:__.J_]J: 2_,__ I?_~~iy'.:: ___ ~°--- t h~c_ir. ~;~~2C:~~~·
p_o_~_i:l-l_~_r:_ _:_'!_~_~jJ_fc1~nt t_y~('.~~_c_:_t__p_?~~-~L?~'!~-~~·=-2:_C:_ _l_l_()_~_c~~_'._--~~--o_£_]._9_._3_3 __ _
es sis tan t p:c inc i pa 1 s ~ he.~ c1 rnorc t li~:n1 one pr C\7 iC~'-·~ f: nd:ri i~1ist1· c. t ivc pc s j_ t j ()f~.
Th-~·n~ost s {?, nif i c-~, t --ty[)
Of-p-;:-e-v iot~'E:: --;~,-l;(~~Tc ;~c_-; \~-c:-i;=;~--if:___ c1c1::------ ---

cs-

___

9.

~~E:?- r t_nP_~~~--h!'_~c!_i__ ci_~_s_~~-~~-~. t~--~ i~_C::Ll?.~~J._ 1 __ _r:_1: ~!~£!:r:~~-1:., -~-~~_c::._t:_9_~-<- -~~:~~~~-:_t_?_~<- tL'::.i::
~f}_i_s ta:~~~- v i_<;:e -r~~J_0_0J'.'.f·_~_, __ £_c:'_C,'._~-~~£-~~~i-~!::2-: ,_ -~~J;~2:~·'l~'.?E; o t lte :r posit ior-1 s were
counselor, special assj s tant, d0nn, tc<,cl11~r-ir,--chc,rge, ad.01inis tr2_tion,
attendance officer, unit hc<d, cv2lt•ator, co::cch u.l!d committee chairman.
'The most co<:rnon- positions hf'ld by 73Z of the .'."!S3ist2nt pri_ncipe,ls ir:~1_l_~~Js,_t_ej::y__ l?_rj9_r:: to their present positi.or•s ,.-ere _tc_<':_('.~21~~--(28.9Z), clcp_<.rtn:cn_!:.
head (18.01/",), L1Ss:istc~nt pri11e:ipal i:-i c:trnthcr school (13.65%) and 5:.c-l_'}n_:
-Sc-ior (17. Oi1 /~) • - ---P1:-i;-c_-j[,-~f--~~1-cl- D-i-~~-c-t~>-~----o T G-~i~{,~~-~~-,.,n:.' r·:c a 1 so rc.:;1 t ionccl
'

--~--

1 0.

11.

12.

o._.

plus }~--~ thc:_!:'__'-:c_;_1 :i i::.i pos i U o;,i,c;.
The ~'-i_~ !: c o~:u;;o_::i __ t_ e_~':C'.l~~-'-1~~ _8_:" c::_l~;::_i_!l_t:'.'.'~~~ o [ .so: s Ys tan t p ri:-1 ci p .:tl s uas So e:i£_c_l
Studies, follu..;c(1 liy Scienc•~, ~:ath, Lan,suaze Arts 2.nd Physical Education.
-1~~;11,- -------------------17 diftencnl ------·--cd11cation
clisci.r:li.r1cs w0rc' ·rc -nescritec~ in the te,-.,ch---·----·---·- ------ __......__ -·------------- --· 1·----- - --------------in_0__ ba~_i_:_r;_~~~~_nc1 '.i_-2_f__<:>:~~-'2l-~_L_:~1:_t_ j~_1;:i_I2_C J:~'-=J 0 _J'.•__ kJ~-~~~y_l_i_' c~c.!__;-;_1'._c!_~_~_('. Li i~1.•
In t2nns of central tendancy,, the~ :;:::-:-:n, r.1:di.:-,:1 and node years of CXi)Crfrncc, roun,1 eel off, c o~:bi_ n L1r, t c::: c l~i;1·::; 2~-1-~fc~~~-c a t:i 0~1-;-.;1-·<td:.1i n is t rn t: ion
for ]:_~§_ assista:1t prini-ip0ls rcrpc:,d:n.::,, 1.0.s _!_'Z__v~:E~· ]:_?_y_e£:_rs a1,c: _lj_
y_c_:_1 TE~ •·:· ;.; pe ct i vc l y.
Of tiie ']_!,7 asf;ist2nL princip:ds n'si·,v:1din2,, ]]_E':___C:~---Z?-_:Q!_:_:~ vie·\! their
current pus it i 011 <l. s -~-c_~n s_~--~-~-~:1.~~~; t_<2_ -.~-t l~~~ _:~ _E~-: t~ ~-0_t __ j_~-~~-~~_1 __ !2_~~'. i__~_1_~-~-t-~~:.-~!J_y_~
\.!Olk; ?.l.0.S'' .snid tk·y 1.<e:re c..ssisti:nt~ rrincipal.s \:ho dic1 not desire to
-b-;: - .-::1:
" 'l \' c. 0 1-.__.,,._1
h ,-, ,- i- c n 0 ··1
l- . i" [l_, c' n -1 1 . r, 8 8 i' c_,I " ('
1..-

r
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13.

In this question, resp0;1dcnts ,.;21·<: r;ivcn the opportunity to cl.eek as
many of facton; ur:ccl in ck~ter;;1i11i11r; their <ippuLntment to assistant
princip::ilshiµ ~:s C-ipplicd.
Ten choices a:1d an 11 othc:·" cotcgory were
provided.
'.:'he r:,,i:~ anrl ri.u;::b21· cl1c•cki11z, for each choice is list:ed brdow:

( 1)
( 2)

( 3)
( l:)
( 5)
( 6)
( /)
( 8)
( 9)
(1.0)

(11)

llf.

PrL,ciJ?<~l'

211

Acaa0~ic

182

s rcco:;',;::em1&tio:1
backgrocnd
Tcr,chiriz C>:pc: rience
School t:.uperintenclent' s reco:maepclation
Past administrative experience
Hoard of Education recommendation
Assistaut_Scpcrinlenclent's recomrnenclation
Oral cxa~in~tiort
Written examlnation
School community's r:ccom;-,iendation
Other (10 reasons in Hd. ;_ 11 :i.n Va.)

179
127
97
90

70

56
54
7
37

The::....£:l?JJ_9j.~1_trnen t _9J_~_f_i__l:~13_!_~~.L~-~~~:r~·-~nc ~P-~:___or _adj.j~ i.~_11__2=-~--~!._'.2_~-- ·
de2._~_'..1_c!_ed__p..Il:.i:.w r i '!_y on ...E._t~~~~e1:._~_f s_t_~_~_l_!::_f;_J2~.E .. 2::..~.s i~.S..~T'_:_t:_P_r i!:':'.:i:J::':-1~in the high school as 'chosen by 137 respondents.
There '"Tcre a vc.ri-?.ty
other ;easons-given for an as.sistant princi.pal' s Hppointment,
tw2nty-tl:.rcc in numbe~r.
The highest iwmbcr of responses to 2ny of those
twenty-three choices was 17 responses.

'0-f

15.

CorreJating with question B-14, and hased OQ 111 respondents who
indi.c.ateL1 the number of stuclents/assist2nt principal, this fi.t;<.tre
.s.pproximates l ass.~s tan~...J~__r inc:i_pa l_yer_ Jl_Q._~t:t~~en tE.

16.

Considering 2% res.pondents to this qucsti6n (Md.-102; Vc:t;-132) E_l_t~_.s:!_

249; ir~ ~: _3_~ 1.rr:.0.J:~~~vef'.J_~_J~..C:!:'i~~
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

,?.L:l hours were spent on .E.~:_C?..f.r:s:;~~~~.1- m2etings;
10.6:>. hours were spent on clerica: 1·:ork; ·
3T:-97· hours '"'ere spent 0!1 <1 c1;T~-ic~tre'.tivc w0rk;
7.0hours were spent on £ci'~;~0il~t-~i-O-~ .E_~li-~~---r~_l~ti~_r_~~ «;or:z;
29. 05 hours were spPnt on co:1ferences; 2nd the tot A 1 com?OS itc
~-;-erage of hours spent on t:T;·~~-e--fi;;~---;;-a.tc:zories -r.1as _8!,:0S __l~our~,
for 2 weeks or 42 hours/week.

17.

For .s.ssiste.nt princip,c,.ls in the stc>.tcs of Harylc:nd cmd Virginia, _?!~l
of _2\2__.!:_~:_SJ>_~.:_1cl.c:~ to th i.s qucs t ion 0;1 zro s s s2 l2 ry.
The 32 l~~__s.v__ra_'."'...'.3.~~
was from a low of $6, 750 to a hjc;h of $18, 720.
The n:2c;_E_, !'~~c)j_~~ ;md
mode salo.ry-fo1-=--tT;e---s·~-t-il-"~g1 o;:;-1; ~'2.s--7(i=';un"C1cci off) s1:-3, 2_2ir 1_._§_]_2_,l~~_Q-~
_a_E{JlJ.__,_:2._0_Q__ _Ec21?.C:.C::L~~~Jy. In this statistic no con~c; i-~:i'e 1: at ion '·"'a.s t; iv c·0
to 1c:ngth of school yeii.r worked.

18.

All 2Lr9 resron::k•1ts c;I1c;•.-:crcc1 rhis qucst:io:1 :iooL:t: th,~ spa!' of time ovc·r.
;h-j~~h -their basic s~dary l!as pzdd.
The prcclomina:-it ti_~·i_c:_ _~P.01~-:::~1_?:.__l.?.
!1~?1~_L h_f3..._'!.~.?::}::.__ f.9r JJ::....El_Sln t h~;_p_.-~L. (6 ~'._6_ZfL~9:!·~~~rzJ~~t '' l st 2 tis tic c~
arc listcL1 in th·:: followinc, chan::

-fficc-o

173

19. · When asked to check the order of irnportc'.nce of 9 choices on hm·7 their
salary was determined and those '\·:hich 1·;erc applicab1.e, the choices
most
frequently
chosen and their ranking as _____
1st, 2nd. _________
ar;r1 3rd highest
were as
follows:--------

The "other" choices most frequently given were df_fferenti.£>.l and
!!onaT ~~\gE~~cl as det~rrnining s2.lary
---·-··----

Sd~~-c:.-

I

20.-

~~~§!.EY__ ~~.:_1:_~~~es_

are prirnar~_l_y determined through fixe.9.__yc~1;:_.!:,Y_f.:r.:icre:_
ments uE to a maximum, 176 of 289 check marks (61%) made this choice;
although. the next ilif,hest m-;nber-~oT.checks---;a~s-sig;ificent:ly lower for
a particulc::r group, 21 checks, SOI<iE:~ of these polic-i.es ched:e;l i.Jer2:
(21) total years experience based on index or differe11tial
(19) job perfm:ii1ance evaluation by superiors
(15) some form of negotiation, association or individual

1.

The resp(m.scs to this question were not too couclusivc. Of 247 respondents, 1% or S!f.25/, did not think p°1='~s~ecl:-G~~-C~;-;:1i_~G.tes fo;~ the c:u::sistant rri:1cir;~-ishii;-.Sh~'-~ld-be given ;:in cxaminat~_on to 2.sse;~s general
ac2.de:11ic nnd ac1r.1:inistrativc co:;1petcn.c2.
113 or !;S. 75% ans\:cred they
felt an exam should be given.
,

2.

Of 2!;7 respondents to question C-1, _]__13 sc::id that an ex;:,rd.n2tio:1 .§1.1.:0:~!~
be given to assess an assistnnl principal's general a~ademic ancl!ad:ninistrative co1.1pctence. Of the 113 re1;pondin3 yes, 76 or 67.25/, s;icl
the exan1inatio;1 should be both a \·n:Htcn 2nd cin or-;-1;·23-()-;::·--2-;;:, 7T/,
said the c:~a1,1 should only be an orai;-·if~7-·7':-6'8% ··;,.;:r:a the e:-:arn ~hol'la:
be uritten; and l or .88/, haci no choice.

r

17 (~

3.

Based on 249 responses to !his question, the nunilicr of year~ te~ching
experience r:cnsidcrc·cl n10st dcsiu~ble was 5-6 years (113 or 45.30/,;
follm\'ed closely by tlt:c r2i1~;c of 3-!; Y"ars (93 or 3/.3!f~I,).
Thu?_it~
!1'..?:L -~ c.:__~'..'..":L'i_ __L:_l_~<"'.J: mo _'2~_.'-..:~ !C:} £ ~ ~~ n t. ..P "!:J.!_1.'.:iP_o_ 1?_. _(~ 3lo )__f ':...! . ~_ ! !.~n__s. __.!:_e ii c..!'..:} ~12£
ex_r:~.:i:·"!:~~<:<:;____~~.!~~~_!:!-~_:-6 _E0J.:~- 1.12,_0__ ne~_'.:_!:_!?i_'.2._Y.J:T.:..._~rcl!:_r.: __!~o ;__1?._c__ .9-2.1-..£~ sis t?:_'.2.!
.r_r i I_lC i_l'__0_~.

4.

The most important qualification bexond that of teachin~ eJ91ericnce
'i·1ere·-P..?...i?.! __~cTu1i;;-]_o;_tii~ive ~ii?:"~~~~:1ct?. -l88-·(1-.=-3). cho i.-c-c s ;-_8!:~~c~l;~r-~. 1-:~~hin education .s.cbinistration 170 (1-3) choices; ancJ desire to be a
. £!.in;;-LI2.~.!. T:n (l=-3)-~ho-iccs.
Beyond the list establi~T;c;·a-·for this
question the most frequent "other" qu::il:Lfications were personal qualities, ability to work with people and human relations, and leadership.

5.

Of the 2Lt9 respondents to this question,

.!J!1 -~. E-191

said that the ~~~_T2-

2:!!~1::m cclt~0...!.:...~·-°-1:1.~E..ack 0i.E.~Y1,~ for an aspiring assistant principal was a
Master's
or higher.
_
_ _ _ _ _devr.ee
_ .c:..:..
·--

6.' 7.

98_:l~_?:___9.!__~G anc_l__99.19% o_-i::_~Z.

princip2ls shoula ·be

~id

of

the responclenls said that assistant
mo1.:'__P~h~12__.!5.'..~chers_ani.__0._c_]-,art'11en_.!:_ ___!12c:.d_~

!e S£~_C::...f_:_ive ly .8.

Of the 242 respondents to this quesLion, 215 or 88.84% said that an
assistant pr.ii-lei.pal should be paid more tlla.n an -adrninistn1t1.ve ,,ss.i.stant.

9.

Of the 2Lf9 assistant principe.ls responding, _"!1_"'._or~Q~ felt that~
teacher, counselor or other staff Eerson who desires to be nr5ncipal
must~_ffE~~t f:;-av~- been- an assT~..!= ..<:-nti=r-rinci_p;I-:--------·---·'----- --·

10.

Of the 249 respondents 2L~or 99.59% felt that the assisU~nt prinr.ipal
position should not be just reserved for those \·.-h.o did not desire to
be principals.

11.

In respo~1se to whether a school interr:ship program should be instituted
for those desiriug to be a hizh school principal Jj_~_<?!~~'.....L'....01' of 2t,9
assistant principals said yes.
_acl~itio0_;:i..l asE:istant principal to a high. school; the choice most often selected wcs (e) combination
of above., chosen 'by l.'~2 or 57 .02% of assistant princi~1.ds. r~:~:-~~;~;-c·-
freq-;:;-e~tly cho::;cn combination was £:1.!~!2 ,(53 choices or 21. 28/o) _t:~\c~ __c~c:_r~1.£~-~1.=~ t io.'._1_ _9 ;: n..:_I! 1:~l'...1.:-9 ..L_Il_ ~l.'...i..l~--.L~ 1:_as o:_i~s-~-~-:1S"__ p_1:_~1~i:_j_~.P_0. !_; __n u_r_~~ ~!:_0°__ ~~0'::.11::' ~s_
££.~as ~f::J:..an ~:_J~r i._r_:i~i:J>f<_!_;_ sc ~t_oo l__,,,()_':_l:~_i_o<c_cl_J~~..1.:- _<:...s.:.~ i ~~£:.~S...Ei~~r2..'~ 1~_;_..:~_cl__
sch9_~!_d_~0.:_ie s __()~1.i:s i.:Jc o_[_:>.5:. ~~oci_l_!~our~._
The rios t co:rnr:on sin~ le ch'.) i.c.c was
(c) Scltoc>l ~. 'ork 102d p::r assistant princip.:d; chosen by SS er 22.Lf!,%.

12.b In response to the question of assigning an

~~- __'!_()_3_i_~_0_l__~yri '::.l.1:1_:;.2.?..12.......ri.'...~ t;_b._s__~ c__t_l'._<c:_~--~~-~ ~0 l~<J. ~:i_t__Jl_1:..i:.1..1..~). P.0 . l s ..£~~~--c nuh in...--:.
..?!L~<?.f__ f a~_t:..()J..~0}_H;u lc~-~~-\:'.~.i:.S~~~~~-1_1.. __ ~l_c -~.r::..2·_:12_t:!_~I~;_',_J:_h_.:_ _c:~s s i_S'..'0~"?..'.1..S__ o..!. __<2.12~
E. cicl i~~~o.12.~~s-~~~~i'..::'....t:.....£.1:'2:.1.:1~~-~-_t_(J __ ci_)1~_3l~--~-l'J_1.:..'.o li___ -'.1~--~~!:>_~!.'..3..!.~...G~~~(!.._l~~.0_".
an 0',.'Cl".-.1 hc~lr.1in". choice.
--··----------------- -'>--·--------~
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13.

or :.c;;, s,,:d that if tile basis of thci.r
of p-...'.pi1_s pc:L- c~~1sist2nt, there shou]d be
5?2_~~~~~"?.t a~~_jl__r i ric_Lf1.<l__1_f_~E _c_,-_c_~_y _~_O_Q::..~2_2__r_~~EL..!:E..
The next most
prevv.1ent rang,~ i;-:as 300-!199 pupils chosen by 58 or 23.2/~ of the
assistu.nt prir,cipals.
SU1ti.sticaJ~v spcakin~j the mcdi;m awl mca.n
number of s tuc~e:n t.3_!_0._s s L0i <' n t __ y_£_~~1_2_L~)_l'-~-~ we re 60-?_ a~~]-6 J~ re spsc ti vc ly.

_12~ a~-~~st:_§_~~eri!2_\'._icci_}~

assign:nent

,\~as

nu~nbcr

14.

If assistant principals were assigned by number of full-thnc teachers
per assist2nt, the most 20:<1·"0;1 ran.gC's chosen 1-.·as (20-29) tcctchers/
assistant. p rinc ipa 1--~-eT~-~~-t-cd 1)~;-1()f-~r4tf%-~thc--respor.Jcr~t-~-~;c! (3039) tc;chers7~~-;is t":.-rn_t_1~~~i~~-ipd-Cho~-c~-by-j?~:fo-: 32% ~f-t-hc respondents. - S t-;-ti~-t i~~u;--;"i~eaki.-;;g ti-;-e~~-;;-~Cican and rr.ean m-;-;:,1bc1· oft_"~~~i~~-;-:-~ i
assistant principals respectively were !:J... and 31.

15.

If assistant principals were assigned hy work load, assistant: principals
responding (242) indicated tl1eir preferences for work load assignments
in the fo 1. lo~::ing rank onler:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

Plans and program of school adminis tr at ion
Needs () f school children served
Combination choices
Time analysis of necessary daily work
Number of hours 'wrkcd beyond school hours
Services and requircITY::'nts of community

i6 or 31.!+ %
S!f or 22.31/o
5lf or 22.31/,
43 or 17.76?0
8 or J.3 %
7 or 2.89%

The coabination choices varied from all five of single choices (22
reactions) clown °to many selections of a va~iet~ of four, three and two
combination single choices. -----------"'------------------------·Assistant orincip~ls seem to be indicating
that multiple factors should be considered \·.'hen assizni1~z: assistant
principal' s h·ork load, with emphasis on thP plans anrl progra;r of school
administration, needs of children served and analysis of duily work load.

16.

Assistant principals were asked to rank (best to wors~) a list of
possible ways that their duties could be assigned.
Seven choices existed
with the possibility to combine answers (choice 'e') and write in
"other" ans1"c rs ( c bo ice ' f' ) . _I_l:_e t\l_~ mo~~_f_1~T:1enS_ly__~~-~~~~!:_c~~-..£J.~_<? i.c_~?_,
based on an arbitrary decisio~ to include cnly ranks 1, 2, and 3 selecions, were: Qisc~_e t_io:t -~L..r_r_i..:~_i.:T..c:l..i?_L:___se l e~-~~or~_~)_.....§~~.....ic::ii ~-<:.~.2..~
individual school re~c1lations (192 sclccticns).
Sigr:ificantly enough,
tlte le~;si~-· ch-;-s c n -~~$~.;er ~;-s - -c.i"i_s_C::-~--~ t {;~:l -~r--p,;;J~d 0 f t:d uca ti 0:1 (31 SC l ections).

t

,..
17.

Assist.:mt principals 1-:ere askL:cl to rank from 1-12, variol!S b:,ses fr,r
det.:nnini.ns their s~dary (1-hi=~h; 12-lm:). /•.i-bitrarily, or.Ly the :._op
6 choices ~ere recorded for each basis. In rank order by totnl number
""of t imr•s chose!' 1, 2, 3, Lf, 5, a:1cl 6 they are:

r
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(c)

ac~rn~~o2c1

TJC

1

7

3

4

5

6

30

41

23

12

30

28

16

22

-:·- - 29 --- 18

31

total

~-~ ic:s-t-.---------rc;-~- ~;-- (~J-~;1·~3 -~~-·--::·--·--1

(b_2_no. of F.T. ~r,_:_ tch~~...:.l2:..'..'.st. _
( ) previ ou~_icachin(;

eJ:p~_r_.____

(i)2~ade~i_~-~,.,_ck~round

( e) _"".-_.'!_f__d'.'.'_;!'_e_ ou_t s· id c sch. hrs .·.

I

-9:..~Ph)~_~c"'._l_plan_!__·_______
(h)__~~-~ Bd. ~E_J:_~-~~!-.si
<cU__ size

2

2

·-~
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--1~~---

I

'.J.~)..j.3.1..:.~ ___113 _~.
_6_ _l_l__ 30_ l_~j_?~-- _9_l___J
7
11
}..?:..___ _1~~---- ___ 71?_____
lj___ 2 6_

1

1

21

Circled responses in each choice column indicate the pcrticular reason or
basis most frequently chosen for the rank (e.g.) the basis or reason for
dctcrminin& an assistant principal' s sr,lary appe21~ing with the nost colunm
two or second r<cnl~ selections was (a) number of pupils per assistant principal.

18.

Assist&nt principals were asked to r2nk from 1-15, those selections which
make their school position the most difficult (1-high; 15--low). Arbitrarily,
only the top eight choices were rcc::ircfod.
In rank order by total number
of tim2s selected 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 they are:
(see following pa3c)
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ea~h choice column indicate the particular reason or basis
chosen for th2 rank.

Circled responses in
most

~requently

l

I

r
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